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Fibre (hamois
The best support for Puffed Sleeves and Skirts. It does not lose its shape.

It is light in weight, unaffected by dampness. It is cheaper than Hair Cloth

or Crinoline. The immense demand for Fibre Chamois has caused a number

of worthless imitations to be placed on the market.

Look for the trade mark, and if Fibre Chamois is stamped on the mate

rial, it is genuine, otherwise not.

FIBRE CHAMOIS comes in three weights, No. 10, light; No. 20, medium; No. 30, heavy

For Sale at aII Dry Goods Stores

Beware of Imitations or you may get a cheap substitute that will have

Some good quick exercise, producing perspiration

enough to bring the impurities to the Surface of the skin,

a rub with a rough towel, a Scrub with Ivory Soap, a

dash of cold water, and she is cleansed and beautified.

With nerves braced and muscles hardened, she feels

that she is indeed a new woman.

Ivory Soap, because of its purity, its quick action, its easy rinsing quality

and the smooth pleasant sensation it leaves, is the favorite soap for the bath.

********************cºats º-cºatº-cºatº-cºat ºcºts

TRADE MARK

Fast Black º
“NUBIAN’’ is the word

which represents the High

est Grade Absolutely Fast

Black

Cotton

Dress

Linings \ .

The firm, -

substantial ma

terial makes it

the best lining

for expensive

gowns, and the

cost is low

enough for its use in any dress. “NUBIAN” will not become limp like

cheap linings, but its firmness holds the dress in shape, maintaining the

original style and fit.

The Black is positively unchangeable, and will not crock or discolor

by perspiration. It can always be depended upon, and all reputable

dressmakers and dealers Should recommend “NUBIAN LININGS.”

For Sale at aII Dry Goods Stores

**** Hº Look for this on every yard of the Selvedge.
to be taken out after the dress is worn.

**$2°º-ºº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º
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LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST

By Frank R. Stockion

Author of “Rudder Grange,” “The Lady, or the Tiger?” “Pomona's Travels,” etc., etc.

[With Illustration by W.T. Smedley]

PART II

OW that I had determined that I

would not start for Europe

until I had satisfied myself that

Mr. Barker, my agent, was con

tenting himself with attending

to my business, and not en

deavoring to force himself into

social relations with my tenants,

I was anxious that the postponement of

my journey should be unknown to my

friends and acquaintances, and I was,

therefore, very glad to see in a newspaper,

published on the afternoon of the day of

my intended departure, my name among

the list of passengers

who had sailed upon

the Mnemonic. For

the first time I com

mended the super-en

terprise of a reporter

who gave more atten

tion to the timeliness

of his news than to its

accuracy.

I was stopping at a

New York hotel, but I

did not wish to stay

there. Until I felt my

self ready to start on

my travels the neigh

borhood of Boynton

would suit me better

than anywhere else. I

did not wish to go to

the town itself, for

Barker lived there and

I knew many of the

townspeople, but there

were lots of farm

houses not far away

where I might spend a

week. After con

sidering the matter I

thought of something

that might suit me.

About three miles from

my house, on an un

frequented road, was a

mill which stood at the

end of an extensive

sheet of water, in re

ality a mill pond, but

commonly called a

lake. The miller, an

old man, had recently

died, and his house

near by was occupied

by a newcomer whom

I had never seen. If I

could get accommoda

tions there it would

suit me exactly. I left

the train two stations

below Boynton and

walked over to the

mill.

The country-folk in

my neighborhood are

always pleased to take

summer boarders if they can get them, and

the miller and his wife were glad to give

me a room, not imagining that I was the

owner of a good house not far away. The

place suited my requirements very well.

It was near her and I might live here for a

time unnoticed, but what I was going to

do with my opportunity I did not know.

Several times the conviction forced itself

upon me that I should get up at once and

go to Europe by the first steamer, and so

show myself that I was a man of sense.

This conviction was banished on the

second afternoon of my stay at the mill.

I was sitting under a tree in the orchard

near the house, thinking and smoking my

pipe, when along the road which ran by

the side of the lake, came Mr. Vincent on

my black horse General and his daughter

on my mare Sappho. Instinctively I pulled

my straw hat over my eyes, but this pre

caution was not necessary. They were

looking at the beautiful lake with its hills

and overhanging trees, and saw me not

When the very tip of Sappho's tail had

melted into the foliage of the road I arose

to my feet and took a deep breath of the

happy air. I had seen her and it was with

her father she was riding.

I do not believe I slept a minute that

night through thinking of her and feeling

lad that I was near her, and that she had

É. riding with her father.

4.

When the early dawn began to break an

idea brighter than the dawn broke upon

me: I would get up and go nearer to her.

It is amazing how much we lose by not

getting up early on the long summer, days.

How beautiful the morning might be on

this earth I never knew until I found my

self wandering by the edge of my woods

and over my lawn with the tender gray

blue sky above me and all the freshness of

the grass and flowers and trees about me,

the birds singing among the branches and

she sleeping sweetly somewhere within

that house with its softly-defined lights and

shadows. How I wished I knew what

room she occupied

I rowed far up the lake where it narrowed

into a creek, and between the high hills

which shut me out from the world I would

float and think.

Every morning, soon after break of day,

I went to my home and wandered about

my grounds. If it rained I did not mind

that ; I like a summer rain.

Day by day I grew bolder. Nobody in

that household thought of getting up until

seven o’clock. For two hours, at least, I

could ramble undisturbed through my

grounds, and much as I had once enjoyed

these grounds, they never afforded me the

pleasure they gave me now. In these

happy mornings I felt all the life and spirits

of a boy. I went into my little field and

stroked the sleek sides of my cows as they

nibbled the dewy grass. I even peeped

through the barred window of Sappho's

box, and fed her, as I had been used to

doing, with bunches of clover. I saw that

the young chickens were flourishing. I

went into the garden and noted the growth

of the vegetables, feeling glad that she

would have so many fine strawberries and

tender peas.

-

-

-

- -- -

“Are you going to stay to breakfast?” she asked

The beauties and joys of that hour were

lost to every person on the place, who

were all, no doubt, if their soundest sleep.

I did not even see a dog. Quietly and

stealthily stepping from bush to hedge I

went around the house, and as I drew near

the barn Ifancied I could hear from a little

room adjoining it the snores of the coach:

man. The lazy rascal would probably not

awaken for two or three hours yet, but I

would run no risks and in half an hour I

had sped away. -

Now I knew exactly why I was staying

at the house of the miller. I was doing so

in order that I might go early in the morn:

ings to my own home, in which the girl I

loved lay dreaming, and that for the rest

of the day and much of the night I might

think of her. -

“What place in Europe,” I said to my

self, “could be so beautiful, so charming,

and so helpful to reflection as this seques

tered lake, these noble trees, these stretches

of undulating meadow 2''

Even if I should care to go abroad, a

month or two later would answer all my

purposes. Why had I ever thought of

spending five months away ?

There was a pretty stream which ran

from the lake and wended its way through

a green and shaded valley, and here with

a rod I wandered and fished and thought.

The miller had boats, and in one of these

I had not the slightest doubt that she

was fond of flowers, and for her sake now,

as I used to do for my own sake, I visited

the flower beds and borders. Not far from

the house there was a cluster of old

fashioned pinks which I was sure were not

doing very well. They had been there too

long, perhaps, and they looked stunted and

weak. In the miller's garden I had noticed

great beds of these pinks and I asked his

wife if I might have some, and she, con

sidering them as mere wild flowers, said I

might have as many as I liked. She might

have thought I wanted simply the blos

soms, but the next morning I went over to

my house with a basket filled with great

matted masses of the plants taken up with

the roots and plenty of earth around them,

and after twenty minutes' work in my own

bed of pinks, I had taken out all the old

plants and filled their places with fresh,

luxuriant masses of buds and leaves and

blossoms. How glad she would be when

she saw the fresh life that had come to that

flower bed! With light footsteps I went

away, not feeling the weight of the basket

filled with the old plants and roots.

The summer grew and strengthened and

the sun rose earlier, but as that had no

effect upon the rising of the present in

habitants of my place, it gave me more

time for my morning pursuits. Gradually

I constituted myself the regular flower

º
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gardener of the premises. How delight

ful the work was, and how foolish I thought

I had been never to think of doing this

thing for myself, but no doubt it was

because I was doing it for her that I found

it so pleasant.

Once again I had seen Miss Vincent. It

was in the afternoon and I had rowed

myself to the upper part of the lake, where,

with the high hills and the trees on each

side of me, I felt as if I were alone in the

world. Floating idly along, with my

thoughts about three miles away, I heard

the sound of oars, and looking out on

the open part of the lake I saw a boat

approaching. The miller was rowing and

in the stern sat an elderly gentleman and a

young lady. I knew them in an instant;
they were Mr. and Miss Vincent.

With a few vigorous strokes I shot

myself into the shadows and rowed up the

stream into the narrow stretches among

the lily pads, under a bridge and around a

little wooded point, where I ran the boat

ashore and sprang upon the grassy bank.

I did not believe the miller would bring

them as far as this, but I went up to a

higher spot and watch

ed for half an hour, but

I did not see them

again. How relieved

I was, for it would

have been terribly em

barrassing had they

discovered me, and

how disappointed I

was that the miller

turned back so soon :

I now extended the

supervision of my

grounds. I walked

through the woods,

and saw how beautiful

they were in the early

dawn. I threw aside

the fallen twigs and cut

away encroaching sap

lings, which were be

ginning to encumber

the paths I had made,

and if I found a bough

which hung too low I

cut it off. There was

a great beech tree, be

tween which and a

dogwood I had the

year before suspended

a hammock. In pass

ing this one morning I

was amazed to see a

hammock swinging

from the hooks I had

put in the two trees.

This was a retreat

which I had supposed

no one else would

fancy or even think of

In the hammock was a

fan, a common Japan

ese fan. For fifteen

minutes I stood look

ing at that hammock,

every nerve a-tingle.

Then Iglanced around;

the spot had been

almost unfrequented

since last summer; lit

tle bushes, weeds and

vines had sprung up

here and there between

the two trees. There

- were dead twigs and

limbs lying about, and the short path to

the main walk was much overgrown.

I looked at my watch. It was a quarter

to six. I had yet a good hour for work,

and with nothing but my pocket-knife and

my hands I began to clear away the space

about that hammock. When I left it it

looked as it, used to look when it was my

pleasure to lie there and swing and read
and think.

To approach this spot it was not neces

sary to go through my grounds, for my bit

of woods adjoined a considerable stretch

of forest land, and in my morning walks

from the mill I often used a path through

these woods. The next morning when I

took this path I was late because I had

unfortunately, overslept myself. When I

reached the hammock it wanted fifteen

minutes to seven o'clock. It was too late

for me to do anything, but I was glad to

be able to stay there even for a few min

utes, to breathe that air, to stand on that

ground, to touch that hammock. I did

more than that; why shouldn't I? I got

into it. It was a better one than that I had

hung there; it was delightfully comfortable.

At this moment, gently swinging in that

woodland solitude, with the sweet odors

of the morning all about me, I felt myself

nearer to her than I had ever been before.

But I knew I must not revel in this place

too long. I was on the point of rising to
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leave when I heard approaching footsteps.

My breath stopped ; was I at last to be

discovered 2 This was what came of my

reckless security. But perhaps the person,

some workman most likely, would pass

without noticing me. To remain quiet

iºned the best course, and I lay motion

CSS.

But the person approaching turned into

the little pathway; the footsteps came

nearer. I sprang from the hammock. Be

fore me was Miss Vincent

What was my aspect, I know not, but I

have no doubt I turned fiery red. She

stopped suddenly, but she did not turn red.

“Oh, Mr. Ripley,” she exclaimed,

“good-morning. You must excuse me.

I did not know— ”

That she should have had sufficient self

possession to say good-morning amazed

me. Her whole appearance, in fact,

amazed me. There seemed to be some

thing wanting in her manner. I endeavored

to get myself into condition.

“You must be surprised,” I said, “to

see me here. You supposed I was in

Europe, but— ”

As I spoke I made a couple of steps

toward her, but suddenly stopped. One

of my coat buttons had caught in the

meshes of the hammock. It was con

foundedly awkward ; I tried to loosen the

button, but it was badly entangled ; then I

desperately pulled at it to tear it off.

“Oh, don't do that,” she said.

me take it out for you,” and taking the

threads of the hammock in one of her lit

tle hands and the button in the other she

quickly separated them. “I should think

buttons would be very inconvenient things,

at least in hammocks,” she said smiling ;

“you see girls don't have any such trouble.”

I could not understand her manner; she

seemed to take my being there as a matter

of course.

“I must beg a thousand pardons for

this—this trespass,” I said.

“Trespass l’’ said she with a smile ;

“people don't trespass on their own land.”

“But it is not my land,” said I. “It is

your father's for the time being. I have

no right here whatever. I do not know

how to explain, but you must think it very

strange to find me here when you supposed

I had started for Europe.”

“Oh, I knew you had not started for

Europe,” said she, “because I have seen

you working in the grounds.”

“Seen me!” I interrupted.

sible P’’

“Oh, yes,” said she. “I don't know how

long you had been coming when I first saw

you, but when I found that fresh bed of

pinks all transplanted from somewhere,

and just as lovely as they could be, instead

of the old ones, I spoke to the man, but

he did not know anything about it and

said he had not had time to do anything to

the flowers, whereas I had been giving him

credit for ever so much weeding and clean

ing up. Then I thought, perhaps, Mr.

Barker, who is just as kind and attentive

as he can be, had done it, but I could

hardly believe he was the sort of man to

come early in the morning and work out

of-doors”—(oh, how I wish he had come,

I thought. If I had caught him here work

ing among the flowers)—“and when he

came that afternoon to play tennis I found

that he had been away for two days, and

could not have planted the pinks, so I sim

ply got up early one morning and looked

out and there I saw you, with your coat

off, working just as hard as ever you could.”

I stepped back, my mind for a moment

a perfect blank. -

“What could you have thought of me?”

I exclaimed presently.

“Really, at first I did not know what to

think,” said she. “Of course, I did not

know what had detained you in this coun

try, but I remembered that I had heard

that you were a very particular person

about your flowers and shrubs and grounds,

and that most likely you thought they

would be better taken care of if you kept

an eye on them, and that when you found

there was so much to do you just went to

work and did it. I did not speak of this

to anybody, because if you did not wish

it to be known that you were taking care

of the grounds it was not my business to tell

people about it. But yesterday when I

found this place where I had hung my

hammock so beautifully cleared up and

made so nice and clean and pleasant in

every way, I thought I must come down to

tell you how much obliged I am and also

that you ought not to take so much trouble

for us. If you think the grounds need

more attention I will persuade my father

to hire another man now and then to work

about the place. Really, Mr. Ripley, you

ought not to have to— ”

I was humbled, abashed. She had seen

me at my morning devotions, and this was

the way she interpreted them. She con

sidered me such an over-nice fellow who

was so desperately afraid his place would

be injured that he came sneaking around

every morning to see if any damage had

been done and to put things to rights.

She stood for a moment as if expecting

me to speak, brushed a buzzing fly from

her sleeve, and then, looking at me with a

gentle smile, she turned a little as if she

were about to leave.

I could not let her go without telling her

“Is it pos

“Let

something. Her present opinion of me

must not rest in her mind another minute,

and yet what story could I devise? How,

indeed, could I devise anything with which

to deceive a girl who spoke and looked at

me as this girl did 2 I could not do it. I

must rush away speechless and never see

her again, or I must tell her all. I came a

little nearer to her.

“Miss Vincent,” said I, “you do not

understand at all why I am here, why I

have been here so much, why I did not go

to Europe. The truth is I could not leave.

I do not wish to be away, I want to come

here and live here always— ”

“Oh, dear,” she interrupted, “ of course,

it is natural that you should not want to

tear yourself away from your lovely home.

It would be very hard for us to go away

now, especially for father and me, for we

have grown to love this place so much,

but, of course, if you want us to leave, I

dare say—”

“I want you to leave 2'' I exclaimed.

“Never ! When I say that I want to live

here myself, that my heart will not let me

go anywhere else, I mean that I want you

to live here too—you, your mother and

father—that I want—— ”

“Oh, that would be perfectly splendid,”

she said. “I have ever so often thought

that it was a shame that you should be

deprived of the pleasures you so much

enjoy, which I see you can find here and

nowhere else. Now, I have a plan which I

think will work splendidly. We are a very

small family. Why shouldn’t you come

here and live with us? There is lots of

room, and I know father and mother would

be very glad, and you can pay your board

if that would please you better. You can

have the room at the top of the tower for

your study and your smoking den, and the

room under it can be your bedroom, so

you can be just as independent as you

please of the rest of us, and you can be

living on your own place without interfer

ing with us in the least. In fact, it would

be ever so nice, especially as I am in the

habit of going away to the seashore with

my aunt every summer for six weeks, and

I was thinking how lonely it would be this

year for father and mother to stay here all

by themselves.”

The tower room and the one under it !

For me! What a contemptibly little

minded and insignificant person she must

think me. The words with which I strove

to tell her that I wished to live here as lord

with her as my queen would not come.

She looked at me for a moment as I stood

there on the brink of saying something,

but not saying it, and then she turned sud

denly toward the hammock.

“Did you see anything of a fan I left

here?” she said. “I know I left it here,

but when I came yesterday it was gone.

Perhaps you may have noticed it some

where.”

Now, the morning before I had taken

that fan home with me. It was an awkward

thing to carry, but I had concealed it under

my coat. It was a contemptible trick, but

the fan had her initials on it, and as it was

the only thing belonging to her of which

I could possess myself, the temptation

had been too great to resist. As she stood

waiting for my answer there was a light

in her eye which illuminated my percep

tions.

“Did you see me take that fan?” I

asked.

“I did,” said she.

“Then you know,” I exclaimed, stepping

nearer to her, “why it is I did not leave

this country as I intended, why it was im

possible for me to tear myself away from

this house, why it is that I have been here

every morning hovering around and doing

the things I have been doing?”

She looked up at me, and with her eyes

she said, “How could I help knowing?”

She might have intended to say something

with her lips, but I took my answer from

her eyes, and with a quick impulse of a

lover I stopped her speech.

“You have strange ways,” she said

presently, blushing and gently pressing

back my arm ; “I haven't told you a

thing.” -

“Let us tell each other everything

now,” I cried; and we seated ourselves in

the hammock.

It was a quarter of an hour later and we

were still sitting together in the hammock.

“You may think,” said she, “that know

ing what I did it was very queer for me to

come out to you this morning, but I could

not help it. You were getting so dread

fully careless and were staving so late and

doing things which people would have

been bound to notice, especially as father

is always talking about our enjoying the

fresh hours of the morning, that I felt I

could not let you go on any longer. And

when it came to that fan business I saw

plainly that you must either immediately

start for Europe, or— ” -

“Or what?” I interrupted.

“Or go to my father and regularly en

gage yourself as a-''

I do not know whether she was going to

say gardener or not, but it did not matter;

I stopped her.

It was perhaps twenty minutes later and

we were standing together at the edge of

the woods ; she wanted me to come to the

house to take breakfast with them.

“Oh, I could not do that,” I said, “they

would be so surprised. I should have so

much to explain before I could even begin

to state my case.”

“Well, then explain,” said she.

will find father on the front piazza. He is

always there before breakfast and there is

plenty of time. After all that has been

said here I cannot go to breakfast and look

commonplace while you run away.”

“But suppose your father objects 2''

said I.

“Well, then you will have to go back

and take breakfast with your miller,” said

she.

I never saw a family so little affected

by surprises as those Vincents. When I

appeared on the front piazza the old gentle

man did not jump. He shook hands with

me and asked me to sit down, and when I

told him everything he did not even ejacu

late, but simply folded his hands together

and looked out over the railing.

“It seemed strange to Mrs. Vincent

and myself,” he said, “when we first

noticed your extraordinary attachment for

our daughter, but after all it was natural

enough.”

“Noticed it !” I exclaimed ; “when did

you do that?”

“Very soon,” he said. “When you and

Cora were cataloguing the books at my

house in town I noticed it and spoke to

Mrs. Vincent, but she said it was nothing

new to her, for it was plain enough on the

day when we first met you here that you

were letting the house to Cora, and that

she had not spoken of it to me because

she was afraid I might think it wrong to

accept the favorable and unusual arrange

ments you were making with us if I sus

pected the reason for them. We talked

over the matter, but, of course, we could

do nothing because there was nothing to

do, and Mrs. Vincent was quite sure you

would write to us from Europe. But when

my man Ambrose told me he had seen

some one working about the place in the

very early morning, and that as it was a

gentleman he supposed it must be the

landlord, for nobody else would be doing

such things, Mrs. Vincent and myself

looked out of the window the next day,

and when we found it was indeed you who

were coming here every day we felt that the

matter was serious and were a good deal

troubled. We found, however, that you

were conducting affairs in a very honorable

way, that you were not endeavoring to see

Cora, and that you did not try to have any

secret correspondence with her, and as we

had no right to prevent you from coming

on your grounds we concluded to remain

quiet until you should take some step

which we would be authorized to notice.

Later, when Mr. Barker came and told me

that you had not gone to Europe and were

living with a miller not far from here—”

“Barker ' '.' I cried. “The scoundrel !”

“You are mistaken, sir,” said Mr.

Vincent, “he spoke with the greatest kind

ness of you and said that as it was evident

you had your own reasons for wishing to

stay in the neighborhood and did not wish

the fact to be known, he had spoken of it

to no one but me, and he would not have

done this had he not thought it would pre

vent embarrassment in case we should

meet.”

Would that everlasting Barker ever

cease meddling in my affairs?

“Do you suppose,” I asked, “that he

imagined the reason for my staying here?”

“I do not know,” said the old gentle

man, “but after the questions I put to him

I have do doubt he suspected it. I made

many inquiries of him regarding you, your

family, habits, disposition, etc., for this

was a very vital matter to me, sir, and I

am happy to inform you that he said noth

ing of you that was not good, so I urged

him to keep the matter to himself. I

determined, however, that if you continued

your morning visits I should take an early

opportunity of accosting you and asking

an explanation.”

“And you never mentioned anything of

this to your daughter?” said I.

“Oh, no,” he answered, “we carefully

kept everything from her.” -

“But, my dear sir,” said I rising, “you

have given me no answer. You have not

told me whether or not you will accept me

as a son-in-law.”

He smiled. “Truly,” he said, “I have

not answered you, but the fact is Mrs.

Vincent and I have considered the matter

so long, and having come to the conclusion

that if you made an honorable and straight

forward proposition, and if Cora were will

ing to accept you, we could see no reason

to object to— ”

At this moment the front door opened

and Cora appeared.

“Are you going to stay to breakfast?”

she asked. “Because if you are it is

ready.”

I stayed to breakfast.

I am now living in my own house, not in

the two tower rooms, but in the whole

mansion, of which my former tenant, Cora,

is now mistress supreme. Mr. and Mrs.

Vincent expect to spend the next summer

here and take care of the house while we

are traveling.

Mr. Barker, an excellent fellow and a

most thorough business man, still manages

my affairs, and there is nothing on the

“You .

place that flourishes so vigorously as the

º: of pinks which I got from the miller's

W116.

By-the-way, when I went back to my

lodging on that eventful day, the miller's

wife met me at the door.

“I kept your breakfast waiting for you

for a good while,” said she, “but as you

didn't come I supposed you were taking

breakfast in your own house and I cleared

it away.”

“Do you know who I am ' '.' I exclaimed.

“Oh, yes, sir,” she said; “we did not at

first, but when everybody began to talk

about it we couldn't help knowing it.”

“Everybody ' ' I gasped. “And may I

*k, what you and everybody said about

me?”

‘‘I think it was the general opinion, sir,”

said she, “that you were suspicious of

them tenants of yours, and nobody won

dered at it, for when city people gets into

the country and on other people's property,

there's no trusting them out of your sight

for a minute.”

I could not let the good woman hold this

opinion of my tenants and I briefly told

her the truth. She looked at me with

moist admiration in her eyes.

“I am glad to hear that, sir,” said she.

“I like it very much, but if I was you I

wouldn’t be in a hurry to tell my husband

and the people in the neighborhood about

it. They might be a little disappointed at

first, for they had a mighty high opinion of

you when they thought that you was layin'

low here to keep an eye on them tenants

of yours.”

(Comc/usion)

THE REWIWAL OF THE MOTTO

BY ALICE GRAHAM MCCOLLIN

HE motto, whose revival is noted in

the above title, is the expression in

architecture of some sentiment suit

able to the place to which it is ap

plied, and eternal is its significance. It is

more frequently and more noticeably in

domestic architecture than elsewhere that

the motto is found. Scarcely a country

house of sufficient size to boast a hall and

fireplace but announces in script or text a

welcome to all guests or some appreciation

of the comforts of its four walls. The

favorite place for this motto is over the fire

place, either above or below the mantel

shelf, and of all the old ones, “East or

west, home is best,” with its variety of

expressions, is the favorite. “A man’s

house is his castle’’;

“Home is the resort

Of love, of joy, of peace”;

“A man's best things are nearest him '':

“Our house is ever at your service”;

“You are very welcome '" ; “Take the

goods the gods provide thee ''-any one of

these will as appropriately welcome the

stranger as the friend.

“Be thou familiar ’’ is a striking wel

come, and the first phrase of Captain

Cuttle's famous toast, “ May we never

want a friend,” is also inspiring.

lt is said that in the hall of Mark Twain's

home at Hartford, Connecticut, the fol

lowing is graven over the fireplace: “The

ornament of a house is the guests who fre

quent it.” The scriptural “O ! ye fire and

heat, bless ye the Lord,” has been used

also over a fireplace with appropriate effect.

Latin phrases are frequently used. A

great favorite is, “Omne meum est antem

fuum,” which is easily translated as “All

mine is thine.”

“A)eus mobis harc offia ſecif” is also ap

propriate—“God has given us this ease.”

“Nu//us esſ /ocus domestică sede jucun

dior”—“No place is more delightful than

one's own fireside ''-is equally effective.

The space over library doors and win

dows, as well as over the fireplace, is also

used for the inscribing of suitable senti.

ments. Some few that are appropriate for

this purpose are: “There is an art of

reading,” “The monuments of vanished

minds,” “Infinite riches in a little room,”

“Some books are to be tasted, others to

be swallowed, and some few to be chewed

and digested.”

The inscription, “Medicine for the soul,”

which was found over the door of the

library at Thebes, should be used over the

entrance to every library. Over the fire

place might be placed with effect:

“Old wood to burn,

Old friends to trust

Öid authors to read.”

Another favorite place for such inscrip

tions is the nursery fireplace. Mother

Goose rhymes are frequently used for this

purpose. Pope's familiar couplet,

“Behold the child, by Nature's kindly law

Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw,”

is also successfully used. -

“God rest ye, little children,” and “A

child in a house is a well-spring of

pleasure,” are also favorites.

Over a dining-room buffet there has been

engraved, “Now good digestion wait on

appetite.” In a music-room the walls

bear, “ Music is said to be the speech of

angels,” “The hidden soul of harmony,”

and countless other suitable devices.

And so it goes—scarcely a room in any

house but might properly bear some senti

ment of welcome or advice.
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OMAN WHO PAINTS CATS

By Frances E. Lanigan

[With Illustrations reproduced and reengraved by courtesy of The Century Company]

NLY three of the four hundred and fifty

canvases which hang in the Louvre

portray the cat; this proportion of painted

representations of

cats obtains also

through out the

world of art. Dur

ing the last few

centuries but four

artists have painted

cats well, three men,

Gottfried Mind, a

Swiss ; Hokusai, a

łº Louis

ugéne Lambert, a

Frenchman, and

but one woman,

Madame Henriette

Ronner, of Holland,

the subject of our

sketch. The reason

for this avoidance of

the cat as a subject

in art is not because

of its lack of charm,

beauty or grace—

these are admitted

by every one—but

because of its diffi

culty. No living

thing is so change

able and variable in

contour, in expres

sion and in mark

ings as Shylock's

“harmless neces

sary cat,” and none

is, the refore, so

difficult of por

trayal.

Madame Ronner

was before her mar

riage Henriette

Knip, the daughter

of Josephus Augus

tus Knip, a promi

nent Dutch land

scape painter, the

granddaughter of

Nicolaas Frederick

Knip, a flower

painter of some

celebrity in the last

century, and the

niece and namesake

of Henriette Ger

truide Knip, a flower

painter of distinction early in this century,

whose pictures won medals at Paris and

Amsterdam. She was born at Amsterdam

in May, 1821, and was dedicated by her

father to his art, from her birth, all her

earliest training being in this field. Some

drawings made by her as a child of five

are still in existence, and show in small

fashion the talent that was inherent. Her

father himself superintended her schooling

and was until 1832 her most devoted and

watchful art instructor. In that year he

lost his sight completely, one eye follow

ing, from sympathy, into the darkness

which had come upon its mate five years

before. This deprivation made Josephus

Knip doubly anxious concerning the proper

development of his daughter's talent, and

he began with her, on April 1, 1832, a

course of training whose severity and

peculiarity might have been the ruin of a

nature and talent less strong than the little

Henriette's. She was then installed in

her father's studio, and from sunrise to

sunset compelled daily to work steadily at

MADAME RONNER'S CELEBRATED PICTURE, “AN INTRUDER,” Now IN

her easel, save only for a two hours' rest

in a darkened room during the midday

hours, which her father required, fearing

that such constant application might play

havoc with her sight. He allowed her no

instructor save himself, and no criticism

other than her own. By means of long

talks he taught her for what she was to

look in Nature, and how to transcribe it on

canvas. His theory was that from Nature,

and by individual study and labor, she

could secure the technique of her art, as

she did. It is very questionable, however,

whether this plan would have succeeded

in most cases. It did, however, in this,

and the child grew in years and in skill,

her own instructor and critic. Her father,

knowing that she would be dependent

upon her own labors for her living, desired

her to study with a view to becoming a

portrait painter. Animal life, however,

was more attractive to the child, and in

her long days of outdoor rural work she

devoted more and more time and attention

to the portrayal of animals.

At the age of sixteen she exhibited her

first picture at Düsseldorf, where she and

her father had settled temporarily, in the

itinerant life which had become a necessity

to Josephus Knip, giving him variety of

environment as entertainment. Oddly

enough, the picture was of a cat, and was

entitled “Cat in a Window.” Its prompt

sale determined the girl artist to persevere

in her chosen field of animal painting, and

after this time, 1837, she was a frequent

and constant contrib

utor of animal por

traits and studies to

the exhibitions of

Germany and Hol

land. Her father’s

increasing restless

ness and their conse

quent almost constant

traveling rendered

painting more and

more difficult for

Henriette, but with

the persistency of

genius she worked,

painting whenever an

hour was obtainable,

and daily gaining in

accuracy and vigor of

technique. Ten years

later, in 1847, Jose

phus Knip died at

Berlikum, in North

Brabant, where at this

time Henriette met

Fieco Ronner, the

man to whom she was married three years

later at Amsterdam. Soon after their mar

riage the Ronners removed to Brussels,

where they made their home. Here they

spent thirty-three years of happy married

life, until the death of Fieco Ronner in

1883, and here Madame Ronner still makes

her home with her son.

After her marriage Madame Ronner

continued her work at her easel, helping

thereby to support her dearly-loved but

now invalid husband and the several chil

dren which were born to the couple, and

gaining constantly in her art. In 1860 she

exhibited her first really remarkable pic

ture, a masterpiece in the line of work

which she had adopted. It was a large

THE POSSESSION OF MR. C. P. HUNTINGTON, OF NEW YORK

canvas, six by eight feet in size, entitled

“The Friend of Man,” and represented

an old sand-seller weeping over the death

of one of the little draught-dogs, used so

much in Holland, while two other dogs

look with dumb brute sympathy at their

comrade and their master. The painting

was in feeling what it was in technique, a

perfect example of genius and skill. Hen

riette Ronner's reputation and fortune

were made from this time, and orders for

pictures of dogs poured in upon her.

Coincident with this success, there came

into Madame Ronner's home a kitten

whose grace and beauty first charmed and

then fascinated the artist. Although her

work for the next ten years showed itself

principally in pictures of dogs and scenes

of dog life, she worked constantly to por

tray cat and kitten nature upon canvas.

The difficulties were tremendous. We

have spoken of the scarcity of the painted

cat and kittens, and hinted at the reason

for their so rare appearance upon canvas.

Madame Ronner possessed superb tech

nique and unlimited powers of observa

tion, study and ap

plication, and her

ten years of work

upon cats and kit

tens told in her ulti

mate and greatest

success, her con

quest of a field in

which she was su

preme and alone

among women.

Since 1870 she has

painted almost

nothing else than

cats and kittens.

In manner, Ma

dame Ronner is

most diffident and

reserved. She is

devoted to her home

and family and to a

few chosen intimate

friends. She takes

no pleasure in so

ciety, and finds her

greatest happiness,

although she is now

seventy-three years

of age, in congenial

and successful work.

Her married life

was most happy de

spite the illness of

her husband and the

poverty of its earlier

years. Madame

Ronner has, and has

always had, a hor

ror of all business

and money affairs,

her interest in her

pictures being crea

tive rather than lu

crative, and this

department of her

work Fieco Ronner,

despite his ill health,

managed for her.

Her son has, since

his father's death,

assumed the duties

of business manager

of his mother's large

earnings. Her age

has had no apparent effect upon her skill.
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* IV—MY BROTHER:

H E main

who ex

ercised, half

unconscious

ly, a guiding

and controll

ing influence

on my men

tal life and

moral devel

opment was

no devout

minister of

the gospel—

no grave tu

tor, no ac

complished man of the world, though he

was, through his life and character, a

preacher of all sweet and noble humanities

—was an exceptional scholar, and a gentle

man by good descent and unerring instinct.

This was (alas was /) my brother. He

stood high up in our family—next to the

head in my mother's big class of boys and

girls, and was some fifteen years my senior.

In my babyhood I was his special pet, and

in my childhood his chosen charge, play

fellow and companion. In my early girl

hood he seemed to me a being as beautiful

and gracious as a young Greek god, and

I loved him with all the strength and fervor

of a nature intense and passionate, but

usually so shy and reticent in regard to its

deepest and tenderest emotions, that I do

not think this object of my worship ever

knew on what a lofty pedestal he stood

before my ardent, idolatrous soul. During

his college days I had reason to have great

respect for his scientific attainments, but

more for his classic lore. His home-com

ing was like a descent of Olympus on our

dull farm-life, and I was hardly pleased

when I saw he preferred English to Latin,

as a conversational medium, and for light

reading, Scott and Campbell to Caesar and

Virgil. When he became professor of

natural science and the principal of a

seminary, and, above all, when he attained

to the editorship of a very respectable city

journal, and a prečmpted place in “the

poet's corner,” my pride in him and sense

of the family distinction were unspeakable.

But he was not set up at all—never was.

GRACE GREENWOOD

HEN, the days having gone on, in a

way the days had of doing, even

then—and we all, or most of us, came to

live together in the city of R-, and the

oldest son and brother brought home a

wife, “the loveliest little lady alive,” I

feared a break in my loving intercourse

and intimacy with him. But there was not

much change. He somehow found time in

his evenings to drill me in English gram

mar, and guide my taste in English litera

ture—mostly by oral instruction through

his reading, which was wonderfully clear

and elucidating. After awhile I entered a

famous high school—after some vain co

quetting with knowledge in female semi

naries, where I had promptly disgraced

myself in arithmetic, but scored a success

in composition. Owing in great part, I

fear, to that good-natured brother of mine,

I got along nicely in Latin—he helping me

out of the worst hobbles. The initial steps

were made too easy for me. I lost proper

respect for Caesar and Virgil. “Pooh

Latin isn’t difficult,” I said to my younger

brother. “Wait till you have to wrestle

with the Fifth Proposition in Euclid.”

Not a happy instance this—seeing that I

had been gallantly handed across that

“Dunce Bridge” by our kind home tutor.

Guiseppe (that was my brother's name

in a way) was my chief literary confi

dant and counselor, till I began to try my

hand at poems—as I presumed to designate

my verses. Then I asked no one's advice

—much less aid—but retired into the depths

of my consciousness, and relied wholly on

the inspiration of genius. I had a fatal

facility in rhyming, and foolishly prided

myself on the carelessness and celerity

with which I “dashed off such little things.”

My first efforts were elegiac-sent with

funeral flowers to bereaved friends. Some

of them got into print through the in

fluence of the mourners—“Or, perhaps,

the undertaker,” as my brother said, when,

at last, they fell under his scornful, critical

eye. He did not like them, at which I

grieved. He said the good things in them

were not new, and the new things were not

good, at which I stiffened up and argued.
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By Grace Greenwood

E declared that my versification was ab

surdly incorrect, especially my blank

verse, which was prose gone a little wild.

At this I went off in a storm of angry tears.

But my rebellion was brief—my submission

absolute. I put myself unreservedly under

his teaching, and it was soon borne in upon

me that all poetry was subject to law,

born of reason, as well as passion, as much

a product of labor as of fancy Abandon

ing my schoolgirl conceit, I set myself to

the earnest study of the art of English

versification under this faithful and careful

director, the most passionate lover of

poetry I have ever known, and so reverent

a worshiper of the great English poets

that he had no slightest conceit in regard

to his own productions — though the

few he published (mostly anonymously)

were much praised. Many years later the

poet Whittier pronounced them “genuine

poetry.” Though without an accurate ear

for music Guiseppe had an exquisite sense

of harmony in poetry—of rhyme and

rhythm and cadence—while every form

and measure of classic English verse was

as familiar to him as the English alphabet.

Of this rare knowledge of the structure

and mechanism of English and Latin

poetry he imparted to me all that my

flighty and impatient spirit would receive.

He revealed to me in these studies some of

the divinest meanings of the great masters

of song—precious, elusive thoughts and

fancies, wº had escaped my untrained

spiritual vision while the charmed verse

sung to me over them. But nothing es

caped Guiseppe's poetic insight. When I

went to him, with baffling passages of

Shakespeare, or of certain of the old

English essayists, he had simply to read

them to me, for a magical clearing up.

Fairy lights flashed out of shadowy places

—a silver thread of meaning ran an illu

minating clew through dusky verbal en

tanglements. At that time he knew

nothing of those hardest nuts to crack in

English modern literature, Carlyle and

Browning. He had seen a few of the early

poems of Elizabeth Barrett-Barrett and

failed to like them, because of their

defective rhyming and verbal eccentricities.

HF really preferred Felicia Hemans, for

the neatness and finish of her less

ambitious work. Poetry which he could

not scan he scorned. I think he would

have preferred a mild turn on the rack to

an hour's reading of Walt Whitman. He

always counseled perfect completeness and

finish in one's poetic or prose essays—cost

what it might in time and labor; anything

less he pronounced “slovenly.” He him

self knew what it was to “toil terribly” at

whatever he seriously undertook to do,

and profoundly respected that artistic

capacity in others. He loved to cite the

fact that Burke wrote the peroration of his

great speech on the trial of Warren

Hastings fourteen times. His own poems,

even things not intended for publication,

were worked over to the last possible point

of finish, in obedience to his rigid and ex

acting taste. He labored with his pupil to

do likewise—but with me, at that period,

the polishing process usually ended in

disgust, and the abandonment of the thing

altogether ; and yet his precepts and ex

ample did influence me to a degree—for

the good of the reading public at least.

But for him I might have published more

and even worse things.

As I passed beyond schoolgirl days my

brother's literary authority became

less binding on my taste. I rebelled

against what I called his “critical nar

rowness,” and he accused me of “going

after strange gods,” such as Tennyson,

Thackeray and “Boz.” He was a Burns

and Byron man, a Scott and Cooper man.

He never came under the spell of Tennyson

till in her old age our mother won him to

the modern master by reciting some of the

grandest passages from “In Memoriam.”

For long he refused to laugh at the Sam

Wellerisms I quoted, and to adore my

‘‘ Becky Sharp,” but when the time was

ripe he reveled in “Pickwick,” “Henry

Esmond,” the “Newcomes” and “Vanity

Fair” —and we quarreled no more. In

truth, I have never lost in the slightest

degree my early reverence for Scott and

Burns; my sense of the lonely, sombre

splendor of Milton's imagination; of the

ocean-like sweep and surge of Byron's

verse; the soft swell and delicious melody

of Coleridge's; the exquisite harmonies of

Shelley's; the bugle-like music of Camp

bell's lyrics; the wind harp tone of

Moore's “Melodies”—first received into

my soul through my elder brother's dra

matic, yet delicate reading. That much

of his intellectual and spiritual influence

abides with me still—an unwasted joy,

which neither time nor change has seemed

to have the power to disturb.

HE character of my brother Guiseppe

was not easy of analysis. Simple in

its elements it was complex and somewhat

contradictory in its manifestations—such

Puritanic integrity, such abounding charity,

such tempestuous outbursts of indignation

against injustice, falsehood and meanness,

with such frank admissions of error, when

error there was. His was an amende hom

orable which it was an honor to receive.

Under his influence I was compelled to be

simple and natural—he had such a royal

scorn of pretension and affectation—but his

denunciation of little feminine and social

insincerities and subterfuges was so fierce

and extravagant that it usually moved me

to mirth, in which he was pretty sure to join.

A democrat, in the best sense, he would

go a mile out of his way to snub a snob,

but fallen among the innately vulgar, he

was every inch an aristocrat.

A braver or more tender soul than my

brother's was never housed in mortal form.

He shrank from no danger when it stood

in the way of duty or the compassionate

impulse of his great heart. When the

Asiatic cholera first came upon us—a

greater horror, because a deeper mystery

than it now is—he remained at his post in

the city, from which hundreds fled, and

though his young life was full of promise

and precious for love's sake, he, without

hesitation or dismay, devoted himself to

the work of nursing the sick by day and

burying the dead by night—seeking always

to infuse his faith and fearlessness into the

half-distracted minds of the men and

women about him. Such, on successive

visitations of the pestilence, was his course,

resulting in the saving of lives and the

maintenance of order, as well as in inspir

ing others to devote themselves to the suf

fering people.

| DARE not boast of my own courage, for

I may not yet be through with this life's

perils and calamities, but it has not failed

me so far, on land or sea, to any discredita

ble degree, and I believe I owe this ability

to keep my nerves pretty well in hand to

him, who early impressed it upon me that

cowardice was disgraceful, even to girls;

that fearlessness was a splendid quality,

especially for girls. It was to him a

supreme virtue, holding all others in place.

He had a noble passion for justice and

truth, but held that neither could exist

without courage. He held, also, that

tyrannical cruelty toward dumb and de

fenseless creatures was cowardly as well

as criminal, and always counseled tender

care and protection for domestic animals,

with tolerance for their little whims and

weaknesses, a certain respect for the hum

blest among them, as examples of the

Divine provision for our comfort and

enjoyment. He was their champion and

defender, sometimes their avenger. My

own fondness for household pets—dogs,

cats and birds—with its onerous sense of

responsibility for their well-being and hap

piness, has, doubtless, caused me much

sacrifice and vain sorrow, but I have yet

to repent of the folly or blush for the

weakness.

MY brother had an extraordinary sense

of humor, of the ludicrous. In this

characteristic I resembled him, and it was

a blessing and saving grace to us both,

for, sharing his intense humanity, his sym

pathy with all forms of mortal struggle and

suffering, feeling with him the awful hope

lessness, the eternal renewals of human

sorrow, sin and wrong, I do not know how

we could have endured “the pity of it.”

without the relief of laughter as well as of

tears.

To the poor and wretched, even the err

ing, my brother gave not only pity and

such alms as he could and could not

afford, but effort, ardent and untiring, to

save unfortunate men and women from

the consequences of their own folly and

wickedness, heaving away with Titanic

energy to lift them from the quicksands of

intemperance or the miry pit of yet darker

vice. He never became cynical or warily

suspicious, but to the end of his life kept

on doing for the suffering and the erring

as well as for the unhappy and the unlucky,

seizing every opportunity which his pro

fession offered to help the wronged and

block the miscarriage of justice. He

delivered many a man from sore straits and

started him on the road to honorable

rehabilitation, saved more than one poor

client fron lifelong imprisonment by his

eloquence or his sleuthhound search after

exculpatory evidence—priceless services

and rendered “without money and without

price,” for the most part. He was a legal

Knight Errant, seeking out whom he might

champion and rescue.

Next to his fellow-men my brother loved

his garden : a modest plot of ground

beside his modest house in a young West

ern city, and it gave him better returns for

his zeal and labor than some of his philan

thropic undertakings. Here, hard hand

work and head work resulted in some

excellent grapes, succulent corn and honest

cabbages, which almost paid for his ferti

lizers. Characteristic of his thoughtful and

kind heart was the planting of a row of

cherry trees in the street outside his place,

in lieu of maples, apparently for the benefit

of small boys and birds.

I KNOW there were those among his

friends—legal and political associates,

clever men of the world—who, knowing

my brother's rare ability and attainments

and the limited use he made of them for

his own worldly advancement, have pro

nounced his “a wasted life,” but it may be

that the gracious angel who took down the

record of Abou Ben-Adhem would have

something to say to such a judgment. I

must confess, however, that we of the fam

ily had our opinions and spoke our minds

occasionally to Guiseppe about certain

reckless humanitarian indulgences, which

caused him to waste his substance like a

new kind of Prodigal Son in riotous giv

ing. I believed that his awful example

would fortify me against the temptation to

such soft excesses; and yet there have been

times when my defenses of worldly wis

dom and hard sense have given way sud

denly, leaving me a helpless victim to

cleveradventurers, or worse, adventuresses,

and tearful imposters—irresistible when

very old or very young. I have had my

little Quixotisms of charity. I humbly

acknowledge I have done what I could to

“demoralize the poor,” by “little acts of

kindness, little deeds of love,” to the prac

tically worthless and presumably wicked.

Yet in justice to myself I must add that

though my sympathies oft “gang-a-glee,”

I have not always blundered, but have

been so happy as to give “aid and com

fort” to a few altogether worthy people.

We, the poorest of us, can perform these

helpful little acts now and then for one

another, if we only “watch out.” I have

not done enough in all to call for much

gratitude, so I have not been disappointed.

It may come yet—in this world or the next

—probably in the next.

As for my dear brother's greater claim

(he would not have called it a claim)

to gratitude for inestimable professional

services, I fancy he never thought much

about it. In regard to his pecuniary bene

fits, usually delicately disguised as “loans,”

I am sure he never dreamed of pecuniary

returns—with or without interest. As the

Burgomaster in “The Bells” says of his

former self—“He wasn't a fool.”

Such was my brother—only a man of

good heart and brain, both cultivated and

kept going—a kindly and courteous gen

tleman—a chivalrous respecter of women,

a dear lover of children, a devout believer

in the impartial fatherhood of God.

A HANDFUL OF LACONICS

BY EDWARD W. BOK

To be a good listener is to possess as

great an art as to be a good talker.

The girl who is the close confidante of

her father makes, in nine cases out of ten,

the best kind of a wife.

A pretty woman, with nothing but her

fairness to offer, invariably attracts men.

But she seldom holds them.

It is singular and yet a fact that what we

are most loath to believe possessed by

others is what we are incapable of our

selves.

It is a habit with some people when they

wish their own virtues to look the whitest,

always to use the faults of others as a

background.

The lover, women complain, does not

always survive in the husband. But is it

not equally true that the sweetheart does

not always survive in the wife 2

The most difficult woman to understand

is she who deals out spiritual food in a

frivolous capsule. You never know which

you have swallowed. And the doctor, like

the dose, remains an enigma.

The friendship which begins with a pas

sionate fervor is rarely one of long stand

ing. It burns out too soon. True and

lasting friendships generally begin with

moderate likings and grow with time.

We admire a witty woman who talks

well and brightly. But how often it is that

the woman who really attracts our better

selves is she who can preserve the variety,

the charm and the mystery of silence.

A woman's timidity generally is of small

things. But when a great pain is to be

suffered, a keen hardship to be endured,

she faces it unflinchingly where man

weakens and is afraid. The woman who

screams at the sight of a mouse will grit

her teeth under the surgeon's knife and

not ejaculate a sound.

There comes a time in every woman's

life when a man's estimate of another man

can be of inestimable value to her. This

time is generally when the woman's heart

becomes involved, and it is then—alas, for

her —that she seems less inclined, of all

other times, to listen to the other man's

estimate. A man always knows another

man in a different way than a woman ever

Can.
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THE COMPOSER OF “WANG"

BY ALICE GRAHAM MCCOLLIN

PTITUDE for more than one of the artistic

professions, keen practical ability for

the business side of an artist's career,

slight physical strength and indomitable

perseverance are the most prominent traits

in the character of Henry Woolson Morse,

the composer of “Wang,” “Panjandrum ”

and “Cinderella at School.”

Mr. Morse, who is of New England

parentage, was born in Charles Street,

Boston, on February 24, 1856. His mother

was, before her marriage to Charles R.

Morse, Mary A. Judkins, a member of one

of the oldest of New England's families.

Young Morse was educated first at the

primary and grammar schools of Boston,

completing his secular education at the

famous Chauncey Hall School in that city.

Leaving this institution and feeling that

he had some natural talent for artistic

designing, he took a course in carpet

design at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Later he accepted a position

in a large carpet house, where he remained

for a couple of years as chief designer, and

where he developed or discovered the

practical and business side of his artistic

nature. Becoming strongly imbued with a

love of art, Mr. Morse determined to make

designing but the first step in his career of

artist, and entered the studio of William

Hunt, with whom he remained for two

years. Thence he went to Paris, where he

studied with Gerome and Cabanel at the

Ecole des Beaux Arts for two and a half

years. Returning to America, Mr. Morse

almost immediately abandoned his chosen

vocation because of family opposition.

Meanwhile his musical development was

slowly but surely forcing itself. From a

child his love for music was unusual and

his ear and memory for melody and har

mony something more than common. His

mother, appreciating his talent, secured

competent instructors for the lad, and his

abilities were thus properly directed. His

first attempt at composition, other than

improvisation, was an attempt to make a

musical comedy of Robertson's play,

“School.” After considerable delay the

music was written, the play adapted to it,

and under the charming and now famous

title of “Cinderella at School,” received

its first production at Springfield, Massa

chusetts, during the winter of 1879-80.

The following year it made its metropoli

tan success and lasting fame at Daly's

Theatre.

Mr. Morse's second venture was first

known as “Madame Piper,” and made its

débuſ, a metropolitan one, during the

summer of the Grant & Ward failure. J.

Cheever Goodwin, the composer's firm

friend and collaborator, provided the

libretto, the operetta having a run of six

weeks, but not six weeks of success. Its

next appearance was in Philadelphia,

where it was produced under its second

title of “Old King Cole.” Again failure

threatened and it was abandoned by every

one except its author. Mr. Morse, having

firm faith in its ultimate success, refused to

relinquish the work, and kept up his search

for a star and manager who should bring

his play success. His perseverance was

vindicated by its metropolitan production

on May 4, 1891, as the now famous

“Wang,” with De Wolf Hopper as star.

Mr. Morse's next production on May 1,

1893, and one which was received in New

York with the greatest success, was “Pan

jandrum,” in which Mr. Hopper again

appeared. The successor in point of time to

“Panjandrum ” was “Dr. Syntax,” which,

owever, was recognized as a new version

of “Cinderella at School.” This, also, met

with considerable financial success,
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REGINALD DEK2VEN

THE COMPOSER OF “ROBIN HOOD "

By Florence Wilson

To New England belongs the prestige of

having been the birthplace of that

most successful composer of opera com

ique, Reginald de Koven, who was born at

Middletown, Connecticut, on the third of

April, 1860. That old town had been the

home of the De Koven family since Rev

olutionary days, when Captain de Koven,

of the English army, came to this country,

married a descendant of Governor Win

throp, and settled on the shores of the

Connecticut.

His aptitude for things musical having

disclosed itself Reginald de Koven left

Middletown at the age of fourteen for Ger

many to enter the Stuttgart Conservatoire

for two years' study of piano playing

under William Speidl. He then went to

England and entered St. John's College at

Oxford after preparatory studies with his

father, a distinguished Episcopal clergy

man. There he graduated with high honors

in history and be//es-/eſ/res when only

twenty. Returning to Stuttgart he fur

ther pursued his studies under Dr. Lebert

and Professor Pruckner, and afterward

going to Frankfort he studied counter

point with Dr. Huff, an eminent author of

musical treatises. From there he went to

Italy, and in Florence studied the art of

vocalization under the direction of Signor

Vanucinni. After the course at Stuttgart

Mr. de Koven spent many months in

Vienna with Richard Genee, the famous

composer, in the study of delicate and

intricate details of orchestration, and in

1890 he went to Paris, studying composi

tion and orchestration under M. Leo

Delibes.

When Mr. de Koven returned to America

in 1882, after having been abroad for twelve

years, as it was his father's wish that he

should not make music his profession, he

went to Chicago and was in business there

for over six years, during which time he

was teller in a bank, manager of a branch

of a large stock-broking firm, was engaged

in the management of his father-in-law's

ranch, and also, during the last two years,

in the credit department of J. V. Farwell

& Co. But music had too strong an at

traction for him, and from that time his

whole attention has been devoted to it.

In 1884. Mr. de Koven married the eldest

daughter of Senator Charles B. Farwell, of

Illinois. Mrs. de Koven is a woman of

marked ability and considerable literary

talent and a contributor to current maga

zines.

Mr. de Koven's earliest composition was a

song called “Marjorie Daw,” of which he

wrote both the words and music. Other

specially noted songs are, “My Lover Will

Come To-Day,” “A Winter Lullaby,” an

“Indian Love Song" and “Oh, Promise

Me.” His published compositions in song

form number over one hundred, beside

fugitive pieces for piano and orchestra.

His first composition of more pretentious

form, an operetta, entitled “Cupid, Hymen

& Co.,” was never brought out, owing

to the failure of the organization about to

produce it, but the next, “The Begum,”

first produced in Philadelphia in 1887,

proved a decided success. While at

Vienna he wrote his third opera, “ Don

Quixote,” which was produced in Novem

ber, 1889, at Boston, and was followed by

“Robin Hood,” produced in Chicago,

June 9, 1890. This last opera, under the

name of “Maid Marian,” was given in

London at the Prince of Wales Theatre in

January, 1891, being the first opera by an

ZAmerican to be produced in England.

After “Robin Hood’’ ‘‘The Knickerboc

kers” was produced at Boston, January,

1893; later was brought out “The Fencing

Master’’ at Buffalo, September 22. Then

came “The Algerian,” which was pro

duced at Philadelphia, September 25, 1893.

Then appeared “Rob Roy’’ in the autumn

of 1894, which many regard as the best

piece of work which Mr. de Koven has

done since “Robin Hood.” His last

opera, “The Tzigane,” was written for Miss

Lillian Russell, and produced by her in

New York in May of this year.

In spite of charges of reminiscent quali

ties, which every successful writer has

usually to undergo, Mr. de Koven's music

possesses, as a rule, distinct individuality,

refinement and melodic charm. His melo

dies, while often “catchy,” are never vul

gar, and are always artistically treated,

showing good knowledge of the technique

of his art. Mr. de Koven is an industrious

worker, and when once he has begun a

score hardly leaves his desk until it is fin

ished, so that the short time in which some

of his operas have been written—“Robin

Hood’” in three months and “Rob Roy’’

in four—hardly represents the care and

labor bestowed on them, as he frequently

works fourteen, and sixteen hours a day.

Judging from his work in “Rob Roy,” Mr.

de Koven evidently believes that genuine

opera comique in English is a possibility

in this country, and the establishment of

such a school would seem to be the goal of

his ambition. He has certainly done much

to elevate the standard of legitimate comic

opera in America.

From June, 1890, to May, 1895, a little

less than five years, six operas were suc

cessfully produced, and all but one were

running at the time of the last production

—certainly a remarkable record and one

of which any composer might be proud.

Mr. de Koven has always collaborated

with Mr. Harry B. Smith, except in “The

Algerian,” when the libretto was furnished

by Mr. Glen Macdonough,

THE COMPOSER OF “PRINCESS BONNIE”

BY MRS. GARRETT WEBSTER

PERSONAL modesty of so pronounced a

type as to render its possessor almost

the most hopeless of biographical subjects

is Willard Spenser's strongest characteris

tic. His talent and love for music are his by

inheritance, although his accomplishment

has been much greater than that of any of

his ancestors. His paternal grandfather,

Dr. Spenser, a distinguished physician, was

also an unusually able amateur musician,

and his mother, who was a remarkable

pianist, possessed, also, a beautiful voice,

which was thoroughly trained by Carlo

Bossinio. From his mother and grand

father the boy learned to play upon the

piano, and by them also was taught the

first rudiments of harmony and thorough

bass. Willard Spenser was born at Coop

erstown, New York, on July 7, 1855. He

was educated at home and at private

schools, his musical training keeping even

pace with his secular education.

At the age of seven he improvised upon

the piano a short idyllic composition,

which he played to his elder brother and

sister. They laughed at his claim for its

originality, and that to the young child's

sensitive nature was the worst kind of dis

couragement. For several years he de

sisted from composition, but when quite a

young lad wrote a sonata for the piano so

ambitious as to prove its own enemy with

music publishers, who declined it because

of its difficulty.

The classical school seeming to be thus

barred from his ambition young Spenser

turned his attention to simpler musical

matters. A set of waltzes followed by

others met with such popular favor that

his future musical career was thus decided.

These waltzes were arranged first for

piano and later for orchestra. Only a

person who has made a special study of

the innumerable things which it is neces

sary to learn in writing for orchestra can

realize what an amount of application and

knowledge it is necessary to add to the

natural gift of composition before an

orchestral work can be claimed as the

composer's own creation. This applica

tion Mr. Spenser has added to his natural

genius for melodious composition, and

“The Little Tycoon" and “The Princess

Bonnie ’’ are monuments to both.

The music of “The Little Tycoon" was

written during 1880-81, in illustration of

an idea of the composer's that Japanese

color in opera bouffe would be successful.

For months Mr. Spenser searched hope

lessly for a librettist and finally undertook

the task of himself providing words for his

music. “The Little Tycoon" was com

pleted four years before “The Mikado,”

but owing to the difficulty of getting it

properly staged was not produced until

two months later than its Japanese rival,

with which, however, it has had an equal

success. It was produced in Philadelphia

on January 4, 1886, and had a phenomenal

run. Mr. Spenser's second operatic ven

ture, “The Princess Bonnie,” of which he

is also the librettist, has all and even

greater charm than its predecessor. Mel

odies run riot throughout the score, and

its tunefulness is as great as its popularity.

Mr. Spenser has lived a large part of his

life in New York City, although he spent

ten years at New London, Connecticut.

On May 27, 1886, he was married at Phila

delphia to Miss Clara T. Stackhouse, a

granddaughter of the well-known Friend,

Mira Townsend. They have one child,

Willard Spenser, Jr., aged three and a half

years. For the past four years Mr.

Spenser has lived in Philadelphia, where he

is a regular attendant and communicant of

St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal Church,
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*X—SOME DISCUSSION OF THE SUMMER GIRL

FA HE Irresponsible Person

was pensive. Since

the last meeting of the

club he had had a two

weeks' vacation, and

there were certain

symptoms in his de

meanor that he had

not come out of it

heart-whole. It was

the Married Man who had discovered this.

Having been through what the Cynic called

“the love mill” himself, he could diagnose

a case of love at sight as easily as a doctor

discovers the presence of other disorders

in his patients. He knew very well that a

young man of the age of the Irresponsible

Person, twenty-six, does not ask such

questions as, “Is it really so that what is

enough for one will do for two 2'' and

“Can one live more cheaply in a flat than

in a small house in Brooklyn P’’ and “Don’t

you think a woman could dress well on

three hundred a year if she tried?” un

less he had some matrimonial project in

view. He knew very well, also, that irre

sponsible persons do not become pensive

for other than one of two reasons, an

attack of love or a siege of dyspepsia, and

having observed no trace of dyspepsia in

his young friend he at once settled down

firm in the conviction that what he suffered

from was the other.

“This club will have to be reorganized,”

he said to the Cynic, “unless you and the

Philosopher are willing to have two of us

in the circle.”

“What do you mean by two of us?”

asked the Cynic. “You aren't going to

propose another married man for member

ship, are you?”

“Not I,” said the Married Man.

“It’s a good thing,” said the Cynic.

“He couldn’t get in. We’re all too fond

of you to let down our walls of exclusion

to let in a rival.”

“But he'll get here just the same,” said

the Married Man, “and we can’t help our

selves. Have you observed anything

queer about the Irresponsible Person

lately?”

“Well—yes, now that you speak of it,

I have,” said the Cynic. “He only eats

what's good for him and he's cut his smok

ing down about one-half, and the other

day at luncheon he declined to join me in

a bottle of wine and said he guessed Vichy

was good enough for him, but I thought

he'd been having trouble with his digestion.

You don't mean to say it's his heart that's

affected, do you?”

“I do,” said the Married Man. “I’m

certain of it. He asked me on Friday

what my grocer's bills were on an average

per week during the first year of my mar

ried life. That means only one thing, you

know.” -

“This is serious,” said the Cynic.

“We'll have to talk to the Philosopher

about it. That boy must be saved.”

“That's so,” said the Married Man.

“We must encourage him all we can.”

“Yes—to remain single,” snapped the

Cynic.

“I didn't mean it that way,”

Married Man.

“I know you didn't,” said the Cynic,

“but you reason in very narrow limits.

Because you are happy you reason that

therefore matrimony is a happy estate, for

getting that you are the possessor of the

only ideal wife the world has ever known.”

The Married Man was speechless at this

argument. Down deep in his soul, he

believed precisely what the Cynic had inti

mated, that his wife was the nearest

approach to perfection that one could ex

pect to find in a purely mundane life. It

was a mean advantage for the Cynic to

take, but as all things were mean to the

Cynic perhaps he was not so much to be

blamed for that. All the Married Man

could do was to confess his belief that he

had got more than he deserved, and that

the Irresponsible Person might make the

effort anyhow.

“True,” said the Cynic. “That would

be all right if the world were run on a

proper basis. It’s a physical fact, however,

that we human beings change completely

every seven years. We are not to-day the

same individuals that we were seven years

ago, and if in making this matrimonial

plunge the Irresponsible Person and his

said the

*Mr. John Kendrick Bangs' reports of “The Para

dise Club” began in the Journal of December, 1894,

and have appeared in each succeeding number.

Back numbers can be supplied at 1o cents each.

wife-that-is-to-be could marry for a seven

year term, with the privilege of renewal at

the end of the term if the contract proved

agreeable, I’d say by all means let him go

ahead. But the office of the husband is a

life office. You can’t resign, and like

some policies of life insurance it is a ven

ture in which you’ve got to die to win.

They speak of a matrimonial venture as a

‘plunge into the sea of matrimony.” Now

a wise man when he plunges into the sea

comes out again very speedily if he finds

the water too cold or too rough. He

doesn't stay in permanently unless he

wishes to commit suicide. The trouble

with matrimony as a sea is that once you've

plunged in you can’t get out. The under

tow catches you and carries you out be

yond your depth and you never come

back. Some plungers, like yourself, are

cast upon the shores of the Happy Islands

—but the best that most men can hope for

is a raft big enough for two, the sport of

the winds and the waves, a flag of distress

constantly flying and precious little pros

pect of relief for the future.”

“Great Heavens !” cried the Married

Man. “What a picture I'm sorry for

your wife.”

“I’m not,” said the Cynic. “She's in

luck. She’ll never be born. I’m wedded

to an idea and when I get tired of that idea

I get a divorce from it—which is easy,

convenient and as nearly productive of

happiness as anything I know—but I say,

here come the Philosopher and the Irre

sponsible Person. Let's turn the talk on

the summer girl and see if we can’t get

some tangible evidence as to the boy’s

intentions.”

In a moment the Philosopher and his

companion reached the table and took

their accustomed places.

“Great day, this,” said the Irresponsible

Person, glancing out of the window.

“Yes,” said the Cynic, “out of town.

Here it's merely an aggravation. What's

the use of blue sky when you can’t see it

except in slices bound on either side by

rows of brown-stone houses? Give me the

country for a day like this, eh, Mr. Married

Man 2'' he added with a wink.

“Yes, indeed,” said the Married Man.

“A country lane on a day like this with

an agreeable companion for a walk—

there's bliss for you.”

The Irresponsible Person sighed and

looked appreciative.

“That’s so,” said the Philosopher, who

was not in the conspiracy to try to draw

the Irresponsible Person out. “A walk

through the woods with some congenial

fellow—some fellow with a mind that he

carries about with him—would just suit

me.’’

The Cynic laughed. “What's the use

of walking with a man on a day like this 2

All you'd do would be to take the beauties

of Nature as they were unfolded in your

walk and dissect them. You’d come

home in an irritable frame of mind. The

plowed-up field that looked so beautiful

in the distance would become so many

furrows of plain earth before you'd got

through with it; the mountains blue in the

haze when analyzed would turn out to be

merely unpoetic rock with a nasty under

brush growing all over it and damp caves

and pitchy pines scattered about. The

silver river would turn out to be nothing

but muddy water, cold and wet. No, sir

ree. The companion for a day like this in

a country lane is a fair maid of twenty—eh,

my dear Irresponsible? What say you to

that?”

“It would depend upon the fair maid,”

replied the Irresponsible Person solemnly.

“That's true,” said the Married Man,

treading on the Cynic's toe under the

table. “You might get a summer girl,

you know—one of these girls you meet at

a summer hotel, who divides herself up

among many like an opera-box. Mr.

Simpkins, of Philadelphia, has her for

Friday afternoons and Wednesday mat

inées; Mr. Barber, of Boston, is her cava

lier on Mondays and alternate Thursdays;

Mr. Jingleberry, of New York, is engaged

to her Sundays—and so on. She's very

pretty, this summer girl, as a rule, but that
is the only rule that affects her. She is

universal in her lavishment of such favors

as languishing glances and smiles, and

little pressures of the hand. If she wore a

ring for every one of her engagements

she'd have to have an engagement finger

about six yards long.”

“That's a fact,” said the Cynic, “I

met one of those girls at the seashore

three or four years ago. She was really a

very attractive young person. She could

dance and sing and play tennis and do

about everything that a girl who is fond of

society ought to do. She could recite

oetry so that you could almost understand

it; she was everything to all men. With

an irresponsible person she'd have been

as flippant as you please; with me she

usually outcynicked cynicism—”

“It’s a wonder you didn't succumb to

her blandishments and ask her to marry

you,” growled the Irresponsible Person,

who had not appeared to enjoy the conver

sation very much, particularly that portion

of it which referred to length of finger

needed by the summer girl to accommo

date her engagement rings.

“Oh, I did, finally,” said the Cynic.

“She won me completely, after awhile.

She's the only girl I ever was engaged to,

too.”

The Philosopher started. “What, you?”

he cried. “How under the sun did you

ever come to ask a woman to marry you?”

“I had to be polite, for one thing,”

replied the Cynic. “For another it has

always been my habit to avoid making

myself conspicuous. If I go to a town on a

social footing and find that certain customs

prevail there I fall in with those customs.

Good breeding requires this and ostenta

tion is not compatible with good breeding.

I hadn't been at the seashore very long

before I found myself an object of interest

because I was the only man who had

visited that particular hotel that year who

had not become engaged to that particular

girl, so I proposed and she promptly

accepted me. She had no more than four

other fiancés at that time, so that I had a

chance to enjoy her society very often, and

I must confess that it is a most pleasurable

experience to look back upon. She was

bright and cheerful always without the

slightest bit of jealousy. I could have gone

and become engaged to a dozen others for

all she'd have cared.”

“I wonder she took you '' snapped the

Irresponsible Person.

“So did I at first,” said the Cynic, “but

she explained it. She said very plainly

that she didn't love me, but that she didn't

like to show any partiality, and having

accepted all the other single men in the

house she couldn't very well draw the line

at me. Furthermore, she said that she

found me a refreshing contrast to the other

men, who sometimes worried her by their

politeness. She said she thought I was

the most fascinatingly disagreeable man

she had ever met, and many a time and oft

did we walk up the beach a mile or two

and back because, as she said, she felt she

must get away from the agreeable men of

the hotel and go off with somebody who'd

be rude occasionally.

“You see,” said the Cynic,” turning to

the Irresponsible Person, “I didn't treat

her like a fiancée at all, but talked to her as

firmly and as rudely as if we were married,

and the novelty of the thing pleased her.”

The Irresponsible Person sipped his

coffee in scornful silence. The Philoso

pher was aghast at this evidence of flip

pancy on the Cynic's part and could do

nothing but gaze upon him in wonder.

The Married Man shook inwardly, as was

natural since he was the only spectator

who really comprehended the situation.

With another pressure of the foot he urged

the Cynic to continue, for so far, outside of

his unwonted silence and uncharacteristic

gloom, the Irresponsible Person had given

no sign of becoming confidential, or of

falling a victim to the wiles of the conspir

ators, but before the Cynic could begin

again the Philosopher had recovered his

power of speech.

“What you say,” he said gravely, “has

convinced me that there is one thing that is

beyond the power of the mind of man to

reason out. Woman always was a difficult

subject even for philosophy, but the sum

mer girl defies analysis utterly. Why is

she * That is a question that seems to me

to be beyond solution.”

“Because she can't help herself, I fancy,”

said the Married Man.

“That’s what I liked about this particu

lar one,” said the Cynic. “She accounted

for herself. She had thought it all out and

established a raison d'être, and in doing so

she showed what a great creature she was.

You must admit a marvelous reasoning

capacity, Mr. Philosopher, in a young

woman, summer girl though she be, who

can reason out that of which your mind is

incapable of grasping.”

“I can tell better when I hear how she

accounted for herself,” the thinker re

plied.

“It was simple,” continued the Cynic.

“She said that she was forced to become

a sort of General Fiancée by the hard

times. She went to the seashore to have

a good time, and her previous experience

had taught her that the engaged girl who

has a man in tow who is her exclusive

property has the best time. Hence, when

a nice young man asked her to marry him

she said she would. It was not long, how

ever, before she discovered that without

outside assistance the poor fellow was

utterly unable to provide a fiancée with the

necessities of an engagement. He couldn't

afford to take her driving, or to buy her

--

flowers, or to do anything, in fact, that

required a cash outlay. She was a con

siderate girl and she didn’t want to hurt

the young man's feelings by throwing him

over, so she hit upon the scheme of provid

ing him with an assistant. She got en

gaged to a second the next week so that

the expenses of the engagement were more

easily borne. That was her initial step.

Then the summer of which I speak came

along. Money was scarce, and a girl with

two fiancés could barely scrape as much

fun out of an engagement to two men as in

former, easier financial times she could

get out of one. So she became engaged

to all the men, and to each was assigned a

different duty. In this way the financial

obligations of the engagement were easily

borne by the men involved, any one of

whom would have been ruined had he

undertaken the matter alone. She had a

good time and so did we. There was only

one feature of the affair that I did not like:

there was an initiation fee of five dollars

which every accepted suitor had to pay on

acceptance, the grand total of these fees to

go ultimately toward purchasing an en

gagement ring as a souvenir of the season.”

“And do you mean to say,” cried the

Philosopher, “that this style of girl is

widely distributed over this country—

widely enough to be worth talking about?”

“Certainly,” said the Cynic with a sly

glance at the Irresponsible Person, whose

solemnity was increasing. “You find 'em

everywhere, only they’re not all as frank

about it as this specimen. Some of 'em try

to make you think you are the only

man, they ever loved—but—ha-ha-well, I

wouldn't bank on an engagement made in

a summer hotel.”

“Pshaw | Nonsense!” said the Irre

sponsible Person. “You make me tired.

There may be plenty of girls of that kind,

but there is one—I mean there are plenty

of exceptions. Plenty of ‘em.”

“Where?” asked the Cynic innocently.

“You don't mean to say you—”

“I don't mean to say anything,” said

the Irresponsible Person, rising. “I

haven’t got time to talk with you on that

subject or any other, for my train goes in

twenty minutes.”

“Going away?” queried the Philoso

pher.

“Yes–1–1 left my umbrella up in the

Catskills when I came away last week and

to-morrow being Sunday I–I thought I’d

go back and get it,” was the reply, and

the Irresponsible Person departed. -

“Looks bad ' " said the Cynic.

“Yes,” said the Married Man, “particu

larly when he made that correction about

the exceptions. He started to say there

was one and then he pulled himself to

gether and made them plural.”

“I don’t know what you fellows are

talking about,” said the Philosopher, “but

I do know one thing. It’s deuced queer

for a fellow to travel a hundred and fifty

miles to get an umbrella he’s left behind.”

CONVERSATION AT THE DINNER-TABLE

BY AMELIA E. BARR

ALKING is one of the best of all recrea

tions, and a woman who understands

the art possesses a most useful and enjoy

able accomplishment. No dinner-table is

well-appointed without good talkers; and

the basis of interesting conversation is real

ity. After a course of London dinners, Sir

Walter Scott said, “The bishops and the

lawyers talked better than the wits,” that is,

the wits talked for the sake of talking, and

the Church and the Law had something to

talk about. Yet specialties and hobbies

are not admissible at a dinner-table, and a

woman who can only talk on her own fad

has no business in society. She ought to

write a pamphlet, or go to the lecture

platform, for any conversation at the

dinner-table that is a strain on the atten

tion or the patience soon becomes a bore;

indeed, one of the chief elements of pleas

ant company is a readiness to talk, or to

be talked to, on any rational subject.

The most charming talkers let a bright

listener see their thought in formation, for

talk that has been prepared has a ready

made flatness. It is the aërated thought of

the moment that has the sparkle ; and a

good talker finds the right word by instinct,

as a clever horse on a bad road always puts

his foot in the right place. This fact makes

the good talker also a good listener, be

cause her best conversation will follow

brightly and instantly the lead that others

give it, and it prevents, likewise, the worst

of all conversational faults—monopoly.

Dean Swift thought “no one ought to talk

at a dinner-table longer than a minute at a

time,” and his rules for such conversation

are so admirable that they might be printed

on our dinner menus:

“Conversation is but carving;

Give no more to every guest

Than he's able to digest.

Give him always of the prime.

And but little at a time.

Carve to all but just enough,

Let them neither starve nor stuff.

And that you may have your due,

Let some neighbor carve for you.”

However, we must make some allow

ance for our duller intellects. If we all

had Dean Swift's genius we might all

make minute speeches.
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THE LUCK OF THE PENDENNINGS

By Elizabeth W. Bellamy

[With Illustration by Alice Barber Stephens]

VII—CONTINUED

ISS TRENT has abandoned her

intention of going to Europe,”

Mrs. Hackett announced to

Esther.

Between the surprise of not

hearing what she had ex

pected to hear, and the total

unpreparedness for hearing

what she did hear, Esther was speechless;

but Anne spoke for her :

“I hope she has met with no misfor

tune 2''

“Oh, no ; simply changed her mind, as

she is apt to do. Well, I must not detain

you. Pray remember that I have set my

heart upon your giving me an evening.”

And Mrs. Hackett, with a smile and a

bow, drove away.

“What do you suppose can be the

meaning of this sudden graciousness?”

Esther asked, but she did not expect Anne

to offer any satisfactory explanation.

“It seems to me she means kindly,”

said Anne.

“If she means kindly it is not without

reason,” Esther declared. “‘Will you

walk into my parlor 2' said the spider to

the fly. But, ‘Oh, no, no, no, no,” said

that wary little fly.” And Esther went

laughing up the flight of

steps that led to Mrs.

Wallis’ vine-covered porch.

Mrs. Grayson met them

at the door. “Dear girls'

so glad you came,” said

she heartily. “Hannah

has been talking about you

this week past. Yes, she

is doing very well, thank

you. You'll find her in

the sitting-room ; she sees

everybody; says company

does her good.”

Mrs. Wallis was reclin

ing in an extension-chair,

her left arm bandaged and

bound to a board, after the

fashion of broken arms.

“Of all the people I have

wanted to see l’” she ex

claimed, with tremulous

eagerness. “So much I

should like to hear. And

how is your mother? I'll

be bound Selina did not

think to ask.”

“Law me ! But I knew

you were in such a hurry,

Hannah,” said Mrs. Gray

son. “How is your moth

er, girls?”

“Mamma sends her

love,” Anne answered eva

sively. “She would have

come herself, but it is not

always convenient for her

to leave home.”

“My dear Anne,” Mrs.

Wallis remonstrated,

“she'll be old before her

time shutting herself up the

way she does. But I sup

pose, from all I hear, there

will presently be great

changes,” she added with

significance. It was so much Mrs. Wallis'

habit, however, to assume a mystery that

her words failed of their due impression.

“We are so glad that you are able to

sit up, Mrs. Wallis,” said the sympathizing

Anne.

“Oh, my dear, it is dreadful to break

an arm,” the old lady groaned. “To be

kept in the house when there's so much

news stirring. I suppose you’ve heard

that Libbie Deane is back in Rodney?”

“We met her a few moments ago,” said

Esther.

“Oh 2 '' quavered Mrs. Wallis. She had

expected to be the first to tell that news.

“Well, it's not surprising ; Libbie is a

flighty thing. And now, my dears, I’ve

been so anxious to hear—has Mr. Ashe

called to see you yet?” "

Esther, who did not wish to publish her

interview with her stranger kinsman, was

glad to answer, “No.”

“Well, grant him time,” Mrs. Wallis

sighed, with resigned disappointment.

“He has been here barely more than two

weeks. He always was begigged to pos

sess the Pendenning home place; but your

great-grandfather Pendenning left it to

your father on account of the name. It

does seem strange, but when your mother

had to give up the house I said then—

didn't I, Selina?—that now was Carroll

Ashe's chance, supposing him to be alive,

for he took himself off, Heaven knows

where, in a kind of huff, they say, and

Rodney folk long ago lost sight of him.

But the old home brought him back. Of

course you know all about it?”

“No,” Esther replied, with reserve.

“We know very little about this old

bachelor cousin of papa’s, except—”

“Old bachelor, indeed!” Mrs. Wallis

interrupted, with shrill zest in the percep

tion that she had it in her power to impart

news. “He was married years ago. The

Hacketts know him.”

“Oh ” said Anne, comprehending at

once Mrs. Hackett's sudden interest.

“Yes, Mrs. Hackett herself told me,”

pursued Mrs. Wallis breathlessly; “but

she had never heard of his relationship to

you Pendennings until a few days ago.”

“There was an estrangement, you

know,” said Esther coldly.

“Oh, but time, let us hope, has ob

literated all that. He has been making

inquiries, and no doubt he means you well.

He has just piled up money, and nobody

to spend it on—”

“But you said he is married,” Esther

reminded her.

“I said he was married,” Mrs. Wallis

corrected tartly, for Esther's determined

indifference tried her sorely. “Wives are

mortal, ain’t they 2 By all accounts the

match wasn’t as happy as it might have

been. Then his daughter married a man

he was opposed to, and he refused ever to

see her again. She's dead, too, and she

was his only child.”

“Oh, poor old man '' exclaimed Esther.

“Yes, my dear,” said Mrs. Wallis, mol

lified by this exhibition of feeling. “He

The appeal made no impression upon

Mrs. Wallis, so amazed was she at Esther's

tears. “I hope I haven't hurt your feel

ings?” the old lady asked contritely.

“No,” Esther assured her; “I’m glad

you spoke as you did ; I'll remember it.”

Mrs. Wallis felt herself in the midst of

mystery; she looked from one sister to

the other with puzzled appeal, not know

ing what question to ask. Anne, with a

desperate desire to change the subject,

began to talk of cookery books, into

which Mrs. Grayson entered with appre

ciative interest, but Mrs. Wallis' thoughts

still clung to Mr. Carroll Ashe. “Anne,”

said she, with earnest entreaty, as the

sisters were leaving, “don’t let Esther's

hasty spirit mar the family prospects.”

“The caution comes too late,” Esther

remarked to Anne when they were on the

street. “But it is not the marring of the

family prospects that distresses me, Anne;

it is the thought that I have given pain.

What am I to do about it?”

“You are always in such a hurry, Esther.

Why not wait on opportunity?”

“That is something I never like to do,”

returned Esther impatiently. “I believe

in making my opportunity, usually. But

in this case I am a coward, an abject

coward.”

“Wait on opportunity then,” Anne

counseled, “and let us hope for the power

to confer some happiness. Oh, Esther,

poor as we are, how much blessed love

there is in our lot.”

“Yes,” Esther sighed softly. “Do you

remember, Anne, my saying that I hoped

fortune would grant me a chance to be

even with him 2 I take it all back; it is

“Do you mean that you are going to give up the world altogether ?”

has lots of money that does him no good

for lack of love in his lonely old age.

And so I’ve been thinking, Esther, that

maybe here's a chance for you to—”

“No l’’ interrupted Esther, with vehe

mence. “I am not going to pay court.”

“You might carry a little sunshine into

a lonely life, my dear, with your youth

and your beauty, and your warmth of feel

ing, if you didn't take fire so quickly,”

Mrs. Wallis said, with rather a grim smile.

“You can make people like you. Miss

Trent was very fond of you ; why shouldn't

your rich old cousin be fond of you, too?”

“If you wouldn't remind me that he is

rich,” said Esther.

“Well, for my part, I’m glad he is,”

declared Mrs. Wallis. “And, Anne, my

dear, don't you let Esther mount too high

a horse, with her foolish young pride,

trampling down the luck of the Penden

nings; when Carroll Ashe comes seeking

reconciliation with your father's family,

make her meet him half-way.”

“Why do you expect so much of me?”

asked Esther. “Anne is the one to carry

sunshine, as you say—” but remember

ing the scene between Mr. Ashe and her

self, she ceased abruptly.

“We will all of us contribute as much

sunshine as possible, Mrs. Wallis,” said

Anne, hastening to screen her sister's em

barrassment.

“Why, Esther, you are crying !” ex

claimed Mrs. Wallis.

“Dear, dear,” murmured Mrs. Grayson.

“I’m sure there's no need. It is so much

better than to see your old home given

over to strangers. If that is what makes

you cry, Esther, why—it may come back

to all of you, some day. Hannah thinks

so; now don't you, Hannah P’’

an altogether different chance that I want.”

“Perhaps it is the very chance Mrs.

Hackett is waiting to bestow,” Anne sug

gested demurely. “When shall we give

her an evening, Esther ?”

“I know very well now what she

wants 1'.' cried Esther hotly. “She han

kers after the glory of introducing the

Pendennings to their rich relation. I

sha’n’t go near her.”

VIII

-- DON. you think it strange, Anne, that

Mrs. Hackett has never renewed

her invitation ?” Esther asked, as she and

her sister sat together on the porch at

sundown, their hour for confidential chat.

“It is five days now—”

“Perhaps she is waiting a fitting

occasion, '' Anne suggested. “But I

thought—”

“Oh,” Esther hastened to explain, “not

that I would accept the invitation; but I

do like people to be sincere. It may be,

however, that Mr. Ashe also declines.”

And she laughed a little bitterly.

“Since you are determined you won't

accept the invitation, why devote any

thought to the subject?” said the well

disciplined Anne.

“I don't!” Esther protested.

thoughts will wander sometimes.”

She would have been ashamed to con

tess that her thoughts had a provoking

tendency to wander after Arthur Hackett.

She did not care in the least about Mrs.

Hackett's invitation, but a curiosity as to

how far her stepson might be concerned

in it kept Esther in a state of speculation.

If her heart were not touched her interest

was strongly excited by this idle young

lover, and in spite of herself she indulged

“But

a vague expectation, as she went pulling

up weeds and raking the borders, that any

moment she might find his eyes following

all her “motions with a mute observance.”

But day after day had passed, and she saw

nothing of him. He had been borne off

in triumph by Mrs. Hackett; and Esther,

rejoicing that she did not love him, betook

herself to what she called her farming with

even more grim determination than here

tofore. The prospect seemed more des

perate than she would acknowledge, but

she was sure, at least, that anything was

better than idleness.

She was inspecting the fruit trees one

afternoon, when Mr. Fastin drove along

the lane that led by the orchard slope.

He checked his horse and called to her to

know what she was doing.

“Why, you know, you said a good liv

ing could be made off this place,” Esther

began hesitatingly.

“To be sure. Why don't you try it?”

“That is just what I am planning to do ;

I only wish I had begun in the fall.”

“It would have been better,” Mr. Fastin

acknowledged. “But it is not too late.

Nothing like taking hold, Miss Esther.”

“That is the way it seems to me,”

Esther replied, grateful for his encourage

ment. “If I begin now I shall at least

gain experience.”

“Sensible talk ' ' Mr. Fastin said heart

ily. “But look out for disappointments.

It isn’t going to be all rose-color, nor sky

blue either. You'll have droughts and

floods, and untimely frosts, and cut-worms

and potato-bugs; but it is just the same in

law, or physic, or trade: every business

has its drawbacks. Only you stick at it,

and you'll come out all

right.”

“I am so glad to hear

you say that l” cried

Esther. “I’ve set my

heart upon paying off the

mortgage.”

“Well, I like to see a

brave girl. “But to make

a start you need money.

You can't do the work

yourself; you must hire

labor. Luckily, however,

you need not be straitened

for the means to make your

start. Didn't you get my

note?”

“Your note? I’ve had

none from you.”

“Well, now I declare I

wonder if that boy of mine

forgot to mail it! I wrote

to tell you that I’ve a

hundred dollars in trust for

you from a friend—”

“Mr. Carroll Ashe P ''

faltered Esther, with inex

peºple humiliation. “I–

->

“Now, see here,” re

monstrated Mr. Fastin, mis

construing Esther's hesi

tating confusion, “don’t

you go to mounting a high

horse of disdain ; that kind

of thing never pays. Why

should you refuse his aid

if he offers it? Hasn’t he

abundance 2 And if he

wishes to make friends

after all these years of es

trangement, why, meet him

half way, my child, meet

the lonely old man half

way; you young people

have so much in your

power. As it happens, though, it is Miss

Trent who—”

“Miss Trent " '' Esther's sense of

humiliation was hardly lessened by this

announcement, but her surprise was the

greater.

“I had a letter from her two days ago,”

Mr. Fastin continued, “in which she com

missioned me to attend to various matters

for her; among other things I was to take

charge of this sum for you against the day

of need. Now, it strikes me, that day has

about come ; so if you’ll be at my office

to-morrow morning I’ll pay it over to

you.”

The tears sprang to Esther's eyes. “It

is more kindness than I deserve,” she said.

“I must write to her. Can you give me

her address P’’

“I can,” Mr. Fastin answered, tearing a

leaf from his note-book and writing on it.

“Maybe we shall have her back here in

the fall, and your aesthetic occupation will

begin again, eh? But don’t let her spoil a

good farmer. There’s the address, Miss

Esther. Come down to the office in the

morning at half-past ten.”

At the appointed hour Esther was in Mr.

Fastin's office to receive the precious

hundred dollars.

“I dare say you'll waste some of it,” the

old gentleman remarked with twinkling

eyes, as he put the money into her hands;

“but you’ve got to learn, and there's

nothing teaches young people like respon

sibility.”

“I will do my best to use it well,” said

Esther.

“Well, you deserve the help. Miss

Trent says you'll do to trust. This is what

she writes me.” Mr. Fastin took up a

letter lying on his desk and began to read:
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“‘Esther Pendenning is a good girl'—but

Miss Trent, as everybody knows, speaks

her mind. Shall I read the rest?”

“Yes; every word. I ought to be will

ing to bear her censure.”

“It is not exactly censure. “Esther

Pendenning is a good girl; a little high

and hasty; but she is staunch, and how

she loves her mother ''''

“She is a better friend than I deserve,”

Esther said, with much feeling. “I wrote

her last night that she must let me take

this money as a loan.”

“Yes, that's businesslike,” Mr. Fastin

assented. “And now you must remember

there is need of big eyes and keen ones to

run a farm. Another thing I want to say

to you. About those roses of yours. You

know there are none finer hereabouts.”

“Are there not, really 2 º' cried Esther

delighted. She had devoted especial pains

to the roses about her shabby home, from

the first day the family had removed

thither.

“Yes, indeed. Why not offer them for

sale 2 The flowers, I mean.”

“Do you think they would sell ?”

“No harm to try. Suppose, by way of

beginning, you send some to-morrow to

Sibben’s drug store ? He is my brother-in

law, you know, and I’ll promise for him

that you may have that privilege. I'll

speak to him this very day.”

“Oh, thank you !” said Esther, “I’ll

send them in with the dew on, to-morrow

morning. Roger will be only too glad of

the errand.”

Esther went home elated. “Anne,”

she said, “this is a beautiful world. It is

possible to have good friends—the very

best friends—even when one little deserves

them, and I am the happiest girl alive.”

She was up with the dawn the next

morning cutting her roses, and Roger took

them into town before breakfast. If her

success in this venture was not equal to

her hopes it was at least such as to encour

age her to send her roses to Mr. Sibben’s

every day or two.

Esther was now so busy and so happy

that she failed to realize how completely

she had shut herself out from the social

whirl of Rodney until a visit from Libbie

Deane one morning placed that fact vividly

before her.

Esther was superintending, or, to be ex

act, she was assisting in setting the tomato

plants, and she received Libbie in the

garden. She would have preferred to be

excused, but Libbie insisted upon seeing

her ; she had “such lots to tell.”

“Do, Esther,” Anne pleaded, “run in

and dress; maybe she won't stay long ;

she came in Mrs. Frank Deane's phaëton,

so she need not wait for the car.”

But Esther said, “No, I've taken my

stand, Anne, and I’m going to maintain it.

I've enlisted in the noble army of working

women, and I’m not ashamed of the banner

I march under. I’m not anxious to see

Libbie, for I’m busy, but if she wants to

see me let her come out here.”

To Libbie this visit to Esther at work in

the garden savored of adventure. “Good

ness me !” she screamed, as she came

within hearing. “What a show you are,

Esther l’’

“Good-morning,” Esther responded.

“I can't shake hands, as you see—”

“No, don't you touch me !” Libbie

adjured her, with a laugh, as she gathered

her dainty flounces from contact with the

baskets and other impediments that cum

bered the walk. “What possesses you to

go about that way ? I heard you had

turned farmer ; the news is all over town ;

but seeing is believing. Aren't you afraid

you'll ruin your complexion ?”

“No,” Esther answered briefly, apply

ing her measuring-stick to the row where

she was setting her plants.

“And no veil, either. Catch me taking

such a risk I'd starve first. I suppose

you can't stop for any weather, now you're

in for it, wind or rain or burning sun ?”

“No,” answered Esther again. “You

are a little in the way just there, Libbie;

I must trouble you to stand aside.”

“Oh, I'll stand anywhere,” said Libbie

amiably, “because I’ve come to tell you

all the news. The grand tennis tourna

ment came off day before yesterday.”

“I had forgotten all about it,” said

Esther, with a little shock of resentful

recollection that she had not been invited.

“The Rutledges had the chief manage

ment,” pursued Libbie. “I suppose you

would have received a card, you are such

a good player, but somebody said you

were draggled to your knees, which is just

a figure of speech, you know, to designate

your-your present fad. I told everybody

it is nothing but a fad.”

“I’m much obliged to you, Libbie,”

said Esther crisply; “but it is no figure of

speech about my being draggled to my

knees, as you see, and my farming is not a

fad, it is a business which leaves me no

time for frivolities.”

“Frivolities?” Libbie repeated in a tone

of blank dismay. “Do you mean that

you are going to give up the world alto

gether?”

“No,” Esther answered, setting a to

mato plant with great decision ; “I am

oing to live in it, and do my part in it.”

hen she passed on to the next space.

Libbie followed. “That is talking

allegory, Esther ; it's only fine language

for digging and delving. What makes

you do it? Such chances as you might

have, too. Miss Trent, now—and there

was your rich old kinsman—”

Esther, who had not once interrupted

her work, paused now, and confronted

Libbie with an interest that had an inspir

ing effect.

“I heard all this from Mrs. Hackett

herself,” pursued Libbie eagerly. “Isn't

it queer the Hacketts should have been

friends of Mr. Carroll Ashe's for years, and

never know of his kinship with you Pen

dennings 2'' But she left Esther no time

for response. “However, Mrs. Hackett

says that when she made the discovery,

and heard there had been a sort of breach

between your family and him, then she set

her heart upon pacifying matters ; and she

wanted to bring about a meeting at her

house, but you and Anne declined.”

Esther laughed. “Yes, we declined.

We would not care to be indebted to Mrs.

Hackett or any one else for a reconciliation

with papa's cousin ; though, indeed, we

did not know her object in inviting us.”

“Of course, you thought it unaccount

able,” commented Libbie. “Mrs. Hackett

is so cautious how she pays attentions to

girls, lest they should grab at Prince

Arthur. * Arthur, dear boy, means noth

ing, positively nothing, by these little

attentions; he is not to be taken au

serieur.’”

Esther, who would not laugh at Libbie's

mimicry of Miss Trent, could not resist

this lifelike presentment of Mrs. Hackett.

“Don’t, Libbie,” she remonstrated ; yet

she laughed.

“Yes, I will,” persisted Libbie. “She's

horrid—about him. But, oh, her clothes

are lovely, just 1 I pay my court to her for

the sake of the newest styles, but I waste

no time on ‘Arthur, dear boy’; I know

very well she's too many for me. She's

not quite too many for him, it would seem

though : he's not indissolubly tied to his

stepma's apron-string, after all. He has

been away for some days looking after

some land investments somewhere, they

say, and only returned * >

“Sandy ” Esther called sharply to the

old negro who was doing a day's job for

her, “what are you putting ashes around

those plants for 2''

“Dat's de way, Miss Esther,” Sandy

made answer. “I been grabblin' a livin'

outen de yeth 'fo' you been born, an' I

knows what I does. You is guidin' yo'self

by book-larnin’ an' guess-wuk, whiles I

goes by de experyence o' gumption.”

“But what is it for 2'' Esther demanded.

“Dat's mo'n I c'm tell, Miss Esther.

Ole nigger live so close ter creation, ground

under foot, an’ sky overhead, he bound

terspend observation ; so I is come ter know

de Lawd He is made wood-ashes whole

some to termatter-vines, an' I jest gives

God de glory an' don't ax no questions.”

“Why, yes,” drawled Libbie; “brother

Frank always puts wood-ashes around his

tomato plants, but I don’t know what for.”

Esther's doubts being relieved by these

comments her thoughts instantly reverted

to Arthur Hackett. So did Libbie's.

“I always supposed he had nothing

under the shining sun to do but enjoy him

self,” Libbie remarked, resuming the

thread of her interrupted discourse.

“Who, me?” said old Sandy. “Kee

yi, Missy I is de most wukingest ole

nigger in de land.”

Both girls laughed, and Sandy felt com

plimented.

“But,” resumed Libbie presently, “it

seems he is a man of affairs. According

to Mrs. Hackett, Mr. Ashe has several

times entrusted him with important trans

actions. He was with him when he

fainted.” -

“When who fainted 2 What do you

mean 2'' Esther asked, her interest divided

between Arthur Hackett and Mr. Ashe.

“Goodness, Esther, haven't you heard?

Didn't you know that your rich old cousin

has skipped away, none can tell where or

wherefore ?”

“Gone?” faltered Esther.

“Gone for sure ; but whether he is gone

forever there is no saying. It was all done

in the twinkling of an eye, too. He was

reading a newspaper the other morning—

Mr. Ashe, I mean—when all of a sudden

he clapped his hands to his heart and fell

over in a faint. They sent for the doctor,

but doctor or no doctor, he ordered his

trunk packed and set out on his travels

that night, Mr. Arthur Hackett with him ;

and Mrs. Hackett bestirred herself to fol

low in two or three days. They are all of

them afraid of our climate, I suppose.”

“And I have had no opportunity to

make amends for my hot-headed haste,”

Esther lamented to herself, as she bent

over her work. “Yet he might have

overlooked it. It is natural for the young

to make mistakes. And he might have

thought of mamma.”

“I say, Esther, I don't believe you've

got an idea above a tomato-vine !” cried

Libbie impatiently. “Are you going to

keep at this all through the long, hot

summer ?”

“Why not?”

“Well, in your place I would have clung

like grim death to Miss Trent, or I would

have made that rich old kinsman adopt

me. One of these days you’ll be sorry you

didn't.”

“How can one be sorry for performing

a manifest duty 2 '' Esther asked, with a

depressing consciousness that Libbie's

visit had ruffled the serenity of her confi

dence in the rewards of duty performed.

“Oh, now you are growing preachy,

and I’m going to leave,” cried Libbie.

“Brother Frank is forever exhorting me

to pattern after you, but indeed I'm not

going to scorch just for the glory of a

garden. Say, Esther, would you mind

giving me a few roses? I know you are

selling them, but just a few * >

“As many as you like,” Esther answered

heartily. Hers was a liberal spirit, and to

give was a pleasure. She went with Libbie

to the grounds in front, where the roses

grew, and soon filled her visitor's hands.

“Forty thousand thanks!” cried Libbie.

“Wish I had another pair of paws. It's

a pity you are so tied down to work,

Esther, or I might take you to drive.

Good-by. Better times, some day.”

Esther did not return at once to the

tomato plants. Wandering aimlessly about

the paths she presently found herself

unawares beside the panel of fence that

Arthur Hackett had mended. A glittering

something half hidden in a little crevice

of the post attracted her attention—and

behold, it was a tiny hammer of gold,

inscribed with the date of that unforgotten

morning. There was no clew to tell how

long it had been awaiting her there, but its

significance Esther could not fail to under

stand.

“How absurd ' " she whispered to her

self; yet she smiled as she put the remem

brancer in her pocket, and she went back

to her work cured of the depression

Libbie's chatter had induced.

IX

HE summer that followed was a season

of hard work for Esther, but it was

also a season of much satisfaction and even

a little profit.

“What though I am as brown as a berry,

I am as happy as a queen '' she declared.

“But you never go anywhere,” lamented

Anne. “And you never see anybody but

old Mr. Fastin; people seem to have—

dropped you.”

“So much the better for Esther, the

truck-farmer,” Esther retorted, with, per

haps, a touch of bitterness at finding her

self so easily dispensed with. “But after

all, Anne, who are the people that have

dropped me, as you say ? Only those

with whose career we could not possibly

keep pace. The friends we prize most are

still our friends, though we may be too

busy to see them often. I wouldn't give

dear old Mr. Fastin for all the gay crowd

of Rodney. He is no fine gentleman of

airs and graces, but I love the sight of that

homely, friendly face. I love the sound

of that cracked old voice of his ; he keeps

up my faith in myself.”

Mr. Fastin had fallen into the kindly

habit of paying a visit of inspection to

Esther's farm every few weeks, and on a

day late in September Esther had the

happiness of hearing him utter hearty

approval of all she had effected.

“You are one girl in a hundred, Esther

Pendenning,” he declared.

“Oh, but,” said Esther, “it wasn’t so

very hard to do when once I knew I had

it to do—and with you to encourage me.”

“That's just your way of putting it,”

returned the old gentleman. “You are

one of the kind that it is possible to

encourage. I tell my wife I wish we had a

son—to enable us to claim you for a daugh

ter, you know.”

“Oh, you want to break up my farm

just as I am fairly started ’’ cried Esther

laughing.

“Well, I haven't a son, and not one of

my daughters has the gift you have, for it

is a gift, after all, maybe.”

“I take a pleasure in the work cer

tainly,” said Esther, “if that is any token

of a gift.”

“Yes, and you seem to have manage

ment; that goes a long way. I suppose

you have things in train for a fall garden,

and you’ll be able to take old Time by the

forelock in the spring 2''

“Yes, I think so. Up to this point I've

had the heavy jobs done by any chance

laborer I could command ; but there is

going to be work enough soon to keep one

man busy all the time, and so I’ve engaged

Dublin West, “Mom Chaney's ' nephew.”

“Yes; a good worker, Dublin West;

I’m glad you’ve secured him. When does

he set in 2''

‘‘Day after to-morrow, when the po

tatoes are to be dug. I've sold the whole

crop to the provision store, just the other

side of the first station.”

“Well, that's good. And now I’ve a

bit of news for you. I hope you’ll like it.”

The color rose in Esther's face, and her

heart gave a leap that surprised her. Why

should the hint of welcome news suggest

Arthur Hackett so promptly 2 But, in

deed, he had been vaguely present to her

thoughts ever since the day they had

mended the palings together, when she

had been led to confide her plans to him.

“Mind, I don’t want to raise false

hopes,” said Mr. Fastin, with grave cau

tion; and Esther could have laughed out

right; was it possible that she was inclined

to entertain any hopes in connection with

Arthur Hackett?

“That bit of land up yonder in Eagle

County—it is just possible your mother

may be able to sell it.”

“Oh ’’ said Esther. It seemed to her

not improbable that Arthur Hackett might

have offered to be the purchaser, by way

of enabling her mother to pay off that

harassing mortgage ; her tone, therefore,

was not exultant.

“Thought you’d be pleased ' ' Mr.

Fastin said, a little disappointed.

“Why, yes, that is, if, under the circum

stances, mamma could sell it,” faltered

Esther.

“Evidently you haven’t much faith in

the land that won't sprout peas,” laughed

Mr. Fastin.

Esther, remembering having used that

expression to Arthur Hackett, now felt

assured that he was the would-be pur

chaser, and secretly she raged against her

self that ever she should have told him of

the land and the mortgage.

“You’re a little daft on the subject of

farming, aren’t you, Miss Esther ?” Mr.

Fastin suggested jocosely. “Land may

be good for other things besides farming,

and Summerfield promises to become a

railroad centre. If it does, look out for a

rise in real estate. There has been no

offer for the land as yet, but it won’t be so

hard to sell if Summerfield grows.”

“I see l’’ cried Esther, with a sense of

relief. “It is good news.”

“It needn’t make you sorry you’ve

turned farmer, however.”

“No, it doesn't.”

So far, Esther's plans had worked satis

factorily, but now she met with an unex

pected check. When the day appointed

for digging the potatoes came, Dublin

West failed to appear. Chaney being in

quired of, reluctantly revealed the fact that

he had gone up the river to plant on shares

with a small farmer in the next county.

“You see, Miss Esther,” Chaney ex

plained, “everybody is bound ter do they

best for theyselves.”

“He might, at least, have let me know,”

Esther retorted angrily.

“It was sort o' sudden,” Chaney ad

mitted. “But de Lawd gwan purvide ;

don’t you fret, Miss Esther.”

But Esther did fret. “It is enough to

discourage me forever,” she said desper

ately, when the situation was discussed in

the family council.

“The Lord will provide,” Mrs. Penden

ning reminded her.

“But, dear mamma, no able-bodied

laborer is going to drop from the skies.”

“I have known almost as strange things

to happen,” her mother declared with a

firmness that completely subdued Esther.

“Well,” she sighed, “I must try to find

a substitute for Dublin, the faithless, but it

won't be easy at this season.”

Esther was gone until late in the after

noon ; she returned tired, dispirited and

CrOSS.

Roger, from his perch on the porch,

greeted her shrilly, with :

“Say, there was a hungry man in the

lane wanted work, and mamma gave him

dinner, and told him to come again to

morrow. His name is Lem Hardy.”

“What on earth does all this mean,

Anne?” Esther asked of her sister, who

now came out on the porch.

“It is all true,” Anne answered. “Mam

ma talked with this Lem Hardy and was

pleased with him. He wants regular work,

and is willing to undertake any employ

ment. Have you found any one to do your

gardening?”

“No, but I certainly don’t desire to pick

up any tramp that happens along.”

“Mamma engaged him in case you

should not have found any one.”

“Just like mamma,” sighed Esther.

“What folly—”

“This is mamma's place, Esther,” Anne

interrupted mildly.

“All the same this bit of philanthropy

does not commend itself to me. You can’t

deny that we shall be taking something of

a risk.”

Anne confessed that she had her mis

givings, but Mrs. Pendenning had none

whatever. “I am sure this Lem Hardy’s

coming at this juncture is providential,”

she insisted. “He isn't more than nine

teen, and I can’t think him a bad young

man, he seems so anxious for work—”

“But, dear mamma, an absolute

stranger " '' Esther remonstrated.

“He doesn’t ask to stay on the place,”

Mrs. Pendenning explained. “And, my

dear, if somebody doesn’t trust him how

is he ever to stand a chance 2''

“We will give him a chance at the pota

toes then,” sighed Esther. “If he will

dig them without chopping them to mince

meat l”

Lem Hardy dug the potatoes satisfac

torily ; and though he had almost no

knowledge of garden work, his willing

ness, good humor and diligence reconciled

Esther to her mother's rash bargain.

But “Mom Chaney’’ declared sourly,

“Haphazards ain't no luck; an' you all

gwan reap astonishment.” And in no

long time this prediction was verified.

x -

(To be continued in October Journal)
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F the ancient classic styles the

Greek is one of the most beau

tiful, and excepting the Assy

rian is next to the Egyptian in

point of age. Of the many

classic styles it is the one that

may be most admirably adapted
iſe

to embroidery work, as a glance at the

accompanying illustrations will show. The

lines being severe render

this particular style much

easier to design and work

than many of the modern

French styles.

THE GREEK FRET

THE Greek frets are very

simple and easy to

embroider in outline stitch

and solid work, and borders

formed of them are most

attractive. In Illustration

No. 1 three designs of the

Greek fret are shown.

They are very simple but

serve to illustrate the

severe lines of the style.

The more complicated and

massive frets are made up

of these, arranged to inter

lock and form a more in

tricate pattern. The fret

here shown is one of the

most prominent features of the Greek

style, and has, perhaps, been used more in

the past centuries than any other one part

of a style. Whether it is of purely Greek

A GREEK FRET

(Illus. No. 1)
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DESIGN FOR PILLOW-SHAM (Illus. No. 4)

origin or not is a debated question, as it

has been found in the Chinese ornament

that dates about the same as the early

Egyptian and Greek periods. Its historic

origin is not so important to us, however,

as the fact that it can be readily adapted

to our use for em

broidery and for the

edges of scarfs,

table-covers, nap

kins; household

linen of every de

scription and for

dainty ſingerie, as

well as for the edg

ing of draperies.

These frets may be

carried out in any

width, from one

quarter to six inches,

for embroid ery

work.

GREEKEABRODERY DESIGNS
AY A/FLEW MAR ADAMS

[with Iſſu; ſºa tion; by The Author]

DESIGN FOR RUNNING BORDER

|Llº No. 3 is another design for

a running border which is appropriate

for such pieces as table-covers, large centre

pieces, portières and other large draperies

that will admit of a wide border design.

This pattern should not be worked less than

two inches and a half, and justice may be

do ne to it

when work

ATTRACTIVE CENTREPIECE

A SQUARE centrepiece of attractive and

classic design is shown in Illustration

No. 6. For a piece of Greek pottery or

glassware this will form a beautiful under

lay, and will be found quite as easy to

carry out as the design shown in Illustra

tion No. 5. The best results can always

be obtained by embroidering on a good

quality of round thread linen with linen -

floss, filo-floss silk or the heavier rope

silks of various shades. For colored

embroidery work the Greek style is one in

which a wide range of shades can be em

ployed, as the ancient Greeks and Egyp

tians were great admirers of the vivid, and

so masterfully did they prepare their pig

ments with which they adorned their dwell

ings, temples, furniture, etc., that at the

present day, relics still retain their beautiful

bright coloring that must have been applied

centuries ago. It is safe then to use bright

reds, greens, blues, yellows, as well as

sombre colors and neutral tints in all

Greek embroidery work.

DESIGN FOR SCARF END

IN Illustration No. 7 is given the design

for a scarf end based on strictly classic

lines. Whether carried out on a large or

small scale the simple and severe outline

should be followed. Along the bottom

and above the fringe a simple fret appears

with dots between the vertical lines; above

the fret a

line of fagot

ed as wide stitching is

to be workas six or

more. Most vº

of these il- (~ :

lustrations & -

show two +

ways to em- $33.

broider the ---

design. The $3.

open ones º

are, natu- $3.

rally, the (><

suggestions $3+

for the out

line stitch,

while the

parts that

are lined in

O r n a n ent

can be filled

when work

ing it solid

and a better

effect ob

tained as it

crowns the members of the ornament and

lends them the rounded surface to catch

the high light and shadows.

COLORS FOR EMBROIDERY

OTH of these borders look well em

broidered either in white or black on a

terra-cotta shade, a sage green or an old

blue. For table-covers, scarfs and por

tières plain colored denim is now

very fashionable. Its strength and

weight are greatly in its favor for

all articles that need to be subject

ed to constant wear.

DESIGN FOR PILLOW-SHAM

N Illustration No. 4 is shown an

attractive centre design for pil

low-shams, or other pieces where

the centre will not be hidden or

used much. In the centre of pil

low-shams it forms an imposing

ornament and should, of course,

be enlarged to the proportion of

the linen it is to ornament. The

design may be carried out in out

line stitch but the most satisfactory

mode of treatment will be to work

it solid, and the best result will be

to fill it, grading the filling to lend

to the design the high and low

relief. In very thin stems and

tendrils a filling is hardly necessary

but where the broad part of a petal

appears a high relief is pleasing.

The design for a round centre

piece is shown in Illustration No.

5, and where several prominent

features of the Greek style are de

picted. Inside the border of fringe

is the Greek fret or key pattern,

and within it a line of lotus flowers appears

with dots at the top and bottom of each.

Encircling the centre of the piece is a col

lar made up of the honeysuckle and lotus

flower ornament, and connected one with

the other by the tendril curving at each end.

The drawing suggests both the outline and

solid embroidery treatment.

would sug

ge sit the

solid treat

ment. The 3. nº,

honeysuckle 3%, -

\{ A

DESIGN for RUNNING BORDER (Illus. No. 3)
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A SQUARE CENTREPIECE (Illus. No. 6)

ed and then

the design

proper in

side a solid

line that is

to extend

around the

entire scarf.

When mak

in g this

piece for a

dresser it

should be

long enough

to allow the

ends that

h a ng at

either side

to display

the entire

d e sign .
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of course,

preferable

but good

results may

be obtained

by employing the outline stitch. Fancy

stitches while very pretty are not appropri

ate for Greek embroideries, as the simple

and severe mode is more in keeping.

A CORNER DESIGN

OR a corner a design such as is shown

in Illustration No. 8 is very appro

priate for table-covers, pillow-shams, lam

—

º
º

*@%

º,

A BEAUTIFUL UNDERLAY (Illus. No. 5)

brequins, large pieces for various uses, as

well as table linen. To connect them with

a simple line is proper, and at the centre

between the corners a small standing design

can be used, as shown also in Illustration

No. 8. To fill and work this design solid

is, of course, the most satisfactory, but an

outline effect in many cases is very pleasing,

and if it is not necessary to take time into

account when carrying out the designs

solid embroidery will, of course, be the

most effective and satisfactory.

These are but a very limited number

of the beautiful and simple designs that can

be made for Greek embroidery, and con

tain the suggestion for many other designs

that will promptly show those who are

gifted with originality how they may pro

duce other pleasing, effective and harmo

nious results.

DESIGN OF HONEYSUCKLE

THE design shown in the heading of this

page is a running border with a cor

ner, and is the well-known honeysuckle

DESIGN FOR SCARF END (Illus. No. 7)

ornament that has figured so prominently

on all objects and in the patterns of

embroidery and appliqué work as well as

on pottery and all kinds of ceramic ware.

It would be difficult to find a more

imposing and simple ornament. As a bor

der it cannot be approached or compared

with other patterns as it ante-dates them all

and is the father of all the modern designs.

ENLARGING THE DESIGNS

\) HEN enlarging and transferring a design

similar to that shown in Illustration

No. 7 it is necessary only to draw one

half the design on a smooth piece of paper.

It may then be traced on tracing cloth or

linen and transferred to the material to be

embroidered, with transfer paper. The

drawing may then be turned over and the

other half of the linen or other body

material marked in a similar manner.

For designs such as Illustrations Nos. 5

and 6 it will be necessary to draw but one

quarter of the entire design.

After pinning the body material down to

a board and marking two faint lines across

it at right angles and drawing a circle with

a compass to indicate the diameter, the

drawing can be fitted to each quarter and

transferred as explained in the Italian

Renaissance embroidery article published

in the June number of the Journal.

FOR TABLE-COVERS

F the designs such as shown in Illustra

tions Nos. 2 and 3 are used for table

covers or sofa-pillows it would be well to

decide the size of your piece, then draw the

corner and border either side of it to one

quarter the size of the piece, so it will be

necessary only to make four transfers to

obtain the completely-stamped

piece, or if the cover is oblong the

design may be enlarged to one

half the width of the piece and the

long side marked several times to

obtain the complete connected

running design. It is not neces

sary to draw the full figure as

shown in Illustrations Nos. 4 and

8, as one-half is quite sufficient. A

half can be transferred at one time

and the result will be more satis

factory than if both sides or the

complete figure be drawn at one

time. It is sometimes a hard mat

ter to draw both sides of a regular

figure in a correspondingly accu

rate manner, but if one side is

drawn and turned over for the

other the two will be exact oppo

sites provided care has been taken

in drawing the transfer lines. This

suggestion holds good for any

figure or design having both sides

alike and where uniformity is the

principal feature.

Great care must be taken when

reproducing these Greek embroid

ery designs; any attempt to alter

them will serve but to mar their

beauty, a beauty which has been

handed down to

us from the ". § & S J

decorative art, and which

depends upon the natural *=}
growth in line, and sim

plicity in the expression

of leaf forms. In any ap

plication of art

embroidery it is -

important not

only that the de

signs be carried

out with strict

accuracy but

also that the

material se

lected be of a

character

appropri

ate to the

designs. A CORNER DFSIGN (Illus. No. 8)
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ERE is a popular no

tion that the position

of school-teacher is a

very easy one. This

is generally figured

out on the basis that,

as a rule, the teacher

has only five or six

hours of work each

day, that her school

week consists of live days, and that she is

given two months of summer vacation.

The girl who works in a store or office

compares this with her lot of seven, eight or

more hours of work each day, that she has

six working days to her week, and, if she

gets any summer vacation at all, it consists

of a week, or at the utmost, a fortnight

respite. She makes this comparison and

concludes that the school-teacher has a

sinecure. And, in proof of her assertion,

she points to the fact that over two hundred

and twenty thousand women in this coun

try have chosen the profession of teaching

simply because it means easy hours and

tolerably good pay. The average mother

figures out the ease of the school-teacher's

position, too. She calculates the few hours

when the teacher has her child under her

control, and the many more hours that she,

as mother, has the child in the home.

“Easy 2 '' said a mother to me only re

cently. “Why, the position of the school

teacher of to-day is ideal ; she doesn’t

appreciate how easy her position is,” and

she lifted her head in the air with a pride

born of the capacity to end a sentence

with a preposition.

AND yet despite the belief of the girl

employed in other forms of work and

that of the mother, I am forced to think

and to say that I cannot imagine a position

more trying to a woman's nerves, more

exacting upon the gentlest disposition or

more wearing and exhaustive upon the

mind than that of the average school

teacher. And if there be a position in

woman's realm of labor more unappre

ciated I know it not. If the teacher works

but five or six hours each day and only

five days of a week, it is simply because

no woman could endure the strain of eight

hours of teaching for six days of a week.

And if she is given two months of sum

mer vacation from her work, it is simply

because she is entitled to it, and richly de

serves it. A shorter vacation would be of

little benefit. Far better, far wiser, far

more humane would it be if we gave our

teachers three months of holiday. And

not only would it be better for the teachers

but better for the children as well. With

our intense heat in June and our lurking

summer weather in early September, chil

dren should not be asked to sit in the ill

ventilated rooms of our city schools. I

speak not alone for the teacher, but for

both teacher and child, when I say that

our schools should not continue beyond

early June and should not reopen, before

the middle of September. Particularly is

this necessary in view of the existing

crowded condition of our schools—a con

dition which is a burning shame upon

our much-flaunted educational progress.

Think of one city, for example—I refer

now to Brooklyn—in whose primary public

schools there were recently shown to be

three hundred and seventy-seven classes.

Of these classes, two hundred and thirty

one had registers of between sixty and

seventy scholars; sixty-five classes had reg

isters between seventy and eighty; twenty

two classes had registers between eighty

and ninety; eighteen classes had registers

between ninety and one hundred; two

classes had registers between one hundred

and one hundred and ten ; sixteen classes

had registers between one hundred and

twenty and one hundred and thirty ; four

classes had registers between one hundred

and thirty and one hundred and forty; two

classes had registers between one hundred

and forty and one hundred and fifty; while

one class reached the enormous total of

one hundred and fifty-eight. And these

figures are taken directly from the report

of the Superintendent of Schools of the

city in question. Is it right, I ask, that

our children should be huddled together

in this manner, and that, too, as investiga

tion has shown, in badly-ventilated school

rooms? It is shameful that such a condi

tion of affairs should exist at any time

of the year, and that we do not provide

enough schools for the young to relieve

this over-crowding. But the abnormal

temperature existing in classrooms during

the warm season of the year—throughout

the spring and partly in the summer—

should set parents to thinking.

OUR SCHOOLS AND OUR TEACHERS

By Edward 14/. Bok
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This figures will demonstrate, too, the

truth of my statement that the average

school-teacher in our large cities is over

worked rather than in the enjoyment of

a sinecure. Any sensible mother can

figure it out for herself that no woman,

however exceptionally capable she may

be, can teach a hundred or a hundred and

fifty children and do justice to any or all.

For one woman to teach such a class of

children is an impossible task. Yet this

is, year by year, exacted of our school

teachers, not only in Brooklyn, but in other

cities, and parents are unaware of it—

and, for the most part, because they are

indifferent. The indifference upon the part

of parents in this respect is something amaz

ing. They are careful enough that every

means of ventilation will be present in their

homes, but are criminally indifferent to the

bad air which their children are constantly

breathing in the schoolroom. If the mother

engages a family physician she looks care

fully into his merits as a practitioner, or

the father examines with care into the

record of the lawyer whom he employs.

But what does the average parent know of

the woman who teaches his child and

wields an untold influence for good or for

evil over that child's mind? Absolutely

nothing, since the majority of parents never

see the teachers of their children; in many

cases they do not even know their names.

Reliance is placed upon boards of men

to choose instructors—boards composed,

sometimes, of men with whom the fathers

of the very children for whom they chose

instructors, have refused to sustain business

dealings. Everything is expected of these

boards in the matter of choosing, and even

more is demanded of the teacher in the

way of instruction. Leniency upon the

part of parents is the exception rather

than the rule : expectation takes the form

of righteous and just demand. “I have a

right to expect that our educational system,

which I pay to sustain,” says the father,

“shall choose the wisest and best instruct

ors for my children.” And with this con

sciousness he lets the matter drop from

his mind, and if anything is not altogether

satisfactory, “my wife will attend to it,”

is his consolation. And as the wife is, as

a rule, too busy, nobody attends to it, with

the result that the most important part of

a child’s life receives, if not absolute neg

lect, certainly most inadequate attention.

BELIEVE it is time that the American

school system should receive a little

more personal attention at the hands of

our parents, and the position of the teacher

be more clearly understood. The average

parent owes it as a duty to himself and to

herself, and to his or her children. The

cry of “no time ’’ of the engrossed busi

ness man or the busy housewife is not a

legitimate excuse. We should find time,

we must make time for a matter which so

closely concerns the future welfare of our

own flesh and blood. Parents must be

come a more personal part of the school

life of their children, or the present mis

understanding of the teacher's capabilities

and the existing evils in our school build

ings will never be remedied and removed.

That our schools are over-crowded admits

of no question. We have only to watch

the newspapers at this season of the year

when our schools are opening, to read the

number of children crowded into inade

quate space and the number who are re

fused admittance altogether, or taught on

half-time. The worst possible ventilation

exists in the majority of our schoolrooms.

The foul air which our children breathe

into their lungs for five hours of each day

would amaze some parents if they would

take the trouble to visit the schools which

their children attend. Not long ago an

observant teacher, a woman who stands

high in her profession in the West, wrote

to me: “I have been a teacher for fifteen

years, and I am frank to say that rather

than permit my little one to breathe the

fetid air of some of our schoolrooms I

would keep him at home. Again and

again have I gone into classrooms when

the air was such as to make one grow sick

and faint. Generally it comes from lack

of ventilation, caused in the main by cir

cumstances over which the teacher has no

control; at other times by the teacher's

own carelessness or her occupation with

so many other duties that she forgets this

important question of pure air. Do I won

der that so many children go home with

headaches 2 No, my wonder is rather that

the health of our school-children is so

good.” This subject has often been agi

tated, and the most startling facts laid bare,

yet our parents are indifferent to it.

HE teacher, too, should have her hands

upheld by the parents. She must be

better understood, and her position more

intelligently appreciated. Without assist

ance from the parents, the school-teacher

fights single-handed and against the most

difficult odds. Not only is it encumbent

upon the parent that he or she should per

sonally know the teacher of the child, but

the teacher should be given the opportunity

of seeing her pupil's home life. A knowl

edge of the domestic influences which

surround a child has frequently helped a

teacher in her proper guidance of the pupil

at school. She works more intelligently

when she knows the wishes of the parents

and the peculiarities of the child. If

teachers and parents would come closer

together than they do the beneficial results

to the children would be incalculable.

Not only would such a closer coming

together be felt by parents and pupil, but

by the teacher in fitting her better for her

work. A glimpse of the cheer of domestic

life would mean much to the average

school-teacher who passes her evenings in a

boarding-house. And the average teacher

proves a delightful guest at a home table.

Her vocation usually makes her well

informed and her mind is keen by constant

training. Two of the brightest and wittiest

women I ever met, women as charming in

their manners as their repartee was spark

ling and their wit delicious, are teachers in

one of New York's public schools. They

were, in fact, the brightest women at the

table at which they sat, and surprised their

hostess with their capacity as social addi

tions. These women are regular guests at

many a table in the homes of their pupils,

and much of their success with the children

at school, they have told me, is attributed

to the opportunities they have enjoyed of

coming into this personal contact with the

parents of the children under their charge.

There are people who have yet to learn

that the day of the proverbial spectacled

school-ma’am is over, and that some of

our very brightest women are in the schools

of our cities, towns and villages.

WF are now at the season of the year

when our schools are reopening

and our teachers are beginning to take up

their duties for the winter. And it will

do much for the welfare of your chil

dren if you devote closer attention to their

school life and to those in whose hands

their educative training has been placed.

The first thing to do is to visit the school

which your children attend. Make a point

of this, even if it means a sacrifice of some

thing else. Few things can be more

important than to see for yourself the sur

roundings of your child during school

hours. Observe quietly yet keenly, but

remember that any observations or com

ments you have to make, the teacher of

the class in which your child happens to be

is not the proper person to whom to make

them. The principal of the school or the

superintendent is the proper functionary

for such purposes. The teacher is help

less ; she must accept conditions as she

finds them. She is an employee, pure and

simple. But seek her out and win her

acquaintance and confidence. Show her

that you mean to coöperate with her. She

knows that the best results can only be ob

tained when teacher and parent coöperate.

Invite her to your home—not in a general

way, but at a definite time. Make her feel

that you want her to be something more

than the teacher of your child. Make a

friend of her if you can ; at least give her

the opportunity to show that she has an

other side to her nature than that which she

shows in the classroom. The teacher's bur

den is a heavy one rather than a light one;

to make it easier for her is to your advan

tage, and means the “casting of bread

upon the waters.” Let her see her pupil

at home, and the influences which surround

the child when away from her. If it is

important that you, as parent, should know

the atmosphere of the schoolroom, it is

equally important that she, as teacher,

should know something of the atmosphere

of the home of her pupil. Such a knowl

edge is mutually advantageous, and its

benefits will directly accrue to your child.

AND while on this general question of

schools it occurs to me that the

French carry out an excellent idea in the

way of prize-giving in their schools. While

in this country we give to our school-chil

dren, as rewards of merit, a certificate, a

medal or a book, the most frequent prize

in French schools is a savings bank-book

with a small sum to the credit of the prize

winner. The sum thus deposited to the

pupil’s account is, on an average, about

five francs, or one dollar in our money.

The result is that early in youth the French

child is taught the lesson of saving money.

The girl or boy takes a pride in his bank

book, and his greatest desire is to add to

it and to “see it grow.” The result is, as

recent statistics published in France show,

that comfortable fortunes have been built

upon these small bank accounts. In over

seventy per cent. of the instances where

the bank account was started for the pupil

the habit of thrift was inculcated and the

accounts were continued, while only in

thirty per cent. was the desire to add to

the account lost.

THER: is scarcely an idea which we could

better afford to introduce into our

American schools than this. Our savings

bank system lends itself to the idea just as

well as does the system in vogue in France,

and the novelty of such a reward of merit,

if introduced into our schools, would alone

make it exceedingly attractive. And we

need more thrift than we have at present

in this country. The average American

is wasteful; his reckless expenditure of

money is a constant source of surprise to

the foreigner. “Laying up something for a

rainy day '' is with us a precept rather than

a practice. Thousands of our people live

beyond their incomes, and thousands more

live up to them. The actual number of

people in this country who are saving, and

who put by a portion of their income, is

small, so small that if the figures could be

ºbtained and printed they would be start

ling. Instances constantly come to us

who observe where we see hard-working

wage-earners, men and women, wasting

enough money during their working days

to keep them comfortably protected in

their old age. They have a notion that

economy is something in the nature of

meanness instead of being what it really is,

one of the greatest virtues which a man or

a woman can practice. They are ashamed

to economize, for the most part. They

have the idea that it belittles them in the

eyes of others. And the example which

elders of the present day set in this respect

for the young is one of the most disastrous

kind. Money, in the eyes of thousands of

our young people of to-day, is simply

something that is given them to get rid

of ; it must be spent.

HE average American girl has practi

cally no idea of the value of money.

It is one of the most discouraging signs

of the times to see the manner in which

our young women spend their pocket

money. And nothing in this wide world

keeps so many young men from marrying

as the constant proof they see of the light

ness in which our girls value money.

Money is spent upon trifles as if silver and

bank-notes grew on trees. A dollar has

not its real value in the eyes of one girl

out of a hundred. Where the saving

instinct exists it is simply employed as a

means to making possible a larger expend

iture in the near future. The result is

that our young women get false notions of

living and its cost, and they consider them

selves abused, in a great many cases, when

upon marriage they must be content with

less than in their father's home. The pop

ular notion with the young people of to

day is that they must start where their

fathers left off. Our young men have only

a truer sense of the value of money be

cause they are compelled to earn it, and

where the money comes hard its value is

better impressed. But even among the

most moderate classes in this country it is

simply amazing to see the extent to which

money is spent—not only spent, but wasted,

and the absolute disregard to make pro

vision for “a rainy day ” which exists.

The great trouble is that we have been edu

cated in this country too much to accept

luxuries as necessities, and when they are

beyond our reach we cavil at fate.

IN European countries all this is different.

The English, whose silly traits we like

to ape so much but whose good qualities

we overlook, are among the most thrifty

nations in the world. The English work

ing-man, as a rule, puts aside a portion

of his earnings. But when the average

American working-man earns a dollar he

spends a dollar and prides himself on

the fact that he can pay his debts. The

French working-man does a little more

than that. He lives so that he can pay his

debts and have something over. Nor has

he any the less comfort. One need only

go into the home of a French working-man

to see how comfortable he lives. And there

is generally a savings book in his posses

sion. . The result is, that as a people the

French suffer less from panics than any

other people on the globe. Because habit .

of thrift is universal, everybody provides

for the morrow. Last year the French

savings banks had more than eight million

depositors, and the amount of their

deposits exceeded eight hundred million

dollars. And this large sum was made up

almost entirely of small amounts. The

French father is thrifty himself and teaches

the value of thrift to his children. And the

lesson is taught them with their A B C's.

We ought to do this in America. Our

children must be taught a different value

of money than they at present have. And

the beginning must be made by ceasing to

keep up this nefarious practice of living up

to our incomes. We must live this side of

them. The French go on the theory that

twenty-five per cent. of one's income must

be saved. This is a good percentage. All

of us can do this if we will only make up

our minds to do it. And if our schools

could be induced to copy the French idea

of giving bank-books of small amounts to

their scholars as rewards of merit, it would

be infinitely better than the present system

of giving books or medals. The American

child needs to learn the lesson of saving.

And the school-teacher can do much to

impress this lesson.
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COMPULSION IN CHILD TRAINING

By Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst, D. D.

HE axis of character is

moral, not mental.

When it is a matter of

child training, therefore,

the first question is not

on intellectual bright

ness but on develop

ment of moral intensity.

This ground was can

vassed in my paper of a month ago. I did

not at that time disparage the ordinary

means and methods of mental discipline;

but the quality of the soil will condition

the character of the products that issue

from it, and the sure placing of the founda

tion stone will determine both the solidity

and the permanency of all the architecture

imposed upon it. The ultimate worth of a

man is the keenness and vigor of his moral

intentions. It is at this point then that dis

ciplinary effort has first to be laid out.

Hence my insistence upon obedience.

There is nothing that generates moral fibre

like cordially doing as we are told. Chil

dren used to obey their parents. There is

as much family government at present as

there used to be, only now it has changed

hands. It is far more important to train a

child’s will than it is to train his mind. He

may alter his mind as he grows older, but

he will not probably alter his will. Adult

anarchy is nursery lawlessness come to the

full corn in the ear.

IN order to do this it is not necessary that

authority and law should be put before

the child in a manner calculated to irritate

and offend. The atmosphere of the home

should be as genial and summery as possi

ble; but there is no more incompatibility

between warmth and perpendicular lines

in the domestic than in the natural world.

Obedience, in the sense here intended,

means an appreciation of that which is

authoritative, and not only an appreciation

of it, but a glad appreciation of it; so that

the will leans upon it and clings to it as the

tendrils of the vine weave themselves into

the trellis and win security and uplift from

it. Authority is as strong a friend if yielded

to as it is bitter as an enemy if resisted.

Everything in nature obeys. Everything

in art obeys. Only man mutinies, and his

mutiny is his misery—always has been

since the first Adam mutinied and always

will be till the last Adam ceases to mutiny.

It is often enough said that it is better to

rule by love than fear. Without quarreling

with parents upon that point I recur to

the point that it is essential that they rule.

Unfortunately in some instances ruling by

love is not ruling at all, but a euphemism

for permitting the children to do it in their

parents' stead. Coaxing and hiring a child

is not ruling him even if he is brought by

that means to do what he is told to do.

The purpose of coaxing and lollypop in

that connection is to make him unconscious

of authority; the best thing that can befall

a child is, on the contrary, that he be con

scious of authority.

In all other arts it is very definitely un

derstood that success is achievable only by

the studied observance of established rules.

If a man undertakes to learn to play the

piano he submits his judgment to his

teacher, and the degree of his submission

will probably measure the rapidity of his

success. So, if he applies himself to

mechanic arts. Achievement in all these

departments is measured by surrender. It

is passing strange that in the most difficult

of all arts, that of becoming a man, it

should be considered that the apprentice

can be for the most part left to his own

judgment; that hampering a boy by rules

and commandments weakens his powers of

self-dependence, and impairs his chances

of personal success. There is a science of

manhood and womanhood quite as much

as there is of architecture and navigation,

and it passes all comprehension how parents

can appreciate the need of a rigid observ

ance of precepts and principles in the

latter cases and yet imagine that their boys

and girls can be left in nine points out of

ten to work out the problem of life in their

own wild and uncontrolled way. If I may

refer to my own experience I was brought

up to obey, and was punished if I did not

obey—yes, was whipped if I did not obey.

Whipping is healthy if soundly as well as

affectionately administered. All this talk

about corporeal punishment bruising a

child's spirit is maudlin sentimentality and

invertebrate balderdash. I am not arguing

for parental brutality, but there is good

scripture authority for a generous use of

the rod, and for every child that is harmed

by being over-whipped I venture to say

that there are ninety-nine injured by being

under-whipped.

If I speak confidently and feelingly upon

this point it is because I know how

much I owe personally to the fact of being

brought up in a home where I was taught

to appreciate the greatness of righteous

authority, the vastness of its meaning, the

advantage of submitting to it, and the

serious risk of resisting it. No anarchist

could ever have graduated from the home

I was born, loved and chastised in. Such

experience, makes me pity the children who

know no discipline but that of caresses

and sweetmeats, and makes me more than

pity the parents who have neither the dis

cernment in their mental constitution nor

the iron in their moral constitution to per

ceive that nothing which a child can know

or can win can begin to take the place of

sense of superior authority, and of the holy

right of that authority to be respected,

revered and obeyed. The moral strength

of a man is measured pretty accurately by

the cordial reverence with which he regards

whatsoever has the right to call itself his

master. Estimated by this criterion the

average. American boy is a discouraging

type of humanity, and is a severe reflection

upon the crude attempts at manhood manu

facture evinced by the typical American

home. If our homes cannot turn out chil

dren that will respect authority, there will

be no authority in a great while either at

home, in the State or anywhere else, that

will be worth their respecting.

In crossing over now into the domain of

the child’s mental and manual training we

shall necessarily take with us some of the

spirit which we have claimed ought to

assert itself in his moral discipline. The

matter and methods of the child’s school

ing must be determined for him, and when

the determination has been made it must

be executed. His own will is no more

fitted to be arbiter in matters of study

than in matters of behavior. One of the

purposes of intelligence in the parent or

preceptor is to decide upon what line and

in the use of what appliances the intellect

of the child or pupil can be most wisely

cultivated. That such a seeming truism

should even admit of being announced

only indicates the breadth of conceit into

which young inexperience has expanded

itself. A child, even a student in college,

does not and cannot know the uses to

which his intelligence will have eventually

to be put, and therefore cannot know the

direction that needs to be given to its

unfolding. To let a child decide for himself

what and how he will study is even more

colossally stupid than to allow a child lost

in the woods to find his own way out into

the light. The rank and file of parents

cannot, unfortunately, be expected to have

acquired a great amount of the philosophy

of education, but there are two or three

things that even such parents ought to be

put in the way of understanding, and a

number of other things that ought to be,

more intelligently than they are, comprised

in our system of public school instruction.

HILD instruction should in the first

instance proceed upon the principle

that the young mind is an incalculable

possibility, and that schooling should be

of a character to carry that possibility just

as far as may be toward its realization.

The child's mind is as thickly studded

with interrogation points as the sky is with

stars. The primary genius of a child is

the genius for asking questions. There is

a natural affinity between the mind and

the truth. Inquisitiveness is as natural to

intelligence as hunger is to the stomach.

One of the most common effects of cur

rent schooling is to destroy that affinity.

Intellectual stuffing in the nursery or in the

schoolroom is worse and more wicked

than gluttony in the dining-room. Chil

dren who commence going to school when

they are six and continue at it till they are

sixteen hate knowledge a good deal worse

than they do sin, and if they had the cour

age of their impulses would assassinate

their instructors and practice nihilism on

their schoolrooms and text-books. The

distinct symptoms of nihilism are discern

ible in every schoolroom that has been

used for educational purposes more than

six months. This intellectual demoraliza

tion of the schoolroom will pursue its

present course till teachers are selected

who have enough of the genius of Froebel

to understand that the mental constitution

of the child is itself prescriptive of the

course to be followed in its development,

and that the proper office of school com

missioners and school committees is to

help the teacher to carry out the intentions

of nature rather than to compel aim to

embarrass and controvert those intentions.

FTER all that can be said in behalf of a

wide and roomy mental training for

our children it still remains an unfortunate

fact that the struggle of life is so severe,

and its competitions so taxing, that the vast

percentage of children have to have their

curriculum of instruction arranged with

reference to the practical workaday expe

rience which awaits them. Even though

our circumstances be affluent yet we are

certain to encounter frequent problems

whose solution will depend surely upon

the fund of mental energy which has been

stored up in our life’s initial years. To

whatever point we may have succeeded in

carrying our education its practical value

consists primarily not in the number of

things we may have learned, nor the num

ber of themes upon which we can speak

intelligently or write edifyingly, but upon

the amount of intellectual brawn we have

at our service wherewith to meet the un

heralded enemies and the sharp exigencies

which make out so large a part of adult

experience. The greatest thing of a prac

tical kind that a complete education does

for us is to furnish us with resources ap

plicable to uses not yet foreseen nor even

dreamed of while yet the resources were

being secured.

IN the measure that the conditions of life

become more severe and irksome the

relevancy of training to service needs to

be increasingly studied. The general crit

icism to be passed upon the education fur

nished by our homes and by our primary

and grammar schools is that it does not so

qualify for the activities of life as to guar

antee the graduate against dependence

upon the poorhouse or other means of

charitable relief. Even during the hard

financial strain of the past two years the

great majority of those who have suffered

have been those who have never been

taught to do anything, or at least never

been taught with a thoroughness that makes

instruction convertible into terms of dollars

and cents, bread and butter.

There is no word too fine to be spoken

in behalf of an all-round training, but as

things are at present that is utterly out of

the question with a tremendous majority

of children, even with the children in the

large majority of our own homes. The

generic problem of the race is to keep soul

and body together, and the school problem

is first of all to put the rising generation in

the way of making the junction of the two

possible. So long as the State assumes

the care of paupers it is the duty of the

State to use its best means to prevent the

existence of paupers, and one of the most

direct means to that end is to see to it that

all the children in the State are thoroughly

instructed in reading, writing and arith

metic, and are substantially trained in the

practice of some form of remunerative

handiwork. There is work enough to be

done in this big world by people who are

willing to work and who know how. The

idea of immense wealth secured by some

process of financial legerdemain has so

pervaded the general atmosphere that a

sufficiency has ceased to satisfy, and a

young man resolves either to speculate

his way to fortune or to steal some one's

else fortune, or if both these expedients

fail, to turn professional idler and subsist

on charity. The incentive to substantial

equipment for the struggle of life is thus

withdrawn. If I were the State I would

compel every child to acquire the means

of an honest livelihood, even at the risk of

the whip, and then if, having acquired that

means, he failed to avail of it to his own

maintenance, I would commit him to the

workhouse and keep him at hard labor

there till he experienced a change of heart.

There is no respectable consistency be

tween State's care of the poor and State's

neglect of stringent means for preventing

the existence of the poor. If a government

ought to be “paternal '' to the extent of

feeding paupers it ought to be “paternal’’

to the extent of obliging possible or in

tending paupers to be able to feed them

selves. The root difficulty in all this mat

ter is the indisposition of parents and other

constituted authorities to make serious

business of laying substantial foundations

in the early years of our young people,

boys and girls. One of the chief sources

of misery among the working classes is

the wife’s ignorance of the duties that

belong to her. She is ignorant of them

because she has never been compelled to

learn them. If we could split half of

our pianos into kindling wood and pluck

the strings out of three-quarters of our

harps, fiddles and banjos, and set our

voung girls to the practical task of learn

ing how to sew and cook, and wash and

iron, and of becoming proficient in a self

sustaining way upon some line or other of

remunerative industry, it would be a great

benison to society in general, and to their

own souls in particular. In whatever di

rection we look and whatever improve

ment in existing conditions we seek to

effect, we come back to it again and again

that the end is determined by the begin

ning and that the foundations of all public

betterment have to be laid in the children.
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CAN see the mother of my

girl raising her eyebrows

and giving a queer smile

when she reads this title to

my little talk. It is not for

my girl—it is for her mother

- and father, her grandmother

and her grandfather and all her relatives.

She has had, very early, inculcated in her

that she must respect, both by words and

deeds, those who are her superiors in age.

Nothing, however, was said to the elders

about the respect due her, and yet she has

a right to it. Youth and inexperience de

mand consideration, and elderly people are

too apt to forget this. It would be selfish

to keep from the pleasures of youth, as they

enjoy it, by reflection, those to whom life

is an old story, but many a girl who is

harshly criticised for keeping away from

her elders, for not giving them more of her

society, does this because when she is with

these elderly people, they make her suffer

agonies that are untold, but none the less

true and painful.

Elderly people (as youth has passed me

I can say this) too often with the multiply

ing years, grow selfish and assertive.

They choose to forget the changes that

come in life, the ever-varying customs, and

they permit themselves to fall into un

pleasant little habits that bring a blush of

mortification to the face of many a young

girl who sincerely loves and would dearly

like to respect them. What respect can a

young girl give to an older woman who is

invariably untidy in her dress? The loving

daughter says, “Mother, why don't you

put on your nice gown?” And the an

swer she receives too often is this, “Oh,

well, of course, if you are ashamed of me

I will keep away. When I was young,

girls would not have dared to have spoken

in such a way, but I suppose I am of no

use and you are anxious to get rid of me.”

Now this is an absolute untruth. She is

not ashamed of her mother, she does not

wish to get rid of her, but she does wish,

properly enough, that at least before stran

gers her mother should look her best.

Another time, the wife of a well-known

man comes to call, for the first time, on a

young married woman. When she goes

down to the parlor she finds to her chagrin,

her mother, dressed in an untidy, loose

wrapper, with her hair not arranged as it

should be, talking to her visitor, and in a few

minutes she discovers that, although there

are servants in the house, her mother

opened the front door in answer to the

bell. There is no sin in doing this. It is

true that in the country nothing is thought

of going to the front door, but in the city

a different code of manners prevails, but

that loying daughter has to realize that the

stranger probably laughs at her after she

leaves, and also that if she says one word

to her mother it will not be taken kindly,

and she will have, added to her present

feeling of mortification, another that makes

her feel as if she were unkind and incon

siderate.

THE SON'S MOTHER

THEN there is another type of elder woman

who is lacking in respect to her son.

She has come to visit him. Her daughter

in-law wants to be nice to her, so she takes

her among her friends and does everything

in her power to make her visit pleasant.

A little dinner is given in her honor, care

is taken that the table is charmingly ar

ranged, and the people invited are those

who have an important position in the world

and who are glad to honor the mother of

the rising young lawyer. It is true that as

a boy he worked hard to get his education.

That was a credit to him, but in general

society we do not care to hear about ways

and means. Now, why need his mother

say to the gentleman who took her in

to dinner, a well-known judge, “When

Charley was studying law and working all

day in a grocery shop to earn the money

to buy his books, he was mighty glad to

have his dinner brought him in a tin pail,

instead of having it all spread out with

flowers in this fashion. Charley is a good

son who cares for his mother.” Do you

think his love will grow greater after this

speech? The tin pail period of Charley's

life was an honest one, but it has gone and

there is no necessity to discuss it.

Visiting her daughter she said, “Charley

and his wife are very kind and he is a dear

boy to do for me what he does, but I felt

they needed a little taking down and so I

gave it to them.” Too often, instead of

being pleased at the social position gained

by son or daughter, there seems to be a

tiny bit of malicious envy in the attitude

taken.

A YOUNG GIRL’S COMPLAINT

IT is not always the elderly lady who is

lacking in respect to the young. The

fine old gentleman who can tell all about

the great war, who can describe the West

ern cities when they were small towns,

who can be most interesting when he

wishes, calls at the house in the evening,

and instead of talking about all these

things, considers himself very witty when

he addresses the young daughter of the

house in this way, “Well, my dear, I hear

you have got a beau. Now when is your

father going to let you get married?”

And then he goes on speaking about mar

riage to this blushing, sensitive creature,

in a way that her own mother would not.

A man of his age should set an example

to younger men and not permit himself to

say things that they would count improper.

Then, too, another time when he comes,

he will take hold of that girl in rather a

rough way, and announce that it is his

privilege, as an old man, to kiss her. And

he will kiss her, and when she rushes out

of the room and tells her mother annid

tears, “That horrid old Mr. Brown has

been kissing me, and I don't see what

right he has to do it simply because he is

old,” her mother, forgetting her girlhood,

says, “My dear, you must not talk that

way. Mr. Brown is an old gentleman and

you should show respect to age.” That

mother is only half right, for if respect is

shown to age, age is only worthy of it

when it respects youth.

Another experience comes to a young

boy. He has been reprimanded for using

slang words. He has been told that it is

not wise to smoke, but his father's friend,

General Beresford, pays them a visit, in

terlards his conversation with profane

words and is permitted to smoke in the

parlor. , What does that boy think? If

General Beresford were asked about his

speech he would say that in the good old

days all men talked this way. Well, these

so-called good old days have passed, and

nowadays, and let us be thankful for it,

gentlemen do not punctuate their conver

sation with oaths, even of the most in

nocent type. There is the old-time prov

erb, “Actions speak louder than words,”

so the young boy, who has heard General

Beresford spoken of as a splendid gentle

man, is puzzled to account for what he has

been taught was bad behavior.

AT THE TABLE

ELPº people too often grow careless

in their manners at the table and shock

thesº generation by their bad man

ners until the young matron deliberately

declares that no matter how celebrated

Mr. Tompkins may be, no matter how

marvelous are his books, she will not ask

him to dine with her. And why? Because

he gulped his soup and made a noise when

he swallowed it ; because he ate as if he

had to catch a train, and absolutely, when

he was spending several days with her, he

poured his coffee in his saucer and drank

it out of that. A hundred and fifty years

ago this would have been permitted;

nowadays it is considered a sign of bad

breeding.

Consideration for the young seems to be

a virtue counted as of no worth by the old,

and yet this lack of it has brought about

heartaches just as severe as if they were

caused by greater actions. Pretty Mrs.

Brown, whose husband is a rich man, has

lately brought her mother from the village

where she lived, to make her home with

her, as she could give her a life of greater

luxury. To her horror she finds, in a

couple of weeks, that her mother talks

most familiarly to the servants, forgetting

that city life is different from that of the

country, where, very often, the helping

hand is given by the daughter of a farmer,

who is made one of the family. Fancy Mrs.

Brown's position, when, discharging a maid

for impertinence, this is said to her, “And

shure don't ye be puttin' on anny airs, yere

own mother told me that ye used to wash

the dishes and work mighty hard till Mr.

Brown come along and married ye.” It

was perfectly true. At their little home

the sisters and mother had done their own

work. First, because of the difficulty in

getting any one to help them, and then,

too, because if they shared the work among

themselves it did not seem much, it gave

them a little more money to spend, it could

be done daintily and the house always

looked neat and dainty. Poor little Mrs.

Brown, however, had to suffer for the ill

timed and foolish gossip of her mother,

who could not be made to understand that

servants were not the proper people with

whom to discuss family affairs.

CARELESS IN SPEECH

IN my own acquaintance there is a woman

who is a writer of books and whose

face is suffused with red, time and time

again, because of the lack of thought dis

played by her mother, a mother whom she

loves and for whom she would do any

thing. This mother has permitted herself

to grow careless in her speech. Knowing

better, she uses undesirable words and

makes mistakes in grammar that stamp her

as having had no education, whereas even

in her day there existed good schools and

she was graduated from one. In writing a

letter she would never make such mistakes,

but she constantly says, “I seen it,” and

uses the double negative in a way that is

awful, and yet when her daughter said to

her, “Mother, I do wish you wouldn't talk

that way when you know better, and you

would be the first to criticise anybody else

if they did so,” she received this answer,

“Oh, well, if you don't want me to talk

before your literary friends I will stay out

of the room.” And she did.

A LITTLE LESSON

VERY small boy once taught an old

gentleman a lesson. Like many an

other this grandfather had learned to use

tobacco in his youth, and in his old age he

was careless as to his appearance and very

untidy in his use of the weed that com

forted him so much. One day a tiny boy

dined at the house. He was the grand

son of an old Quaker gentleman who was

as dainty in his appearance as a bit of

Dresden china. For a long time the little

man stared at his host, an untidy and un

pleasant specimen of old age, and then he

said, speaking slowly, as is the fashion of

the Friends, “My grandfather is an old

man, but he is a clean old man.”

The respect that age owes to youth is

cleanliness — cleanliness in person, in

speech and in manner. There is no more

reason for an old gentleman kissing a

young girl who is not of his kin than

there is for a young man, and least of

all is there any excuse for his kissing her

on her lips. The kiss of reverence, which

should come from age to youth, is on the

forehead, and a girl’s lips are her own.

I am not talking now about people who

are so old that they are in their dotage,

but of the men and women between fifty

and seventy who know what is right and

who deliberately choose to do the wrong

because it happens to be a little easier or

to please them a little better. Yet they

know that it is wrong because they excuse

it on the ground of their age. Elderly peo

ple have a great fashion of talking about

the selfishness and carelessness of the

young girls of to-day. It would be a very

good idea if they would do a little hard

thinking and find out whether they have

given an excuse for this by the examples

they set. Men cannot respect fathers who

choose to give them no reason for it.

Women cannot respect mothers who try to

lessen them before the world, who show

no consideration for their wishes and who

appear in untidy frocks and elect to be bad

rather than good in their manners.

THE END OF THE SERMON

IT is possible that somebody may say that

I have been very plain-spoken. I am

sorry, oh, so sorry, to feel sure that this

plain speaking is necessary. The most

beautiful thing in the world to me is an

old lady crowned by the number of years

she has lived, but the beauty is gone and

she is only a sad sight when she is untidy

in her dress, careless in her manners and

thoughtless in her speech. I have spoken

as I have because the number of girls and

women who suffer from this lack of respect

to youth are not to be counted by the twos

and threes, but by the hundreds. And

youth has its rights, especially when it re

spects and cares for old age. The elderly

lady says youth is thoughtless and impa

tient, but she ought to be careful in giving

voice to this belief because just as often

old age is selfish and utterly lacking in

consideration, showing a perfect indiffer

ence to the courtesies of every-day life. The

elderly lady is quite young enough to re

form, and let that reformation be a quick

one. To me, when I use the words “old

lady,” there comes a beautiful picture, the

picture of a very old lady, whose grand

daughters found the greatest pleasure in

her and who was always an exquisite picture

of neatness and gentleness. The stiff gray

silk gown, made in the fashion she best

liked, was a beautiful toilette at any wed

ding. The fine lace kerchief, pinned with

a brooch given by a loving son, was as

sumed for high festivities, and the tiny

white cap with its bows of rose-colored rib

bon was always ready to be put on to

please a granddaughter. She was always

a well-dressed old lady. She read the

books of the day and was careful to speak

correctly. She dreaded being counted

an “old woman,” and I do not think she

was ever called so. At eighty she repre

sented the perfect flower of womanhood,

respecting herself, respecting youth and

offering to it a perfect picture of a beauti

ful life. And she was my grandmother.

Editor's Note—Miss Ashmore's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Side-Talks with

Girls,” will be found on page 29 of this issue of the

Journal.
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f O other plants available

H for window gardens

# ſº yield so generous a re

*" turn for the slight care

they require, as those

with bulbous roots.

No other plants are so

fascinating or so beau

tiful, or so easily grown. Most bulbs will

thrive and produce an abundant harvest

of glorious bloom in a temperature that

would reduce a Geranium to a state of

chronic invalidism, yet many people

have an idea that it is a difficult mat

ter to grow them without a greenhouse.

That is a mistake. All one needs is a

little common-sense—and the bulbs. Bulbs

should be ordered early in the fall. The

Bermuda Easter Lily and the Freesia

should be planted in

August if they are

wanted for the holi

days. All other

bulbs should be

ordered early in Sep

tember and planted

at intervals. After

potting the bulbs in

good garden soil they

must be placed in the

dark to make roots.

This is of the utmost

importance. A dark,

cool cellar is the best

place, but a dark

closet or a cupboard,

or even a bureau

drawer will do nicely.

The soil must be

watered occasionally

—the aforesaid com

mon-sense will tell

you how often—and

the pots must remain

in the dark for at

least four weeks. It

will do no harm to

have them there for

three or four months,

provided they are

not allowed to dry

Out.

There are a num

ber of bulbs that may

be grown success

fully by the enthusi

astic amateur, which,

if given proper care and treatment, may be

relied upon to furnish flowers for Thanks

giving, Christmas, New Year's, Easter and

or innumerable birthdays.

LILIES AND HYACINTHS

LLIES should be brought to the light as

soon as the first leaves appear. Nar

cissus show very plainly when they are

ready and anxious to grow, but Hyacinths

seem to be perfectly willing to remain in

seclusion an indefinite length of time.

All bulbs do best in a cool room and the

hardy sorts will even stand a little freez

ing. A sunny window is undoubtedly

the most desirable, but Hyacinths and

Daffodils will bloom perfectly in a north

window without a solitary ray of direct

sunshine. So, order bulbs and order them

early, for when November comes with her

“melancholy days,” her “wailing winds

and naked woods,” it is a great satisfac

tion to know that one's cellar contains a

score or more of fine, plump flowering

bulbs already nicely rooted, and only wait

ing to be carried to the light to burst into

glorious bloom.

Hyacinths come first on the list and

have no rivals in beauty or fragrance. The

white Roman Hyacinths, single and double,

may be forced into bloom for Christmas,

and no flower is daintier or more graceful.

The colored Roman Hyacinths are a little

later, while the Dutch Hyacinths may be

made to blossom in January, February and

March. The Roman Hyacinths come in

white and in delicate shades of pink, blue

and yellow. The white and the double

pale pink are probably the most beautiful,

and each bulb will produce anywhere from

two to seven graceful sprays of the sweet

scented blossoms. A satisfactory way of

planting them is to place two bulbs of the

same color in a five-inch pot. The Dutch

Hyacinths come in all the shades of red,

white and blue, but the red is crimson and

the blue is purple.

º |Carroll Watson Rankin

With Illuſtrationſ by F.SchuylerAſaſhewſ

THE NARCISSUS

EW flowers are more

useful than the Nar

cissus. Some of the Poly

anthus sorts may be forced

for the holidays or even for

Thanksgiving. The well

known Chinese Sacred

Lily is one of this class,

which, if planted in Sep

tember, will bloom in No

vember. It is the most

accommodating of all

bulbs and will thrive in

anything that will hold

water. The Paper White

Grandiflora and the double

Roman Polyanthus Nar

cissus are the earliest va

rieties. The Paper White

Grandiflora is the most

beautiful of all, and pro

duces freely its clusters of

Snowy, star-like blossoms.

States General comes a little later ; the

flowers are creamy white with a lemon

cup. Grand Soliel D'or and Sunset are

yellow and orange, and follow States

General. All are desirable and all are

extremely easy to grow. The mixed bulbs

contain a good assortment and are satis

factory.

For yellow flowers one should plant

Daffodils. Daffodils belong to the Nar

cissus family, though every one does not

know it. There are more than forty kinds

advertised in the leading catalogues, and

nearly all are adapted to house culture.

They range in color from white through all

the shades of yellow to orange. Many of

them combine two or more shades of yel

low in a most charming fashion. There is

also a great diversity of form. Some of

WINDOW. GARDEN FOR BAY WINDow (Illus. No. 2)

them have long, flaring trumpets, some

have short trumpets, while others are

double as a Rose.

Among the new high-priced single vari

eties are some wonderfully large blossoms,

but one can arrive at very good results

with some of the cheaper sorts. Obva

larius, Maximus, Ardrigh, Emperor and

Golden Spur are all of a rich, buttercup

yellow, and all have long trumpets with

flaring, ruffled edges.

The “two-colored '' (white and yellow)

large-trumpeted sorts are the handsomest

of the single Daffodils. Horsfieldi, Scoti

cus, Dean Herbert and Empress are new

sorts, while Princeps is cheaper and per

haps the most satisfactory of all. At any

rate, it is very beautiful, and four bulbs

planted in a five or six inch pot will pro

duce from four to eight perfect blossoms.

“The White Pyrenees Daffodil’ is unique

in form and color. It is smaller than some

of the others and the blossom is delicate

and beautiful.

Lorenzo, Stella, Figaro, Leedsii and

Circe are much alike as to shape, but they

differ greatly in coloring. These belong

to the Eucharis-flowered section, and have

a medium-sized trumpet and broad rich

petals of good substance. Of this section

Stella—“a star’’—is one of the best and

cheapest. There are only five or six double

varieties, and all are well worth grow

ing. Incomparable, yellow and orange;

Sulphur or Silver Phoenix, white and lemon

color, and Orange Phoenix, white and

deep orange, are much alike in shape and

size, being large and extremely double.

They vary decidedly in color, however,

and it is well to buy at least one of each.

The old Von Sion differs from all other

sorts in shape. The trumpet, though very

double, is still plainly discernible and the

perianth is single. In color the entire

flower is a rich, deep golden yellow.

The pure white “Poets' Narcissus” are

the last of all to blossom.

CALLA FOR WINTER

HE old white “Lily of the Nile.” is still

the finest Calla for winter blooming.

The dry roots are best for forcing, and two

or more should be used in a five or six

inch pot. Sometimes the Calla proves to

be highly satisfactory, and other times it is

a dismal failure, but it is always well worth

trying. Freesias to be a success must be

planted early and watered sparingly at

first. They do not need to be placed in

the dark, but must be kept warm and in a

sunny window. After the leaves appear

they should be watered daily with tepid

water. The new “Mammoth '' Freesias

are the best. The old Refracta Alba is not

always reliable, and a bright woman says

it should be rechristened “Refractory ''

Alba because it is so apt to be unmanage

able. Nothing is more charming for a

window garden than a good pot of Oxalis

Rosea. A dozen bulbs will last a lifetime

for they increase with astonishing rapidity.

They need a rich soil, plenty of water and

are very much benefited by the use of plant

food or a little weak liquid manure.

EFFECTIVE WINDOW. GARDENS

THE window garden shown in Illustration

No. 1 may be constructed in three

different ways: It may be reduced to a

simple box eighteen inches wide resting on

brackets, like the lower one, or it may

have all three boxes without the upper

trellis work. The trellis is made of wire

netting with small openings about an inch

in diameter; it should be painted to corre

spond with the woodwork, or else foliage

green. The four supporting posts are

simply stairway banisters; the rest of the

frame is plain square strips of pine painted

to match the woodwork of the room. The

wooden boxes should be furnished with

inside galvanized

iron earth trays prop

erly pierced in the

bottoms for drain

age. The hanging

china bowls should

be arranged with

cord and pulley, so

they can be adjusted

to any convenient

height. This win

dowshould cost from

five to twelve dol

lars, according to its

size and height, al

ways taking into

consideration a little

home talent.

The window gar

den shown in Illus

tration No. 2 is made

up of four boxes: a

triangular one at

either end, one long

narrow one between,

and one on the little

stand in the centre, in

which a higher sup

port is placed for the

bowl. The design

may be modified by

using only one long

box fitted to the

shape of the bay. It

should be provided

with inside metal

boxes as in design

No. 1. The wood

work might be stained teakwood color (pale

burnt umber), or painted to harmonize

with the rest of the room ; in design it is

intended to follow Japanese lines. The

boxes might be covered with simple blue

and white or plain ochre yellow color.

ARRANGED FOR ORDINARY WINDOW (Illus. No. 1)

The small stand in the centre of window

should be screwed firmly to the floor.

If desired, wire netting can be placed in

the end boxes for vines.

of moderate wealth where refined and cultivated

musical taste can appreciate the wondrous opportu

nity to enjoy the Best Music in its wealth of orches

tral and organ effects, that can now be obtained at

such a reasonable cost by the grandest discovery in

the combination known as the

AEOLIAN

Pipe Organ, $150o.oo

-

-

One of our Organs in a Cincinnati Residence.

Manufactured and attached only by the famous

PIPE ORGAN BUILDERS

FARRAND & VOTEY

For richness and variety of tone these Pipe Organs

are unexcelled, and the AEolian enables the effect to

be produced of many instruments in unison, so that

any one with musical taste can enjoy the music of the

masters; a feat heretofore impossible, except at

the cost of complete organ tuition and great expense

for the instrument. Built to order to fit any desired

space. Correspondence solicited for full information

and estimate. Booklet free.

FARRAND & VOTEY

Organ Builders, Detroit, Mich.

The Wing Piano

High grade.

Sent on trial

Moderate price

We pay freights

Old instruments exchanged

Easy terms

A book about pianos on request

H//NG & SON

245 Broadway, New York

Ivers & Pond

PIANOS

If no dealer sells Ivers &

Pond Pianos in your neighbor

hood, we will furnish one directly

from our Factory.

We manufacture only strictly

first-class Pianos. We sell on

easy payments at any distance,

take old Pianos in exchange, and

make it in every particular as

easy for you to buy of us as if

you lived in Boston.

Catalogue mailed free with

letter giving prices and valuable

information. Write us.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.

Boston

DANIELL & SONS

The latest and best

Bicycle Suit for Ladies

Is the most practical, serviceable, stylish and ap

propriate for lady bicyclist of refined taste; not

giving a masculineº Suits on exhibition

and orders promptly filled in cloak and suit dept.

$18.50 and $22.50 Suit Complete

INCLUDING LEGGINS

Broadway, 8th and 9th Streets, New York
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* The OldWay
wº- is to use ink in marking your

household Linen,

Blankets, Hosiery,

Underwear, etc.

^ſº

The New Way
is to use Cash's Woven Names,

made on fine Cambric Tape in guaran

teed fast Turkey Red or Black.

3.0). Jonate.

They may be ordered through any dry

goods store: $1.50 for six dozen of the

same name, $2.50 for twelve dozen. Let

us send you free our New Illustrated Pattern

Book, showing woven samples. Address

Exact

Size

Different

Styles

J. & J. CASH, Ltd., 92 Greene St., New York

A Roll of Braid

is a little thing, but there

is a place in the world

where they make a good

year.

—its biggest boast being

two capitals and the

the earth. In fact, to say

“Rhode Island,” is to

think “Goff's Braids.”

matter what part of the land

visit, there you find

Goff's Dress Braids.

o

9|

with GOFF'S BRAID,

which is the best made.

Sample roll, any shade,

many million rolls every

It's a small place

greatest braid factory on

No

Face your dress skirts

for four 2-cent stamps.

D. GOFF & SONS, Pawtucket, R. I.

Have YOU Seen

Have YOU Named

NEWthe

Hook and Eye?
Thousands Havel

HERE ARE THE POINTS

1st. The . . . P . . . Hook has no “hump" and

nothing else to wear out your fingers and your

patience.

2d. The . . . P . . . Hook has no long “bill” to

stretch over the eye when hooking.

You don't have to look at what you are doing.

A blind woman can work the . . . * . . . Hook as

easily as one who sees. No matter how tight the

garment, press till it clicks—shut! A little twist

open That's all.

For Sale at All First-Class Stores

If you want to read the particulars of the $500

Prize, see the July number of THE LAD1Es' Home

Journal. When inquiring for this new hook and

eye ask for the “BLANK’’ Hook and Eye. The

name of the hook and eye and of the prize-winner

will be announced in the Christmas number of THE

Ladies' Home Journal.

-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-wa-nºw-----------------

\|ſ 13 SENTS :\\\\\ Silk Net Veil wit

\\\\\ Chenille Spots, 14

inches wide, 1

Plain Silk Net

ard long. Or

eil, 27 inches

wide, 1 yard long. Both come

in black, brown, navy and

Creann.

25 CENTS will buy Im

ported Black Bird with

Aigrette—in black only-like

the cut. Sold everywhere for

65 cents. We pay postage, sending you a large

list of articles that you can buy as cheaply as

your milliner buys them. Tell your milliner to

send for our large catalogue, as we can save her

25 per cent. for cash buying.

COL. E. BRIGHT, Columbus, O.

-----ºwnwar---ºf-sºus-sruº-wrºsº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-ºr -

$200.00 IN GOLD GIVEN

We will give $200.00 to any one who will sell
within the next three months 200 copies of

“Talks to Children About Jesus.” Qne of

the most popular books ever published.

Over 150,000 copies already sold. Agents

sell from 10 to 15 copies a day. Beautifully

illustrated. Freight paid and credit given.

Complete canvassing outfit and full infor

mation 35 cents.

$100.00 BICYCLE GIVEN

to any one who will sell 75 copies in two

months. Agents who do not secure any of

the prizes are given very liberal commis

sion. Best book published for the Holi

days. We offer also most liberal rates on

other books and Bibles. Write at once.

R. H. WOODWARD COMPANY

BALTIMoRE, MD.

~~

BWERY WOMAN WANTS

0ur Pure Aluminum Hair Pins

Silver finish, smoothly pointed, light as a feather and

will not tarnish. Sample doz. by mail 30c., 4 doz, $1.00.

ALUMINUM NOVELTY COMPANY, Box 160, Providence, R. i.

BABY'S For 5 years my patterns have

pleased Journal readers.

Complete outfit, 25 patterns for infant's long, or25for first

short clothes, with full directions, by mail, sealed, 35 cts.

Free with patterns, book, Hints to Expectant Mothers

Mrs. J. BRIDE. P. O. Box 1265, Boston, Mass.

HEALTH WARDROBE

THE EARLY AUTUMN

By Isabel A. Mallon

BONNETS

[With Illustrations by Abby E. Underwood]

--
--> -

A BLUE FELT BONNET

-T- HE first of the autumn bonnets

to appear are those in the

s - light felts—light, not only in

- color, but in weight. Pale

gray, a delicate golden brown,

heliotrope and all

the dark shades

are shown in shapes that in

cline to small pokes. These

bonnets fit the head with the

comfort of a capote, but have

the slightly flaring brim that

permits the placing of

delicate face trimming

and really gives but that

suggestion of a brim that º

is always pretty in a bon- sº j.

net. The capote shapes, -

which are always in fash- C -

ion, are developed in vel

vet and satin, the material

being laid softly over the

frame, and, while sufficiently

full, still the air of heavy

draping is avoided. Capotes of golden

brown satin are liked for early autumn

wear, decorated with butterfly wings of but

ter-colored lace and having a rather high,

but full bunch of velvet black-eyed Susans.

French milliners invariably put ties in

their bonnets. In many instances they are

removed, but wom

en of good taste real

ize that a smart air is

given by these ties,

as they invariably, if

one is skillful in ar

ranging them, add

to any virtues and

tone down any im

perfections of the

face.

The Dutch bonnet

will beyº the

rosette effect so

(Illus. No. 1) much liked last sea

son will give place

to a high trimming, not unlike a pompon,

at the back. Jets and spangles of all kinds

for outlining are in vogue, and for evening

bonnets, crowns richly embroidered in

beads and spangles are shown. Jet tiaras

are liked on all black bonnets, but as the

absolute round crown is the shape chosen,

it must be confessed that it is rather trying.

Smaller tiaras in Rhinestones are shown

for evening bonnets, and by the French

milliners are put upon white

or very pale gray velvet.

A BLUE FELT BONNET

N Illustration No. 1 is

shown a blue felt bonnet

in one of the small poke

shapes. The felt has a very

high silk finish and is soft

and light. A twist of black

satin is about the crown, and

just in front is a large gauze

butterfly thickly spangled

with cut jets, and having back

of the centre of it and ap

parently coming from out of

it, two high pointed loops

of black satin. Under the

brim and resting on the hair is a bow of

rich gros-grain ribbon of a deep fuchsia

shade. The ties are of two-inch black

satin ribbon arranged in a flaring loop

with short ends fastened to position with

small decorat

ive pins.

A bonnet like

this in black felt

is trimmed with

black satin and

a black jet but

terfly, but has

the bow under

the brim made

of heliotrope

velvet ribbon.

Another, in

tended for after

noon or evening

wear, is a pale

gray felt trim

med with white

- satin, with a

steel butterfly, while its brim bow is of very

delicate pink satin. A butterfly of white

pearls and a bow of white satin are upon

a rose-colored felt bonnet.

A BECOMING BONNET

ºt

A STYLISH BONNET

(Illus. No. 2)

STYLE AND SIMPLICITY

IN Illustration No. 2 is pictured a bonnet

that is at once expressive of good style

and simplicity. It is oval toward the front,

but rather like a Dutch bonnet in its way

of fitting the head. The ma

terial is black velvet, very softly

draped on the frame, a few

pipings of the velvet being the

edge finish. Just in the centre,

quite to the edge of the bonnet

and pointing out toward each

side, are two short black

tips, plentifully powdered

with jet. From the cen

, tre of these two are two

upstanding loops of black

satin, and a tip sprinkled

with jet that is quite stiff

and so placed that it curls

--> toward the front. The

ties are narrow ones of black vel

v et and

are knot

ted loosely either

just under the

chin or at one

side as is fancied.

This effect of the

two stiff little

feathers, one

pointing to each

side and the

other springing

from between

them and curv

ing forward, is

very good and

very simple.

Mistakes are

frequently made

by amateurs in

not shaping

frames to suit the

head, and so the

bonnet, being

either too large

or too small, will

produce a gro

tesque effect

greatly to be

dreaded. Care

must be shown,

too, in the ar

rangement of up

standing feathers, else the result will sug

gest a hearse, which is not the comparison

that one wishes the looker-on

to make when one's bonnet

is referred to. American

women are gradually learn

ing the art of the French

woman in wearing a veil—

that is to say, they are realiz

ing that a veil ending in a

sharp line just on the face

gives the effect of a wrinkle,

while if the veil is properly

arranged—that is, allowed to

be in full folds about the

throat–all wrinkles are hid

den and even the suggestion

of one does not exist.

Whether the rose chiffon veil,

with its border of white lace

woven on the silky fabric, will obtain here,

only the future can tell.

AN EVENING BONNET

VERY elaborate evening bonnet is that

shown in Illustration No. 3. The tiny

crown, which is square, is entirely com

posed of pearl, beads. The narrow brim,

fitting the head quite closely, is of coarse

écru lace, stiffened to the desired shape.

At each side of the front, exactly as if they

were rosettes, is an American beauty rose,

with one or two of its leaves arranged

about it quite closely. From out of the

one on the left side there springs an aigrette

of white heron's feathers. d'. across the

front between the roses and concealing the

joining of brim and crown is a band of

pink velvet thickly studded with Rhine

stones. At the back, just in the centre, is

a high bunch of the leaves of the lily-of

the-valley, while two small rosettes of

these dainty flowers are at each side of this

leaf aigrette but pressed closely to it and

quite short-stemmed. The ties are of pink

velvet ribbon, and may or may not be

retained, or the conventional black velvet

may be substituted, as is most becoming.

AN ELABORATE Evening BONNET (Illus. No. 3)

FLOWERS AND FEATHERS

FLOWERS as well as feathers, appear on

the winter bonnet, but in making a

choice one must consider exactly what

wear will be given to the bonnet and

whether bright-hued blossoms will har

monize with the hour and the toilette. The

style of coiffure has much to do with the

arrangement of

the bonnet on the

head. If the hair

is parted the bon

net is placed a lit

tle farther back

than it is if either

a Pompadour or

a bang is worn.

Flower rosettes

are made of tiny

rosebuds and of

violets, but the

good form of the

violet rosette is

lost if any other than velvet violets are

used. Frills of lace, arranged after the

fashion of curtains, are seen on the backs

of some of the small bonnets that come

from Paris, but I doubt if this style of dec

oration will be popular here. Black and

white is liked in quiet stylish chapeaux,

and as black velvet will be greatly in vogue

both for wraps and costumes the popularity

of this contrast is certain, and its adoption

by well-bred women assured.

THE BLACK AND WHITE BONNET

HE small poke shape in black felt readily

lends itself to the black and white con

trast, as there may be a bit of white put

upon the black bonnet, and yet it need not

be made conspicuous. White velvet roses

are greatly liked, the size chosen being

rather small, and the foliage, bunches of

leaves rather than leaves mounted on the

long rubber stems usually seen when rose

leaves are used. The typical bonnet of

this kind appears

in Illustration

No. 4. It is

black felt with a

narrow jet piping

for its edge fin

ish. A bias band

of black satin is

about the low

crown, and just

in front at each

side is a white

velvet rose with

a few of its leaves

pressed close

about it. A sin

gle white tip,

wired to droop

forward, and

sparkling with

jet, stands just in

the centre after

the received fash

ion. Under the

brim is a bow

and ends made

of white satin cut

on the bias. The

ties are of black

satin and are

pinned up with

cut jet pins in

bridle fashion.

A French milliner imported to wear with

this a white lace veil with a black border,

but the bordered veils have never been

popular here, and so it is not likely that

the veil and bonnet will go to the same

person. A simpler chapeau is one that has

an outside trimming of black satin in

rosettes and loops and a bow of white satin

under the brim. This, of course, is one

that would be admirably adapted to morn

ing wear.

The value of a becoming bonnet cannot

be calculated. One's gown may be simple,

may have been made over a number of

times, may, indeed, be almost shabby, but

if the bonnet is becoming all else is for

gotten.

One's bonnet has much to do with bring

ing out the virtues or otherwise, not.
of one's eyes and hair, but of one's skin

and the shape of one's head. The round

faced, plump beauty must give up her ties

unless they are of the narrowest and looped

with so much care that the idea of framing

the full moon is not suggested. She whose

face is slender (politeness gives that name

to thinness), then there must be a soft, full

framing and broad loops that will tone down

all angles. She who is sallow must admire

rose, pale blue and heliotrope on other

women, choosing golden brown, that most

charitable of tones, deep crimson, and if

a light evening color is required, a delicate

shrimp to make the yellow of her skin

white. The pale woman

chooses rose, dark blue,

all reds, dark green, glow

ing purple and black to

gain color, while she of the

rosy cheeks selects pale

blue, he liotrope, olive,

cream white and crimson,

if she wishes them not to

look like roses. If your

eyes are dull do not make

them seem more so by put

tingsparkling jet or brilliant

Rhinestones near them. ILLUS. NO. 4
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SILK AND WOOLEN BODICES

By Isabel A. Mallon

[With Illustrations by Abby E. Underwood]

HE separate bodice has a very

º firm hold upon the average

woman. She realizes, not

only its beauty and its becom

ingness, but its utility and its

** economy. That a skirt will

C/S outwear many bodices is a

well-known fact, and that so many pretty

bodices are offered for wear with these

skirts is a joy to every woman. The

rival of the silk bodice is that one made

of a fine wool fabric and which seems

likely to be chosen for general wear.

Although the material is less expensive

than silk, still, as it is

elaborately developed

and trim med, it is

equally dressy-looking.

Ribbon, lace, velvet

and fancy buttons are

used upon the plain

material, although, of

course, one may have

it as simple as one

wishes. The butter

colored lace, given

such a vogue last sea

son, continues to be

used, but is shown in

a better quality of lace,

noticeably in that imi

tating the Irish cro

chet, and which makes

it possible to cut and

fit it to special shapes,

either of collar or cuff,

or bodice side forms.

If your pattern is short

make it answer by

using trimmings, but

donoteconomize in rib

bon or in the number of

buttons. Remember,

too, that other extreme, over-decoration or

exaggeration in sleeves, is in very bad taste.

TRIMMING THE BODICES

LACK lace insertion, either in a fine

French or coarse guipure lace, is again

worn, and is very effective against a back

ground of wool that contrasts in color and

so brings out the pattern of the lace.

Spangles, cut jets, indeed bead trimmings

of all sorts, are liked and do much to

decorate the bodices. Plaids and stripes

are both fashionable, and much care is

taken to fit the pattern so that it looks as

if the bodice were a woven one. Velvet

ribbon is used on silk and wool, and some

extremely good effects are achieved by

combining it with lace.

A PLAID WOOL BODICE

IN Illustration No. 1 is shown a typical

wool bodice which may be worn with a

blue, green or black skirt. The material

is a fine wool showing a rather large blue

and green plaid. It is cut so that the plaid

forms points in the back, while in front

there is a slight fullness which is drawn

just to the centre. Short, square jacket

fronts of blue velvet reach to just below the

bust-line, and are outlined with three rows

of iridescent spangles that in one light

look blue and in another green. The

sleeves have enormous puffs of the plaid

material, and then deep cuffs of it with

square sections of velvet shaped like the

jacket fronts are on the upper part of each

cuff; these are outlined with the spangles

and have a looped rosette of blue and

green plaid ribbon on each velvet section

quite near the edge of the sleeve. The

A DAINTY PLAID BODICE (Illus No. 1)

stock is of the plaid ribbon, folded, with a

loop rosette on each side. A ribbon belt is

of a wider plaid laid in folds and with loop

rosettes at each side of the front to har

monize with the collar. A scarlet plaid

bodice has black velvet used with it, while

a brown and red plaid is made rich-looking

by the use of a trimming of heavy brown

satin. In almost every instance the plaid

ribbon is used for the belt.

“A SKIRT WILL OUTWEAR MANY

BODICES.”

THE FANCY FOR GOLD

THAT the garnitures of gold will be

generally used this year on the fancy

bodices is certain. Gold galloon may be

gotten in different widths, but if it is

selected for a trimming, one should

remember that there is no economy in get

ting a cheap variety, for that will tarnish

very soon. Gold passementerie is noted

on black and brown wool bodices as well

as on those of silk, while small gold

buttons, set in rows, are also liked as

decorations for cuffs, and are seen occasion

ally on the loose strap down the centre of

a bodice. A very small

piece of gold passe

menterie is decorative,

and, although it seems

expensive, so little of it

is required that, after

all, it is really more

costly in effect than re

ality. The small gold

buttons are specially

liked on the golden

brown bodices like the

one pictured in Illustra

tion No. 2.

This is made of

coarse gros-grain silk

of that real golden

brown shade which is

so universally becom

ing. The bodice is

draped to fit the figure

and, in epaulette fash

ion, over each shoulder

is a broad brown velvet

ribbon drawn through a

butter-colored beading.

Each end hangs loose,

is turned over in a point

and caught with a tiny

gold button. A similar beading with the

velvet ribbon run through it forms the

collar, which has at each side an outstand

ing bow and loop that flare very much.

Starting from the side seams, below the

bust-line, and then drawn up in a curve

so that one comes above the bust-line and

another just be

low it, are straps

of the brown vel

vet ribbon drawn

through the bead

ing. The closing

is done with the

small gold but

tons, and there is

a decorative row

on each side of

the centre. The

sleeves are full

ones shaping in

to the arm and

buttoning from

the elbow down

to the edge, on

the outer side,

with small gold

buttons. A band

of ribbon and

beading with a

decorative bow is

the wrist finish.

This bodice does

not go under the

skirt, but comes

outside, achieving

a point in front

and at the back

and arching over the hips. The lace bead

ing, with velvet ribbon drawn through it,

outlines it in belt fashion, and just in front

is a small elaborately-carved gold buckle.

A bodice like this, which is very jaunty,

could be developed in any combination of

colors fancied, a specially smart one show

ing the fashionable contrast of blue and

black. The beading is of black guipure,

the ribbon of blue velvet and the bodice

itself might be either blue or black, silk or

wool, as is best liked. This garniture, by

the-by, is advised when a black bodice that

has seen wear is to be freshened.

SELECTING WOOLEN MATERIALS

IN selecting woolen materials for a bodice

those that are mixtures of silk and

wool are to be chosen. The amateur, as

well as the professional dressmaker, realizes

the advantage of a fabric that is not clumsy.

Then, too, these combinations are usually

quite wide, so much material is not required

and much is saved in the cutting. For a

fitted bodice the broadcloths are effective,

but are not advised for draped ones, or,

indeed, for a bodice that has any fullness.

In developing the plaids all dressmakers

choose as close-fitting designs as possible,

and a plaid or a stripe not matching could

never be given the hall-mark that women

desire for their bodices, i. e., well made.

Mohair or alpaca, in the neutral and a

few decided tones, is used by the French

dressmakers and is much liked. It is easy

to drape, cuts to advantage and wears

well. Cerise mohair trimmed with black

velvet ribbon is used for dressy bodices.

BLACK AND WHITE STRIPED BODICE (Illus. No. 3)

A GILT-TRIMMED BODICE (Illus. No. 2)

STRIPED AND PLAIN BODICES

WITH the striped bodices a plain skirt

should always be worn. As yet only

the black and white stripes have been seen,

but the French modistes announce that

blue and black, black and yellow, brown

and white and blue and white will appear

later in the season. For white bodices the

innumerable silk and wool mixtures that

are shown are advised in preference to silk,

while sad experience has proven that

money is literally thrown away when white

crêpe is bought. Butter Valenciennes lace

should be used upon a white bodice.

THE BLACK AND WHITE STRIPE

LLUSTRATION No. 3 shows a bodice of

black Henrietta cloth with trimmings

of black and white striped silk and ribbon

in harmony. The bodice proper is draped

to fit the figure, and then there is put on, in

yoke fashion, a very deep cape cut in

curves that achieve five points, and for

which the black and white striped silk is

used. This is outlined with a narrow jet

piping. The sleeves are very full puffs of

the black drawn in to cuffs of the black.

From the upper part of each armhole start

three straps of black and white striped

ribbon an inch wide; these are drawn over

each puff loosely as if they were not con

fined, although, in reality, an invisible

stitch here and there keeps them in posi

tion. An abso

lute contrast to

this striped ribbon

running down is

the cuff decora

tion, which con

sists of three rows

of similar ribbon

running across,

each one being

caught on the

outer edge with a

small flaring bow

of the ribbon.

Below the bust

line and starting

from each under

a r in S e a nil are

three ribb on

straps fastened

just in the centre

under butterfly

bows. The collar

is a stock of broad

striped ribbon,

folded, with a but

terfly bow at each

side. The ma

terials used for

this bodice are in

expensive, but the

smart air is achieved by the careful dispo

sition of the trimming.

The woman who is making a bodice for

herself must realize that it is the trimming

which gives it its elaborate air. Above all

things care must be taken not to give what

dressmakers call a “pat” look to the

garnitures. Amateurs, in their desire to

have things firm are apt to give this air, so

that that decoration which should look care

less to be artistic, is madeawkward-looking.

Bows must appear as if just tied ; straps,

as if not strapping too tight, and no matter

how long it may take you to arrange them,

it must seem as if they were the result

of a minute's work. Then, if ribbon is

used, it must never appear scant. Better

have none at all than that which gives the

effect, in bows and rosettes, of economy.

“DO NOT ECONOMIZE IN RIBBON ?”

One Million

Women

Mrs. A. E. Wilcox voices the opin

ion of many women when in a recent

number of the Household, she says:

“I have recently been experimenting

with Cottolene, using it in cooking

wherever shortening, other than cream,

is required, and I speak from experi

ence when I say it is in every way en

tirely satisfactory. I do not hesitate to

recommend its use in all places where

lard or butter is used as shortening, and

for all frying purposes. It can be used

successfully in any recipe calling for

lard or butter, by using one-third the

designated quantity.”

Mrs. Wilcox expresses the opinion of

over a million thoughtful women who

have discarded all other shortening, and

Use

Cottolene

Get the genuine. Sold everywhere, in

one, three and five pound tins, with

trade mark—steer's head in cotton

plant wreath—on every tin.

Made only by

The N. K. Fairbank Company

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIs, NEw York, Boston,

PHILADELPHIA, SAN FRANCIsco, MonTREAL.

ONT SWEEP ... ºv,
• the

NeWWOman

Sweeps Hard

and Soft

CARPETS

BARE FLOORS

WITH ASweeperette ſh

All Dealers -

SWEEPERETTE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

If you USE

CURTICE

“BLUE LABEL.”

TOMATO

KETCHUP

you have THE BEST

In BottlesAt a'l Grocers

Should you be unable to secure our goods

from your dealer, write us for priced

catalogue and klet, “From Tree to

Table," they tell you of our full line:

Canned Fruits and Vegetables

Preserves, Jams, Jellies, Etc.

CURTICE BROTHERS Co.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

For CANNING and

= PRESERVING use

U. S. DIAL SCALES

To weigh fruit and sugar. Use

ful all the year round to .#

all sorts of things, including the

baby. Has no loose weights,

takes up little room, convenient

in use. Ask your dealer for

U. S. DIAL SCALES

MANUFACTURED BY

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia

Manufacturers of Household Specialties:

Lightning, Gem and Blizzard Ice-Cream Freezers,

Perfection Meat Cutters, Ice Shaves, Ice Chippers,

Fluting Machines, etc., etc. -

Catalogue Mailed on Application.

“Pearl glass" and “pearl

top” are the best in the

world, but good for nothing

unless you get the right

shape and size for your

lamp. You want the “Index

to Chimneys"—free.

Write Geo. A. Macbeth Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., maker of

tough glass.
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Start Right

USE

IT'S PURE

and does the most work

IT'S SURE

and does the best work

CLEVELAND BAKING POWDER CO., New York

is most satisfactory if it includes

Marvin's "Upper Crust"

a light, tasteful and appetizing

cracker that goes well with any

liquid refreshment.

If your grocer does not sell our biscuits, write to

MARVIN–Pittsburg

* -0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0

} SEC CESAESCSX2SESCCº

Nirvana

Perfumes

In Twelve

Exquisite Odors,

Delicate,

| Lasting.

Made by

WM. RIEGER,

Frankfurt-on-the-Main.

Askfor it atall first-class

drugand dry goods stores

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.

Sole Agents, Chicago. IIIs.

Use Wm. Rieger's Transparent Crystal Soap.

Sºº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º:

g
º
-

Rhine Violets
(Name Registered.)

| THE QUEEN OF PERFUMES

Wonderfully true to nature

and more lasting than any

other scent of its name. A

specialty par earce//ence.

All the rage in Europe at

the present time.

Be sure that you get the

“NO.4711 Rhine Wiolets”ºw

MULHENS & KROPFF, New York, U. S. Agents

Hand blished. ---

LUEºº, FREE

00K and meaning of all jewels, recipes for

cleaning and caring for gold, silverand

precious stones. This superb work of art sent free.

98 Pure Sterling Silver Belt, Returnable 98
if not satisfactory, 98 cents.

oskamp, Noºring & Co.” Cincinnati, Ohio

* WHITE CHIN
* * * * * * = * * *

-

Fofº Bécorating
ººfNº.

§§§

- - Z

5 º º

Sºśń

HE proper introduction

of a new family as

regards wedding sta

tionery requisites into

the social world re

quires the engraving

of eight or nine copper

plates. First there is

the invitation to the

church; then, if the wedding be a large

one, a card of admission ; the card for the

reception at the residence of the parents,

immediately following the ceremony; an

“at home” card giving the future address,

if it has been decided upon ; the announce

ment sent to those not invited to the wed

ding; possibly a train card, if many guests

are expected from other towns; and visiting

cards for Mr. and Mrs., for Mrs. with the

address and perhaps a reception day, and

for Mr. with name only.

WEDENG invitations are consigned to

the post from two to three weeks

preceding the date of the wedding.

Those sent to friends and relatives abroad

are started on their foreign journey fully

three weeks before.

A representative invitation is as follows:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

request the honour of your presence

at the marriage of their daughter,

Alice Bartram,

to

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison,

on Wednesday, June the twenty-first,

at twelve o’clock, in

The Church of the Heavenly Rest

The engraving, a round hand script,

without flourish and with little shading, has

a tendency toward the medium and the

small in size. The lines are rather close

together, allowing considerable margin at

top and bottom of the note.

The paper most preferred is that white

product of American manufacture variously

designated as dull kid and parchment finish,

in size between octavo and billet. When

folded it fits an envelope that is almost

square and which offers a choice of either

a pointed or a square flap. In town the

pointed flap is considered the proper thing

while the country favors the square one.
The envelopeº the note is without

gum and of the same weight as the in

closure, while the outer one, intended as a

carrier only, is of lighter quality and

gummed for sealing.

FOR church weddings everything pertains

to formality, and the invitation as well

as the ceremony is impressive in all details.

The names of the parents heading the in

vitation are now more often written in full,

thus insuring a good-looking line at the

top of the note. The use of the initials,

which are indefinite, is to be discouraged.

The “r” and “rs ” in “Mr.’’ and “Mrs.”

are frequently engraved above the line,

owing partly to the English custom of so

doing and because, when the parents’

names are long, more space on the line is

gained. With short names the abbrevia

tions are preferable on the line with the

other small letters. For the same reason

“and” in full is substituted for the abbre

viation, although the latter is more often

used. The line, “request the honour of

your presence,” almost invariably appears

on a church invitation with “honour”

spelled with a “u.”

For a home wedding invitation the words

“honour” and “presence ’’ give place to

“pleasure" and “company.”

An even more elegant method is to em

ploy the use of a blank or dotted line after

“request the honour of,” upon which to

write the guest's name, “company at the

marriage of their daughter’’ following on

the line below.

The names of bride and groom are

separated by the little word “to' although

some consider “and” quite as proper.

The omission of the prefix “Miss”

from the daughter's name is customary on

an invitation but should never occur when

the bride is a sister, cousin or niece of the

people issuing the invitations.

If a widow is remarrying she uses the

prefix “Mrs.” with her Christian names

and the surname of her deceased husband.

If the bride is an orphan, with no one to

issue the invitations for her, the heading

reads, “The honour of your presence is

requested,” etc.

When the bride has more names than

one it is customary to use all.

The address of a well-known church is

generally omitted although it is frequently

a convenience for out-of-town friends to

know it. Names of churches ending with

“s,” as Saint Thomas, are written with an

apostrophes, “’s”—thus, Saint Thomas’s.

º
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FOR all social purposes a widow retains

her husband's Christian name, signing

her own on her personal letters and com

mercial papers. After entertaining for

years as “Mrs. Clarence Follin Berke

ley” she would scarcely be recognized as

“Mrs. Marie Louise Berkeley.”

If the wedding is a small one and in a

chapel or chantry belonging to or adjoin

ing the church proper, mention is made of

it as “in the Chantry of Grace Church,”

instead of “in Grace Church Chantry.”

Next in importance after the invitation is

the reception which follows nearly every

church wedding. For instance:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

At Home

on Wednesday, June the twenty-first,

from half after twelve until two o'clock,

440 Central Park, West

appears on a card to inclose with the invita

tion.

Often a breakfast is given instead to com

paratively a few, and the blank line is intro

duced with good effect:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkel y

request the pleasure of

company at breakfast,

on Wednesday, June the twenty-first,

at one o'clock,

440 Central Park, West

If breakfast is served at a club house or a

hotel, “R. S. V. P.” and the residence

number for the responses is permissible in

the lower left corner, although the use of

this abbreviation, borrowed from the

French, is gradually being discouraged.

‘‘A’épondez s'il vous plaſt’’—“respond

if you please”—on an invitation is a reflec

tion upon the intelligence of the guest, who

is supposed to know the duties incumbent

regarding an acknowledgment.

HEN the future address of the engaged

couple is decided upon, and it is their

intention to receive their friends on certain

days after the wedding, a card can be in

closed with the invitation worded :

At Home

on Wednesdays, September the first and eighth,

19 Benefit Street,

Hartford, Connecticut

The names of the bridal couple cannot

appear on such a card when issued with

the invitation, as is sometimes supposed, for

the simple reason that they are not yet

married, the invitations being sent out be

fore the wedding. With the announce

ment, of course, it is perfectly correct.

A" large church weddings it is usual to

have a card of admission, which pre

vents the best seats being occupied by the

idle and curious. A card bearing,

Please present this card at

The Church of the Heavenly Rest

on Wednesday, June the twenty-first,

is one of the most used forms inclosed with

the invitation, and it should not be forgotten

on the day of the ceremony. “Kindly

present” sometimes takes the place of

“please present,” etc., on such a card, and

on some a dotted line is at the bottom, on

which the name of the guest is inscribed.

On the invitation the year is omitted for

the reason that it is not intended to serve

as a record but as an invitation only to the

ceremony, and it is to be assumed that the

date mentioned is understood to mean the

one following its issuance.

The following is the accepted form for a

wedding announcement:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

announce the marriage of their daughter,

Miss Alice Bartram Berkeley,

to

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison,

on Wednesday, June the twenty-first,

Eighteen hundred and ninety-five, in

The Church of the Heavenly Rest,

New York

It resembles the invitation in many respects,

the size and style of the script and the

size and quality of the note being the same.

In keeping with the prefix “Miss” the

daughter's name has the parents’ surname

affixed to indicate her relationship to them

by marriage. When this is not done it

leaves a loophole for doubt as to whether

the daughter is a widow or a daughter of

only one of the parents, as in the case of a

second marriage. The hour is omitted but

the year written in full takes its place.

If the ceremony is performed in a church

its name occupies a line, but in the case of

a house wedding the residence street num

ber appears at the lower left-hand corner.

An arms die plainly embossed at the top

of the note lends a certain attractiveness

to an invitation.

HERTO RE when the contracting par

ties did not wish the parents' names

to appear, or if the bride was an orphan,

their own names were followed abruptly

by the word “married,” with the date, etc.,

below. Now the latest exponent of the

stationers' art proclaims in a graceful man

ner that,

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison

and

Miss Alice Bartram Berkeley

announce their marriage

On

etc.

Another more pleasing announcement is:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

have the honour to announce

the marriage of their daughter, etc.

Military men usually devote the line

following their names to the expression of

title and rank, it being better taste to prefix

the name with “Mr.” although it is under

stood that those in office above the

Captain's rank are entitled to use their titles

in preference to “Mr.” Occasionally a

civilian will announce his former residence

in an extra line, thus:

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison

of Washington, etc.

Physicians' titles are relegated to busi

ness forms while the abbreviation ‘‘Dr.” is

used as a prefix.

WHEN the parents announce the marriage

of a widowed daughter her maiden

name with her husband's surname and pre

fixed “Mrs.” is more often used, although

the prefix is at times omitted:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

announce the marriage of their daughter,

Mrs. Alice Bartram Harrison, etc.

Should there be no parents to issue the

announcement or invitation then the nearest

relation would assume that office.

A card to inclose with the announcement

showing the new address and reception

days is:

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Prescott Harrison

Wednesdays, afternoon, 1400 Lake Shore Drive

after September first Chicago

Such a card, by omitting the days and

eliminating “Chicago,” answers for visiting

purposes.

HEN two marriageable daughters be

come engaged and decide to be

married at the same time the double wed

ding proves interesting :

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

request the honour of your presence

at the marriage of their daughters,

Alice Bartram

to

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison,

and

Emma Manning

to

Mr. James Elson Browne, etc.

A custom in Jewish circles is to have the

ceremony at some well-known hall or

caterer's wherea breakfast or dinner follows

and with dancing, if in the evening. The

residence of the bride's parents with “R.

S. V. P.” is then put in the lower left-hand

corner. When the wedding is to be private,

or with only the members of the family and

possibly a few immediate relatives present,

the wedding reception invitation claims

prominence :

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

request the pleasure of your company

at the wedding reception of their daughter,

Alice Bartram,

and

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison, etc.

With this is inclosed to the few, the card for

the ceremony, bearing :

Marriage ceremony

at seven o’clock

The more modern invitation is arranged

with the blank line, thus:

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Follin Berkeley

request the pleasure of the company of

- - - at the wedding reception - - -

of their daughter,

Alice Bartram,

and

etc.

IN arranging hours for the reception it is

best to have only one half hour appear.

Where two are attempted it makes too long

and awkward a line, for instance:

from half after eight until half after eleven

o'clock.

“At home' cards, furnishing the future

address, may be sent out with the invitation

to the reception. Another form, where the

young lady is an orphan but has secured

the kind offers of a friend who places her

residence at her disposal, is:

The pleasure of your company

is requested at the wedding reception of

Miss Alice Bartram Berkeley

and

Mr. Edward Prescott Harrison

on Wednesday evening, June twenty-first,

from seven until ten o’clock,

at the residence of

Mr. and Mrs. Everard Wilmerding,

27 West Ninety-fourth Street
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OPULAR taste still clamors for

the product of the needle for

table decoration, and while sim

ple designs, taking but little

time to work, will suffice for

- every-day home wear, nothing

can be too elaborate for dinner, tea and

luncheon parties. The orange blossom

design shown in the accompanying illus

trations is a novelty, unique of its kind.

The choice of this flower as a motive is

somewhat daring, but skillfully treated the

conception develops into an artistic triumph

of beauty and purity, yet mellow and rich

withal, well befitting the table of a bridal

party. One might say that it would be

scarcely worth while to spend so much time

on a set suitable only for one occasion. I

would suggest that it is in good taste to use

such a set on all occasions, at luncheons,

receptions and din

ners, in the early

days of marriage,

also on anniversaries

of the wedding day.

Thus it may become

a pretty souvenir of

the bridal feast for

many years.

CARE IN SHADING

VERYTHING de

pends on the

manner in which a

white flower is

shaded. As in paint

ing, very little posi

tive white is em

ployed, so with our

needlework in this

instance a creamy

tone will bring the

flower up well on the

dead white of the

linen. The shading

is in delicate yellow

ish green toward the

base of the petals,

the centre of the

blossom is filled in

with a very ample

arrangement of the

stamens in orange

yellow exactly as in

nature. The foliage

is worked in delicate

shades of green,

totally unlike the

dark waxlike leaves

of the living plant;

the form of the leaf

has, likewise, been

much modified in its

breadth, to avoid

heaviness, although

distinctive character

has been carefully preserved. I have pre

pared another set, introducing the fruit as

well as the blossom ; both are seen on the

tree at the same time, a lavish freak of

nature as beautiful as it is rare and well

worth reproduction. An illustration of the

fruit design, however, would scarcely con

DINNER-PLATE DOILY (Illus. No. 3)

vey the idea of the finished work—it needs

the rich coloring to convey a just impres
sion of its merits.

MATERIAL FOR DOILIES

ILLISTRATIONS consist of centrepiece,

plate, dessert and sherbet doilies. They

may be worked on the usual fine round

thread linen or on sheer linen lawn, with

filo-floss, or on India linen which is even

still more transparent. If sheer material

be preferred, then it needs to be lined with

colored satin, either orange or pale green,

to accord with the embroidery.

V//yº,

A BRIDAL TABLE SET

By Mrs. Barnes-Bruce

FINISHING THE DOILIES

To finish the doilies a fringed edge is

always in good taste. It may be headed

with hemstitch as shown in the drawings.

Another plan is to scallop the edge in but

tonhole stitch or to follow the form of the

design, slightly breaking the circle. This

admits of pretty shading, buttonholing the

edge in white with long and short stitch,

then shading toward the design with palest

green, leaving off with stitches of irregular

length. My meaning will be quite clear if

the reader refers to the rose and orchid de

signs published in the issue ofJanuary, 1894.

Another pretty finish is to border the design

with point lace braid appliquéd on to the

linen with buttonhole stitch on the outer

edge, and long and short buttonholing on

the inner edge. The fringe may extend be

yond or be omitted at pleasure. The linen is

THE EXQUISITE CENTREPIECE (Illus. No. 1)

cut away from the back of the braid, giving

a very light and lacy effect. The fringing

should always be left until the very last

thing. It should be kept in order with a

little whisk brush. Combing is a mistake, it

gives a stringy look and is apt to impoverish

the strands of linen.

FLOWERS AND CHINA

| WOULD suggest that for a china service

to be used with the orange blossom set,

nothing could look quite so well as green

and gold in a con- -

ventional design,

although white

and gold would

also be harmoni

ous in combina

tion with cut-glass

bowls filled with

white flowers and

delicate waving

ferns and grasses.

Cups should be

gold lined. Too

much stress can

not be laid on the

necessity for care

with regard to the

attainment of

thorough har

mony between the

embroideries, the

china and the

floral decorations;

the effect as a

whole may be

marred by one

discordant ele

ment, such, for in

stance, as colored

flowers would

produce. If white

ones are not pro

curable foliage

and ferns only

may be used.

º

CARING FOR LINEN EMBROIDERIES

THE process of washing and pressing

colored embroideries is very simple, .

yet only too frequently are mistakes made

through ignorance or carelessness, that are

certainly calculated to injure, if not destroy

embroideries that with proper care should

º Ø\\ § - §
2^ § N º
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DOILY FOR SHERBET-GLASS (Illus. No. 2)

stand the test of many cleanings. The

process of washing must be gotten through

with all speed. Have everything ready be

forehand, including hot irons. Take any

pure laundry soap, make some suds in

tepid water, rub the

articles lightly and

as little as possible,

rinse thoroughly in

clean water, squeeze

the water out at

once, place the arti

cle on a slightly

padded table, face

down, and iron until

perfectly dry. No

stiffening is required;

ironing the linen

while wet will give

all the firmness re

quired. Should the

embroidery be puck

ered in the working

do not iron at once

but stretch it until

perfectly smooth by

pinning it out on a

board. Leave it un

til dry, then remove

the pins, place a wet

cloth over it, and

iron rapidly until the

article is steaming

with dampness; then

remove the cloth

and finish the press

ing on the article

itself. Perfect suc

perforce,

ity of the washing

silks employed in

the working, and

their right to the

claim of being fast

colors. There are

some so-called wash

ing silks that no

amount of care or

skill in submitting

them to the test of soap and water will

prevent from running. I have found those

known as the Asiatic dyed silks exceed

ingly reliable; in addition to their fast

qualities these silks possess a beautiful

satin gloss, very closely resembling in the

finished work the effect of the raw silks

used by the Chinese in their incomparable

embroideries, presenting, as they do, so

even and smooth a surface that it is diffi

cult to distinguish where the threads begin

and end.

cessin cleaningmust,

depend

greatly on the qual

thousands of women are every

day saying:

“/ always put

- Aº

º BIAS

WELVETEEN

SKIRT BINDINGS

* on may dress skirts.”

They've found out

that they last as

long as the skirt.

A set of the “S. H. & M." miniature figures showing

the latest Parisian costumes, mailed for roc in stamps.

The S. H. & M. Co., P. O. Box 699, N.Y.

“S. H. & M.” Dress Stays are the Best

§§ like to have them praise your home, no matter

ow independent, you are. Houses keep bright and

clean as long again if painted with

Patton's

Pure Liquid

Paints

They don't wear off or get discolored for years be

cause they're right mixtures of the right materials.

Regular house colors, $1.50 per gallon. ... Freight

paid to your nearest railway station, if you live east

of Denver. Book that contains 18 color combinations

º: houses—free at your dealer's or send us four 20.

stamps.

JAS. E. PATTON CO., Milwaukee, Wis.

59

Xuttºn's
#113 on 14ttle

DºpºQ
Formerly we gave of size. A 70 yards, and cut

our name in the spool.

NOW we give roo yards and print the spools

with black ink. Same quality, same price.

Always the strongest, now also the longest.

When you want a Black Siik Dress, buy Cutter's

—light in weight, but made of real Silk.

You must see for yourself that the name “John D.

Cutter & Co.” is printed in gold on the end of the

piece. A skirt of Cutter's Black Taffeta will last

onger than any other.

Strongest Made º
-

+

wº

º ^*

Corticelli

Lace Embroidery

The materials for this

work are Corticelli Lace

Embroidery Silk-size No.

5oo-and Honiton braid;

these are applied to fine

bleached linen in simple

but pretty designs, which

give the work popularity.

“Florence Home Needlework”

for 1895, which is now ready,

- explains the subject fully. The

other subjects are Mosaic Embroidery

(new designs), Crochet and Correct Colors

for Flowers, embroidered with Corticelli

Wash Silk.

Send 6 cents, mentioning year, and we will mail you

DESSERT-PLATE DOILY (Illus. No. 4)

PEAS for EMBR.order Y. We

send a 6-in. Scalloped edged

\ W | ČČ LINEN Doily with Sweet

tiful set of Sweet Pea§§
Patterns; one 17-in. CENTRE-PIECE, others for Doilies,

Mats, etc. Our new Book on Embroidery and Catalogue

the book, 96 pages, 66 illustrations.

NONOTUCK SILK CO., Florence, Mass.

Peas stamped on it, with Wash

Silks to work. Also a Beau

ofStamping Patterns. Allsentpostpaid for only

Walter P. Webber, Lynn, Mass. Box L. 25c.

#"º".

--~~~~~~~~~~<>

100% Profit
-

No Humbºrg.

Agents wanted in every city and

$ New Swannner Goods

-

: town in U. S. Catalogues Free.

-

-

«»

The BOLGIANO WATER MOTOR CO.

Box 13, Baltimore, Md.

******************@************ ******
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“We never change color”

THIS BRAND IS THE

STANDARD FOR “BLACK HOSIERY”

IS ESPECIALLY NOTED FOR

Shape, Elasticity and Durability

LORD & TAYLOR, Wholesale Importers

GUARANTEE EVERY PAIR SOLD

If you cannot obtain at your retailers, communicate

with us.

J. OA’/D & TA V/LOA’

Meze, York.

R & G, 361 and 363 Broadway, New York

• ******************@******************@

DONT discard your

dresses because they

i have lost i
i their style. i

Put

in

them

and

pre

i Se/"Ue

i their

Style.

: Extra light weight perforated

# for . Summer wear, in Cream,

: White, Slate and Fast Black.

: Sponge Cloth Mfg. Co., Lockport, N.Y.

©º-ºººººººººººººººººoºººººo-o-º-º-º-º-º:

When YOU Get Married

onyx -

Black Hosiery
-

Let us furnish, your Wºodrsg INvrTATIoss. Send

for Samples and Prices. 30 years' experienceat the busi

ness. C. E. Houghtaling, 70 Madison Ave., Albany, N.Y.

gº
£º

º HE majority of women

| dread the task of de

signing or making up

frocks for girls of from

fourteen to eighteen

years of age. The

young girl is neither a

child nor even in these

advanced days a young

Standing, as she does, “with relady.

luctant feet where the brook and river

meet,” the young girl has a right to be

considered and consulted as to her tastes

more than she is. She has as much right

to her individuality as a grown person.

STUDY YOUR SUBJECT

Twº types are usually represented—the

slight, reedlike figure and the robust

maiden who does not possess a well-de

fined waist. These types cannot be attired

alike, and while keeping within the bounds

of common-sense, fashion and becoming

ness, their ideas should be consulted and

any latent taste in the way of dress should

be encouraged. To keep on dressing a girl

in brown when she fairly longs for blue is

to me unnecessary cruelty. It is far better

to have a girl sufficiently womanly to ap

preciate pretty clothes than to have her so

masculine as to despise them. Select

stripes, small checks and plain goods for

a stout figure and more fancy effects

for the slender girl. She can riot in fig

ured fabrics, wider stripes, large plaids

and pronounced colors and any amount of

fussy trimmings. Err on the side of dress

ing a girl of this age too brightly rather

than too quietly. She can wear any of

the fashionable colors, but brown, navy

blue, écru, green, red pink, cardinal, rosy

violet, pale blue, pink, yellow, old rose

and bright violet red are especially well

suited to her. Give her black hose and

ties or buttoned shoes with all dresses,

and dark tan ties in the summer. For

nice she will wear four-button tan or

brown gloves, glacé kid, piqué, silk or

lisle thread. A black or blue sun um

brella goes with any costume, or the

oldest of misses has a parasol of change

able silk. Have black gaiterettes for

winter wear, and do not forget to provide

her with an umbrella, rubber cloak and

rubbers for wet weather wear. Let her

underclothing be neat and plentiful, but

not much trimmed. Dress a stout girl in

the Swiss ribbed undergarments to detract

from her short-waisted appearance, but the

slender figure can wear the flat goods or

loose-fitting undervest and drawers. Do

not put corsets on a growing girl, but let

her wear a corded waist, of which there

are many good makes, with shoulder

straps, and buttons upon which to fasten

her skirts, stocking-supporters, etc.

HATS AND WRAPS

LUE or brown straws or felts of the

small turban or walking shapes, the

half-large sailor or Continental or the large

flat, bent in picturesque waves and curves,

are sold for misses. These hats are

trimmed with ostrich feather, flower and

ribbon garnitures. In the summer many

yellow and white straw hats are also worn.

A simple, rather jaunty style is appropri

ate for young girls. If under sixteen do

not allow them to wear face veils. Keep

them girls as long as possible, for they

have many years before them in which to

be women. Capes of ladies' cloth are

worn, but reefer jackets, short and with

immense sleeves, are more becoming.

They come in black, brown, tan or navy

blue. Do not put a young girl in a silk or

velvet wrap. She can have fur trimmings

on her winter coat or suit, using black or

brown fur, or a short fur cape when sixteen

or over if her mother believes in them ; I

do not, as they give too much heat over

the shoulders and not sufficient around

the waist-line. When young girls go out

a great deal in the evening a neat wrap to

wear over a dressy frock can be of white,

blue or tan Henrietta, lined with silk or

sateen, and trimmed with a triple plaiting

and bow in front of number sixteen gros

grain ribbon. When girls ride horseback

their habits are made of dark blue melton

or diagonal; the hats worn are usually

Derbys. For bicycle wear have a blue or

brown serge or cheviot as a Norfolk plaited

waist or Eton jacket, the latter having a

silk, cotton or woolen shirt-waist; the plaid

woolens or heavy cottons like Madras are

the best for these. The gaiters can be of

cloth or the dress material. The skirt

comes to the ankles, is slightly gathered

in front, in two box-plaits at the back and

three yards and a half wide; tan leather

belt, an Alpine, sailor or cap-shaped hat of

felt or straw.

w DRESSING THE YOUNG GIRL

º By Emma M. Hooper

sº

º
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FOR SCHOOL WEAR

Stº serge and mixed homespun

cheviot are about the best hard-wear

materials to be found. If they are trimmed

use either mohair braid or velveteen. Odd

waists and skirts are worn, and next fall

plaid woolen waists showing red or blue

prominently will answer with blue, brown

or black skirts. Such a waist should have

for the stout girl three two-inch box-plaits

in front, slightly dropping over the waist

line, and one double box-plait, three inches

wide, in the centre of the back; black

braid may be run up the centre of each

plait and on the wrists. The collar should

be in soft folds and the plain belt pointed

back and front, with a row of the braid

through the centre. The sleeves will be

in a large puff to the elbow or of the leg

of-mutton shape. The tall girl will have

her round waist laid in two box-plaits at

the back and one wider on the centre

front, with shirrings on either side; crush

collar and belt of the goods or of velveteen.

The skirt for a sixteen-year-old girl

should have a gored front and sides and

a gathered or box-plaited back and be

from three yards and a half to four yards

wide. These skirts are lined and faced

only to a depth of ten inches. The fronts

are now usually in a few gathers in place

of being darted. Cotton shirt-waists are

worn until cold weather, and each summer

this convenient garment grows more popu

lar. Silk waists in striped or changeable

taffeta silk are worn with nicer woolen

skirts for better wear.

SOME MODEL DRESSES

A BRIGHT blue serge has a round waist

laid in one “draped '' box-plait—as

the drooping fronts are called—in front

below a pointed yoke of blue and red silk,

which also extends over the shoulders in

a point; this is edged with an inch-wide

band of heavy €cru lace; crush collar of

the silk having a row of lace through the

middle ; crush belt of the same, with an

aigrette bow at the back of two upright

pointed ends and two sideways loops ;

large leg-of-mutton sleeves. Round waist

of light blue crépon, albatross or cotton

crêpe for a dancing-school dress, with fine

rows of shirring for a round yoke in front

and shirring at the centre of the back over

a close lining ; large leg-of-mutton sleeves

having grasscloth ruffles from elbow to

shoulders of upper part of lining ; skirt

gored on front and sides, gathered at the

back and four yards wide. Let the skirt

for sixteen years come to the shoe-tops,

to the instep at eighteen, and two inches

above the shoes for a girl of fourteen years.

For the blue dress have a crush belt, col

lar, bow at the back of each, and sus

penders or bretelles back and front, with

shoulder bows of three-inch Dresden rib

bon, having a white ground and blue

flowers. Another one of pink or yellow

has a crush belt and collar of light green

velveteen and lengthwise rows of yellow

Valenciennes lace insertion down the full

front, shirred at the neck nearly around to

the shoulder seams.

Crush belts are now made two inches

and a half wide when done, and a stout

figure can wear them a trifle narrower.

Put a whalebone at the centre front to

slightly lengthen the waist of a short or

full waisted girl, and finish at the back

with a narrow lengthwise bow. The bre

telles are also becoming to her figure.

JAUNTY JACKET SUITS

THREE styles of jacket suits will be worn

in the fall, with the skirt above de

scribed or one having a godet effect with a

stiff interlining twelve inches deep. The

Eton fronts may come to the waist-line or

point below for two inches; one back

comes to the waist-line with two box-plaits

and a fitted belt, the latter passing under

the fronts and through the side seams.

The backs have a centre seam, and the

second style has an umbrella back of three

inserted gores forming a basque six inches

below the waist, with two buttons at the

waist-line and three on either side of the

front; rolling collar and wide revers and

very large leg-of-mutton sleeves. A silk

or woolen plaid waist or loose front and

crush collar is worn, or a regular shirt

waist of plain or plaid serge, Henrietta,

crépon and other woolen fabrics. The

short blazer jacket has a similar collar,

revers, sleeves and button trimmings; is

slightly full at the back, only six inches

below the waist-line, and has a tiny strap

across the front holding the fronts together.

Mixed cheviot, tweed, mohair of a heavy

quality, serge and homespun mixtures will

all figure in such suits in place of linen,

cotton duck and piqué.

AUTUMN COLORS AND MATERIALS

HE French color cards for fall

and winter are out early this

season and do not show any

startling change, except that

deep red pink, rosy violet and

purplish red are even more

prominent than they have

been during the summer. A new range

of shades called nasturtium, phlox and

Circé are of an orange-red cast, and

will be used in millinery and for combina

tion, a small piece of such a brilliant color

having a striking effect. A condensed card

of leading shades shows golden yellow,

orange, turquoise and bluet, navy and the

same clear bright blue now worn under

the name of mistral. Rosy violet is to re

main a favorite, also clear bright green and

a dark rich shade without a bit of blue in

it. Petunia, purplish shades of a red cast

and a series of rich purple reds, Victoria

and fuchsia are among the tints to be

much worn. The French, royal or king's

blue, of a brighter cast than has been seen

for many a season, is very prominent in

the dress goods for fall already exhibited

by the importers. Three new grayish

blues are a decided novelty and are known

as horizon, goë/effe and gabier, these are

very handsome in silk or woolen materials,

but the French blue and mistral are richer

for velvet. Blue lavenders are known as

campanule, and very pinkish lavenders are

aurore and Judée. The reine pinks are

out again as Venus, Magda, graziella, rose

pompon, amaryllis, and two bluish pinks

are the margoffin cast of the summer.

Gray is passed over, but golden brown

comes out strongly as crocus, resine, cháſ

aigne, kola, Formose, tabac, marron, loutre

and a lovely tan Corée. Brown is a stand

ing favorite, and though the season will

open as brilliantly as the present time, it is

thought that by midwinter more sober hues

will prevail.

NEW DRESS GOODS

IN woolen goods advices from Paris and

importers' orders here say crépon and

mohair, especially in black, followed by

brown and blue. The crépons are from

seventy-five cents to six dollars a yard,

and of wool, mohair and silk, or any of the

two are combined. Plain and changeable

colors vie with figures like palms, a leaf,

moon, etc., in three colors on a dark

ground. Silken stripes and cross-bars are

introduced on figured and plain crépons.

It is well to remember when buying such

goods that the very elastic weaves are apt

to sag or drop as a skirt, unless a pattern

of several gores, eight or nine, is taken ;

then the breadth of each piece is too small

to allow this. Crépon sleeves and skirt

are to be seen with a plaid or changeable

silk waist. It is also very handsome when

combined with velvet, and velvet is to be

very fashionable during the fall and winter.

Heavy cream or écru lace, jet, black

and changeable colors, passementeries of

spangles and beads and satin ribbons are

the trimmings selected for crépon, which

is always a more or less dressy costume.

Changeable mixtures in homespun, serge,

cheviot and such goods will obtain in pat

terns where bright blue or brown predom

inates, with knots or threads of bright

orange, green, red, violet, etc., here and

there, and many have little curls of black

mohair known as the bouclé effect. With

out the bouclé, these goods are from sixty

cents to one dollar and a half, but the

mohair brings the cost to eighty-five

cents to four dollars. Excellent cheviots

in pretty mixtures are among the domestic

goods to retail at fifty to ninety cents.

Plain mohair begins at fifty cents, forty

inches, in light weights. Very pretty

medium weights, forty-six inches wide, in

black with a silky figure, are a dollar and

twenty-five cents, and four yards will make

a godet skirt five yards wide and forty

inches long.

REVIVAL OF PLAIDS

LAIDS in silks and woolen goods are no

longer to be put off, as Paris has ap

proved of them—not the clan tartans dear

to the Scotch, but French plaids, whose

combinations are due to the designer and

weaver, not to history. The silken plaids

will be most used for the inevitable waist;

medium-sized blocks will prevail and bright

colors. Such a waist needs no extra trim

ming, but a stock collar and belt of velvet

are always allowable. Some of the plaids

have chiné or brocaded figures as well,

but it is not an improvement. Plaids are

never remarkably cheap in silk, as it is

slow work to weave them, so I cannot

recommend them in taffeta under a dollar,

and they are much handsomer for a dollar

and twenty-five cents. When a cheap silk

is wished a striped taffeta will give the best

wear. Yokes, sleeves, collars, belts, plas

trons, etc., of plaid silk or wool will be

worn with plain goods. Odd waists of

woolen plaids will be among the fall nov

elties. These will be made similar to those

of silk and entirely self-trimmed, or with

velvet stock and belt. These plaids will

prove a great boon to those making over

gowns.

Editor's NoTE–Miss Hooper's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Hints on Home

Dressmaking,” will be found on page 28 of this issue

of the Journal.
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“Miss Geraldine and Miss Dorothy ’’

CHILDREN'S PARTY DRESSES

By Isabel A. Mallon

[With Illustrations by W. Granville Smith]

LL of us remember how, as

little children, our hearts

jumped with delight when

we saw the tiny rose-tinted

invitation that meant an

invitation to a party. And

we felt, too, just as do the

little people now, that we

wanted to look as pretty as possible, but

expensive silks, rich laces and gay jewelry

did not constitute the best toilette then

any more than they do to-day. Little Miss

Geraldine and Miss Dorothy, in our illus

tration, who come in a straight line from

the Vere de Veres, have had their pictures

taken in their party frocks.

MISS GERALDINE’S PARTY GOWN

SH: is just twelve years old, is Miss

Geraldine, and feels herself quite a

woman because she is the oldest of all,

unless you except Brother, and she can tell

the younger girls how to behave. Her

pretty frock is a very light pink in color

and a soft silk and wool mixture in fabric.

The skirt, which is prettily full, reaches to

a little below her knees and is without

trimming. Her bodice, which fastens in

the back, has a loose blouse front coming

from under a broad guimpe, made of white

embroidery and butter Valenciennes inser

tion in alternate stripes, and having for its

edge a deep full ruffle of the lace that

comes far over on the front and back.

The very full sleeves are drawn in to cuffs

of the material overlaid with lace and

embroidered cuffs to match the guimpe.

About the waist is a sash ribbon of butter

colored satin, a similar ribbon is around

the neck in stock fashion, and the long

blonde hair, which falls loose, is drawn back

and confined by a narrow ribbon of the

same color. The stockings are black silk,

and patent leather slippers with large quaint

steel buckles on them make it very easy

for Miss Geraldine to skip and jump as all

healthy children like to. Gloves? Oh,

dear, no Jewelry? Well, not to speak of ;

though Geraldine does wear about her neck

a little chain with a heart pendant that

came to her last Christmas.

“The tiny little woman of four *

THE OTHER LITTLE GIRL

Doº, who is only eight, is also to go

to the party, and as she stands by her

sister you will notice that, while she looks

very smart, her gown is a simple one too.

The material used for it is fine dotted

muslin. The skirt, which reaches below

her knees and is a bit longer than Geral

dine's, is laid in a double box-plait at each

side of the front; midway of each box

plait is a full cluster of loops of ribbon of

a pale blue shade. In the back the box

plaits flare, as there are no ribbons to hold

them down, but this flare is not so great

that it suggests the skirts of an older girl,

or the use of either haircloth or wire. The

bodice is laid in soft plaits from the neck to

the waist, and the broad flaring collar and

revers are made of butter lace and edged

with a wide frill of it. These revers meet

at the waist-line, and a picturesque waist

coat effect is gained by the white plaits of

the bodice showing between the yellow

revers. The sleeves are of the muslin,

full above the elbows and then shaping in

to the wrists. A very narrow frill of lace

is the edge finish, and a knot of blue ribbon

is on each a short distance above the wrist.

The stockings and shoes are black and the

sash ribbon is of pale blue like the knots

on the frock. When Charles the Second

was a little boy he wore his hair just as this

little girl does to-day, hanging loose, fram

ing his face and with the ends just turned.

Tight curls or stiff waves are no longer

fancied for children, wise mothers believ

ing that the hair grows better when un

touched by an iron.

SOME OF THE MATERIALS

LAIN and embroidered muslins, mull,

the silk and wool mixtures, and, oc

casionally, one of the thin soft silks, are

the materials favored for party dresses for

children. Whatever decoration is fancied

Dame Fashion elects that it shall be upon

the bodice. Sash ribbons are in vogue for

children of all ages, but the very wide

ones are not liked. The average width is

three inches, and this is usually folded

about the waist and then allowed to flare

in the back. Satin slippers are in very

bad taste, the favorite shoe being a low

one without lacing or buttons, but having a

long tongue that comes up on the instep,

andwº has upon it either a silver, steel

or Rhinestone buckle. Occasionally soft

tan shoes are seen, and then, of course,

stockings to match are worn.

Lace frocks are very bad form. Some

times a large girl wears a party frock of

piqué, and then it is made with a Louis

Quinze coat and has a waistcoat closing

with small gold buttons. Very tiny little

women of four wear gowns of thin silk

with large flowers printed upon them. The

design chosen, when this material is used,

is the quaint full skirt and the smocked

bodice. The skirt is allowed to come quite

to the ankles, for the picturesque is aimed

at in such a gown. Centuries ago, when

little women first wore these frocks, and

when a silk gown was counted as of great

value, that one made for the little lady had

belonged originally to her mother and was

the result of an economical turn of mind

worthy of imitation to-day.

WHAT BROTHER WORE

ROTHER, who is fourteen

years old and who has

been away at a big school,

has attained the dignity of

wearing just such a suit as

his English cousin, and like

Geraldine, because he is

proud of his finery, he is pic

tured in it in the accompany

ing illustration. It is black

cloth with the same rough

surface that is seen in the

material used for grown-up

evening clothes. His trou

sers are the proper width and

show a slight, but not too

pronounced, crease. His

waistcoat is cut low, and over

it he wears an Eton jacket of

black cloth that is accentu

ated by the deep white linen

collar which turns over it, and

which is attached, like his

cuffs, to his immaculate white

shirt. His straight, stiff,

black satin tie, looped, of

course, by himself, is just

like the one his father wears

in the evening. Brother

scorns all jewelry but the lit

tle watch that was given him

when he went to school, and

the white enamel buttons

that are in his shirt. Before

he entered the room where

his hostess was, he left, in

the hall, his silk hat, which

has a lower and a somewhat

broader crown than that

made for an older gentleman,

for, being a nice boy, this is

what Brother's mother wishes

him to be, agentleman. Indeed, generaliz

ing, it may be said that his evening toilette

is the evening dress of an English boy, and

one reason for assuming it, if there were

no other, would be that, putting on such a

costume early in life, he gains unconscious

ness of his clothes, and in the years to come

will not wear his evening clothes with an

awkward air, but as if they were part of

him. A suit like this is worn by a boy

from the time he is twelve until he is

eighteen, and then he is supposed to assume

the regulation evening dress worn by men.

“What Brother wore ”

A FEW LAST WORDS

O I believe in the party? Certainly, I

do. I think it ...i. for little children

to come together and know, each other,

because it makes them easier in their man

ners, and if they are properly trained,

more unselfish. Those children are not

happy who never see other children, and

then, my friend, as the years go by it will

be delightful to look back ină remember

how the birthdays were celebrated when

one was young. Teach them the graceful,

innocent dance where the boys learn to bow

in a courteous way and the little maidens

accept the obeisance graciously. This kind

of dancing is good for them. It is more

to be commended than the rough play,

when the small women are ruffled in mind

and body because the boys are not as

considerate as they should be. If children

are taught to play politely the result will be

the increase of good manners. It is well

for us to remember the pleasures that came

to us when we were children, and thinking

of these it is only right that we should give

pleasure to the children of to-day, who are

the men and women of the future. Lead

them in their games; teach the boys to be

gallant and courteous to the little girls;

arrange them in a procession to go into the

dining-room, and see that each one has a

share of the goodies. The child's party,

properly managed, is a delight; it need

not be expensive, and it can give so much

pleasure to the little people that it would

seem as if they almost had a right to

demand, at least, their birthday parties.

GOWn

Caused by per

spiration is gen

erally the result

when inferior

dress shields are

used. The only

certain remedy is

the use of the

Waist ruined for the

want of the

Canfield Dress Shields.

Canfield Dress ShieldS

These shields are guaranteed. The manu

facturers agreeing to replace any waist

damaged by perspiration under the arms

when the Canfield Shield has been prop

erly attached.

For sale by dealers

everywhere. Ask for

and insist upon hav

ing “Canfield Dress

Shields.”

CANFIELD

RUBBER COMPANY

New York

LoNDoN AND PARIS

-

Trade-Mark on every

Shield.

DRESS

YPSILANTI.

UNDERWEAR

The only sanitary underwear.

Indorsed by physicians

throughout the country. This

is a good time to become ac

quainted with the merits of

Ypsilanti—for 1895 you will

find

PRICES DOWN

Send for Catalogue and our

new book entitled “Modern

Underwear, and How to Wear

Zz.” They are free.

HAY & TODD MFG. CO.

YPSILANTI, MICH.

oo-oo-oo-oº-º-oº-oº-oº-0

Our Fall and Winter Catalogue Now Ready

THE TRUTH -
*

The class of trade we want is the class that

... will buy when the truth is told. We want the

truth told in paper and store. We want you to

feel we are telling you the truth about our

shoes and when you do we want your business. .

Twelve months' advertis

ing in T H E L AD 1 Es’

HomeJournal alone has

made us over Iooo regu

lar mail order customers

who believe we are truth

* Full our offering this

| month is an Advance

Style in Ladies' Hand

? Welt, Cork-Sole Lace,

| on New Pencil - Toe

| Last, suitable for Fall or

early Winter wear, at

$4.00 a pair. Sizes, 2 to

8, AA to E. Stock No.

# 204. In spite of advance -

in cost of labor and ma

terial the price remains the same as 1894.

Our New Catalogue now ready and mailed

free on application.

roºs SHOE COMPANY

2.

Manufacturers and Retailers

'N. W. Corner State and Madison Streets, Chicago, Ill.

ſº-º-º-º-º-0-cc-oo-oo-oo

“LINENE”

COLLARS AND CUFFS

Are the Best and Most Economical worn; they are

made of fine cloth, both sides finished alike, and #
reversible, one collar is equal to two of any other kind.

THEY FIT WELL, Look WELL ANDWEAR WELL. A

box of Ten Collars or Five Pairs of Cuffs for 25 cents.

A Sample Collar and Pair of Cuffs by mail for 6 cents.

Name style and size. Address

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY

77 Franklin Street, New York, 24 Exchange Place, Boston

STITCHNOMORE
The new labor-saver. Tried once: used

always. Repairs clothing, dresses, gloves, umbrellas,

stockings, and all fabrics better than needle and thread,

and in one-tenth the time. Send 10c. for package,

enough to mend 100 articles. Agents wanted.

STITCHNOMORE CO. **śtreet

e-eeeeeeeeeºº “º-ººººººººººººº-º-º:

S ()

Hook Eye
** HANDY AS A PIN?”

Five Minutes to Put on a Set. Neat and Firm

The only Hook and Eye that needs no Sewing.

Samples on application.

the H. DAVIDSON CO.

Union City, Ct.

©e-eeeeeeeeeee-ee-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º
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Why don’t you get SampleS Of

ALFRED PEATS'

PrizeWall

Papers?
If you will send us a descrip

tion of the different rooms you

have to paper, their height, what

they are used for and color effect

desired, we will send you sam

ples of the newest papers, with

borders and ceilings to match

(within the price you wish to

pay), specially selected by our

experienced decorators, for each

room. Or, if we have an agent

near you, we will have him call

and show you our full line of

samples from, large sample

books. ‘We will also send you

Our

“Guide How to Paper and

Economy in Home Decoration,”

all free with no obligation or

expense on your part.

We sell more paper direct to

consumers than any other five

dealers in the United States, and

it is new styles and low prices

that do it.

- We have high-priced Leather

Papers, Hand-Made Papers,

Pressed Papers,Varnished Relief

Papers, Imported English and

French Papers, etc., but it is

our $1000 Prize Design Papers

that are most often selected.

They are Exclusive Designs,

and can only be obtained of us

or our agents. We sold over

one-half million rolls of them

the past season, which demon

strates their great beauty and

cheapness.

Among the compliments they

have received, the Art /nter

change says: “They are marvels

of beauty and superior to any

foreign productions.”

In addition to the Prize De

signs, we have over one million

rolls of paper in stock to select

from. No one can compete with

us in quality or price.

PRICES:

Prize Design Patterns, 15 to 30 cts. per roll

Ingrain Papers. 12% to 14 “ --

Beautiful Embossed -- --

Gold Paper 10 to 25

Beautiful Color and -- --

Gold Paper 6 to 15

Good Gold Paper . 5 * --

Good Kitchen Paper . 3 “ --

MORE AGENTS WANTED

We want some one of taste and ability to

solicit orders for our wall papers on good

commission. We charge $1.oo for large

sample books. Good references are

always required. Send to nearest address.

ALFRED PEATS

NEW YORK CHICAGO

41-43 W. 14th St. 136=138 W. Madison St.

**—
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BEAUTIFYING THE HOME

By Three. Neat-Handed Women
- Q
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COMFORTABLE COZY CORNERS

BY ANNIE R. RAMSAY

** EW women realize the decorative

<! possibilities of corners; the re

sult is that even in pretty and

artistic rooms the corners are too

often left bare, the walls being

allowed to meet in hard, straight

lines with nothing to break their

monotony. Before attempting to alter this,

however, it is well to recognize fully that

corner decoration must depend somewhat

upon the architectural qualities of the room.

When an apartment is small the corners

should not be filled up, nor cut off by plac

ing pieces of furniture diagonally across

them, for this only diminishes the apparent

size of the room. When the ceiling is low

nothing should be put into corners which

does not carry the eye up beyond its own

level. It is, therefore, only in large rooms

that we can have absolute freedom in

corner decorating.

WITH the help of the carpenter you can

readily make a cozy seat which is

especially appropriate to the niche between

the fireplace and the corner. Into the

corner is fitted a triangular board, shaped

like a scalene triangle, which is supported

by a leg at each corner and two under the

long front side. On the board is laid a

mattress of the required shape, covered with

material best suited to the other decoration

of the room. Across the front edge may be

plaited a ruffle of the material deep enough

to touch the floor, and on this couch three

square feather pillows brightly covered

may be placed. Some four feet above this

couch a second triangular board, much

smaller, may be fitted into the angle; this

should be covered with the same material

as that on the lounge, and should be

finished by a short frill across the front

edge. This shelf is for a lamp, which, in

some artistic shape and color, should har

monize with objects around it. This ar

rangement is not only pretty, but is also

luxurious and useful. I have seen it made

of expensive materials, but covered with

cretonne this cozy seat may be made both

luxurious and attractive at a cost, exclusive

of the pillows, of five dollars.

ANQ.ER corner in the room may be

your very own, and into it you may

gather whatever of beauty or comfort you

please. A desk, by all means, and you

are fortunate if you have one of the old

fashioned sort made of mahogany, with

“claw feet” and delicately wrought

“shell,” but even with this lacking there

are many pretty styles of desks to be had

at reasonable prices. On the desk place a
lamp and all the dainty paraphernalia used

in writing. At one side have your easy

chair, with its cushions and foot-stool, and

back of it a three-leaved screen, which will

cut off your corner from all the world, and

allow you to indulge in many irregularities

of picture hanging around and about your

desk. If the desk is impossible a Henry II

table is a good substitute. It is absolutely

non-upsettable, and will provide a pretty

and a safe place for your lamp and work

basket, your books or any other of your

dainty belongings.

A CORNER is prečminently the place for a

statue, because here it may be given

the proper background of folds of drapery,

and you have no idea how much beauty of

a statue is lost when seen against wall

paper. The statue should be on a tall

pedestal. Close to the ceiling hang a large

wooden ring, such as may be found at any

upholsterer's. Through this draw a breadth

of stuff long enough to be suspended at

the middle, and yet have both ends on the

floor. Spread the material gradually open

till at the baseboard it may be tacked

almost plain. It will probably be necessary

to put in a tack here and there to hold the

inner edges together, care being taken to

arrange, the folds, gracefully. The best

material is “rep ’’ or some soft woolen

stuff; the best color a deep rich crimson.

A corner bracket some five feet high is one

of the cheapest of corner decorations. It

should be made with solid sides, into which

the ordinary triangular shelves are fitted.

Then the sides and all may be covered

with Japanese leather paper, and the edges

with a narrow fringe or brass-headed nails.

The shelves should be put in at irregular

distances. On the lower ones books may

stand upright, and on the upper ones vari

ous articles of bric-à-brac may rest, while

the top shelf may be used to stand the} } } } $º bust of your favorite poet upon.

A PRETTY AND USEFUL DIWAN

BY S. C. LADD

N extra bed in a small house or

flat is an almost indispensable

article. A contrivance of mine

for this purpose may prove of

interest and help to some

other housekeeper who has not

the luxury of a spare chamber,

and in whose home the parlor is the only

available room for a chance guest.

I bought a good strong spring cot bed,

the folding legs and frame of which were of

ash and very firm. The headboard was

adjustable and there were no raised side

pieces and the springs were of woven wire.

Removing the castors I sawed off about

two and a half inches from each leg and

refitted the castors as before. To the ends

and on one side of this I tacked a straight

strip of dark brown cloth, wide enough to

reach to the floor, and on each end a strip

the width of the cot and about three-quar

ters of a yard long, to pull up over the

bed when made. Next, I put on the mat

tress and made it up as is usual with any

ed; after that I drew up the extra end

pieces, stretching them neatly over the bed,

and to the front corners of these I fitted a

narrow strip as wide as the thickness of

the mattress and blankets together, sewing

them in firmly. Now my divan was ready

for a long Indian blanket which I laid over

the whole, letting it fall half-way to the

floor on the front side. A heavy, bright

colored rug is the best thing for this cov

ering as it does not wrinkle when lounged

upon, but a strip of felting or heavy flan

nel to match the valance would answer.

Upon this finished divan I placed three

square pillows covered with silk of har

monizing colors. This impromptu lounge

afforded a most enticing and comfortable

couch, and many are the compliments I

have received for my pretty divan from

strangers who never dreamed it held any

other mission in life than that of furnishing

a temporary lounging place. When, how

ever, a friend came to pay me a short visit,

the secret was disclosed, and at night,

when the rest of the family had retired,

the bright rug was folded away, the sheets

were turned down as on any bed, the head

board was slipped into its place, two of

the pillows were dressed in dainty white

slips, and in a minute's time the couch was

turned into as comfortable and inviting a

bed as any guest need ask for.

ORNAMENTAL TRUNK COWER

BY ANNIE R. RAMSAY

O many women of the present day either

board or iive in flats that devices for

making trunks presentable objects are not

without their value. Even the woman who

has a whole house to herself and abun

dance of room will be pleased to hide the

travel-worn exterior of her trunk either at

home or in her room at country house or

seashore cottage. A material desirable

for a cover is gray or buff linen, strong

and serviceable. Seven pieces cut to fit

the sides, ends and top, are sewed together

firmly on the sewing-machine and then

bound with brown braid. Before the pieces

are put together the decoration is put on.

It may be simple or elaborate, according

to fancy, but as the cover will be taken off

in traveling there is no fear of injury to

handsome needlework. For the cover

outline stitch and ring work are all used.

Long leaves from centre to corners are

painted a dull peacock blue, with outline

and veining in outline stitch in dark olive.

A crackle all-over pattern for background

is done with fine lines of brown paint.

Circles set in the centre and between each

leaf are made of brass rings worked over

with simple crochet in brown silk. In the

end pieces openings should be cut and

bound to let the handles through. The

cover should be held down by little straps

and buttons. A simple cover may be

made of the same material, with a dec

oration of brown braid put on in a set

pattern. This can be done by the aid of

the braiding attachment that belongs to al

most all kinds of sewing-machines. Very

serviceable trunk covers may also be made

of the dark cretonnes which come in such

great variety and in shades to harmonize

with any and every carpet and wall paper.

For the top of trunk before the cover is

put on, a thin mattress of hair or wool

should be provided. In almost every bed

room an extra place to hold clothing is

welcome, and the modern trunk is particu

larly well adapted for the purpose.

COLOR SCHEME FOR SMALL HOUSE

BY FRANCES ANN HOADLEY

OW few people when furnishing a

small house or flat remember

º that old blue is one of the hap

. tº piest, colors to choose for a

dº foundation. In a house where,

CŞ A.Ş. a rule, all the rooms open

into one another, especial care

must be taken to preserve harmony. It is

better then to select one color which shall

run through all the rooms. Old blue is the

color par excellence in such a case, com

bined with tan, gray or white for the rugs,

while the same scheme prevails in the

heavy draperies. A lovely little house in

mind has a parlor and library in one. The

large rug, covering the greater part of the

room, is old blue and gray.

In front of the fireplace is a long, light

gray fur one. A broad, low lounge is

covered with dark gray. It is always bet

ter to cover a lounge in a solid color as it

takes more kindly to the pillows of endless

hues. The large dining-room rug is old

blue and tan, with smaller rugs of tawny

brown. The bedroom has an old blue and

large white rug and white fur smaller ones.

Let Qld blue predominate everywhere in

the floor furnishings and draperies, but

not to the exclusion of all other colors

elsewhere, for where one color only is used

the effect as a whole is flat. Odd, bright

color touches in the way of pillows, lamp

shades, odd bits of china and bric-à-brac,

but with always an eye to what is the

proper color for each room. When all fur

nished be careful to see whether all the

rooms blend into a beautiful harmony.
In a bedroom white enameled or bird's

eye maple is exquisite where two or three

pieces of fresh old mahogany are added.

Each heightens the other's beauty in a

most charming manner. A room furnished

entirely in mahogany gives a heavy, dismal

effect, but in a parlor and library com

bined, say in a flat or small house, place a

large, quaintly-carved old desk, and one

of those highly-polished, round card-tables,

and see what an air they give to the modern

and equally beautiful furniture. In the

dining-room a square mahogany table with

a surface like glass, and even a small

buffet or china-cabinet will be quite enough

of the antique to set off everything else in

the room. Have exquisitely-drawn linen

doilies, candles in rose-colored shades and

a profusion of say pink carnations and you

have a lovely lunch-table. In a house the

hall should be a leading feature—enticing,

not cold, bare and cheerless, repelling one

from further acquaintance with the house

and its mistress. A hall is like an intro

duction: you can generally tell whether you

will care to know the person further than

a formal bow. But remember that old

blue is the best friend of a slim purse, as

well as the most artistic color to work

upon. Dull, soft greens are equally pleas

ing to the eye until they fade or grow dingy

from use. “But old blue remains “true

blue '' to the end of the chapter.

MUSIC-STAND DRAPERY

SHEET music in any quantity is liable to

have a ragged effect, even if neatly

piled. On this account a closed recep

tacle is convenient. Small stands similar

to open bookcases, but shorter, deeper

and narrower, can be utilized. A shoe

box may be made into a music-stand by

placing it in an upright position and put

ting in two shelves. The wood may be

ebonized and ornamented with short brass

posts screwed into each corner of the top.

Across the front may be placed a rod

and ring to support a curtain. If the top

of the home-made stand is not smooth

enough to bear inspection, a pretty cover

may be added. A conspicuous feature of

the music-stand is the curtain made of art

sheeting in a fawn-colored shade. A band,

a deeper shade of the same color in Tudor

velvet, crosses the upper part, being put on

without any visible edge stitching. Across

the lower part of the curtain is a line of

music, which can be drawn by the aid of a

ruler. Both the straight and the upright

lines that divide the bars are worked in

outline stitch with black silk, the note

stems with little dots for the heads. Above

this line is a guitar worked in outline with

brown silk. The strings are made with

Japanese gold thread, worked solidly with

light blue silk, or a real ribbon may be

basted on and hemmed down upon each

edge.
-

INEXPENSIVE PICTURE FRAMES

HAVING accumulated a quantity of pic

tures cut at different times from mag

azines, and wishing to preserve them I

acted upon the suggestion of a friend and

mounted them upon cardboard, cutting it

into twelve-inch sheets. The white edge

having been removed from the pictures I

cut very narrow strips of the thin rubber

used by tailors, then laying a piece under

the edge of each picture with a warm iron

pressed the whole to the cardboard, leav

ing an equal margin on either side.

The result proved most satisfactory, and

as they lie on a stand they make a very

interesting collection.
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HE designs for grilles are an

unlimited number, and the

materials from which they

may be constructed are also

numerous, the most service

able, however, being iron,

brass, copper, wood of every

kind, glass, fibre, netting, rope, wire and

paper. Of these metal and wood are best.

A simple and neat spindle grille for a

narrow doorway is shown in the plain spin

dle illustration. Obtain two square sticks

as long as the width of the doorway casing

and two the desired height of the grille, of

pine or whitewood seven-eighths of , an

inch square and planed on all four sides.

Then obtain some long sticks one-half an

inch square planed on all sides. These

may be cut in lengths

according to the desired

height of the grille, and

the ends made fast in

the top and bottom rib

of the framework. Then

lay the two long sticks

of the frame side by side

ARTISTIC

DOORVVAYS

º

º

A SIMPLE

make the fish-net grille as suggested

DESIGN

O

T in our illustration, make a frame

work of wood sticks three-quarters of an

inch square to fit the inside of the door

casing, and obtain some fish net made of

stout cord with small meshes, and cut

from it a piece to fit the inside of the frame;

then it should be shellacked to stiffen it.

When cutting

the net care

should be taken

to have the out

side row of knots

intact. The net

is to be made

fast to the frame

with staples

driven through

the knots and

so on into the

wood as shown

in Figure No. 4,

and should be

stretched taut

to look well.

The woodwork

should be fin

ished to match

the color of the

door and casing,

and the net can

be painted any

color desired;

the knots will

look well if

gilded. A styl

ish appearance

may be secured

by painting the

network a dead black before gilding the

knots, or the net will look well if bronzed.

A COLONIAL GRILLE

THE framework of the Colonial grille

shown in the illustration is made of

pine or whitewood sticks seven-eighths of

an inch square, the spindles to be round,

three-eighths or one-half an inch in diam

MOORISr.

Scrººm:

FOR SINGLE OR DOUBLE DOORWAY

S the design may be used either for a

single or double doorway have the

blacksmith make a frame as long as the in

side width of the door casing and as high as

the desired width of the grille, of flat iron

three-eighths of an inch wide by one-eighth

thick; another frame should be made of

the same sized iron two inches smaller all

around than the inside measurement of the

large frame. A division piece should be

placed to divide off either end of the

smaller frame in a perfect square, and be

tween these two division pieces an ellipse

should be formed of the iron. These will

be the main ribs of the grille, and inside of

them the scrolls are to be arranged. All

the light scrolls

and circles may

be made of nar

row strips cut

from thin sheet

stovepipe iron

that can be pur

chased from any

tinsmith. The

strips should be

bent into curves

and scrolls with

round - nosed

p in cers and

bound together

with little metal

bands, as shown

in. Figures Nos.

5 and 6. The

best-way to bend

these scrolls is

to lay the frames

down on a large

piece of smooth

paper or a table

top, and with a

soft lead pencil

mark the po

sition of the

frames, then re

move them and

draw in the scrolls as arranged in the illus

tration. This will be a full-size working

drawing or plan, and over it the scrolls of

thin iron can be bent to conform to the lines.

FINISHING THE GRILLE

WHEN the grille is completed it should

be finished with a good black paint,

applied to the iron in thin successive coats,

which will be sufficient

to cover the iron thor

on the top of a table,

and with a rule mark off

even spaces through the

middle of each stick

one and one-half inches

apart. When the spaces

are all marked off bore

holes with a half-inch

bit, using each mark in

the centre of the stick

for the middle of a hole;

then, with a light chisel having a sharp

edge, cut the holes square.

Figure No. 1 shows a section of the

marked stick; Figure No. 2 a hole and a

square marked around it with lead pencil,

and Figure No. 3 shows a hole cut square,

also one end of a spindle inserted in the

frame piece.

º
|

gº

eter. Ordinary dowels are admirably

adapted to this purpose and can be pur

chased from a cabinetmaker. You may

find them somewhat rough, but by the use

of sandpaper a smooth surface may be

obtained. The balls that are arranged on

the spindles and work out the elliptical

design can be made by a wood-turner, and

should have a hole

through them so they

will fit over the spin

dles and be moved to

any position.

METAL GRILLE

HE design for a

metal grille in

the Adams style,

shown at the head

ARENASSANCE CRule #3; i

of this page, can be

made of black iron,

# THE FISH-NET GRule

oughly and prevent it

ºf . xº::::::::::::: from rusting.

º §º 3|| A RENAISSANCE GRILLE

*||º X % A, % HE Renaissance grille

* * may be made in a

similar manner as de

scribed for the Adams

design, save that the

bottom ribs of the frames

are curved. A line of

º frill edging along the

|: bottom rib lends to the

; : appearance and is sim

ple to make, being but

a few strips of the iron

bent into shape with a

round-nosed pair of pincers, as shown

in Figure No. 7.

A suggestion for a Moorish treatment

for the grille in the upper part of a door

way, given in the illustration, is made of

wood. Some character to the scrolls and

conventional leafwork can be given by

carving the wood in places to define them.

bright brass, or

bronze, as desired.

Any worker in metals

or wire can make this

grille. If, however,

it is desired to make

the grille of black

iron the work can be

done by a blacksmith.

Fit your Dresses Over the

_Flexibone
º, Moulded

Corset

Stylish Looking

Comfort Feeling

Wear Resisting

Price Popular

WEWEST, DA/WTIEST

AND CHOICEST THING

OUT IN CORSETS

Made in ALL MODELS

to fit all figures. In

ALL COLORS

to please all eyes. In

ALL GRADES

to suit all in price.

The stays and our

superior method of

making and inserting
them, is The Reason

W H Y, explained
Ø

%º and illustrated in our

º

%

% book, “Corsets, and

Azow to Choose Zhem so as to Fit,” sent free.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM, or send us

your order (specifying grade and waist measure).

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

A Brocaded English In Coutil In Royal

J

Sºlºis;$3% *200 º $150
Design, also Plain ... Black ... Black --

Black, Tan or White

CORONET CORSET CO., Jackson, Mich.

or Drab or Drab

THEY ARE SONICE!

AND ONLY $1.00

CHICAGO

G=D wº

CLASP OR BUTTON FRONT

- Finest Sateens: White, Gray

and Black and

Summer Net. Siz

es, waistmeasure

ment, 18 to 36.

SIZES above 30

* –25 cts. EXTRA.

BICYCLE

6%% WAISTS

Come to the Waist ONLY

Hold up the Busts and give same

appearance as corsets. Tape- -

fastened buttons to hold up the skirts.

only waist specially adapted for bicyclers.

White, Gray and Black Sateen and Summer Net.

Sizes 18 to 30 waist. PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

&% sup;SUPPORTERS

Allow healthy, natural devel

opment of the body. For solid

comfort they are incomparable.

Come in White, Gray and Black

Sateen and Summer Netting.

Sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE

ONE DOLLAR.

Ask your dealers for these Gar

ments. If they don't keep them send

ONE DOLLAR to the manufactur

ers, who will send them postpaid.

GAGE-DOWNS CO., Chicago, Ill.

-------------------------------------------

The

N B2Sy

- -

Tossible with the right corset,

Impossible without it.

Don't take any corset, your dealer

offers you. Insist on having

W. B. Corsets;

For Sale Everywhere. -

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Featherbone Corsets

---

New Model

| Lengthens the WaistÉ º }

| Gives Beautiful Form Wºº:

Best Sateens

Fast Black, White, £cru

and Drab

Only $1
Forsale by first-class retailers,

or sent postpaid on receipt of

price. Twenty different styles

of corsets and waists. Send

for price list.

FEATHERBONE CORSET CO.,Sole Mfrs,Kalamazoo Mich,

The LAdies”

“ HAPPY THOUGHT **

HAT FASTENER

saves the hat; holds itsecurely;

invisible; attachable to any hat.

If your milliner does not have

them, send 200. for sample pair,

naming color desired.

ha Thought Hat Fastener Co.ppy §. Mich.
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r000-000-000-90-09-000<=cº-,-,-]

Babies Die

in nine cases out of ten because

of improper feeding. In nine

cases out of ten, Babies under

a year old are fed on cow's

milk in one form or another.

The use of cow's milk is fraught

with danger. Your doctor will

confirm this statement.

There

which does not require the ad

is a food for Babies

dition of cow's milk—a food

possessing especial value in hot

weather — a food which saves

thousands of lives from Cholera

Infantum every year. It requires

the addition of water only in

preparation. It is

Nestlé’s Food

A sample can of Nestlé’s Food will be sent

on application.

THos. LEEMING & Co., Sole Agents

73 Warren St., New York

(*=000~000~00-00-000-000-000

BEST& CO

For this short dress of

fine Nainsook, gathered at

the neck—collar and cuffs

trimmed with embroidered

rufile—or with lace–full

skirt-deep hem. Sizes, 6

months to 2 years.

By mail, postage paid,

5 cents eactra.

This is another of our

series of little dresses

that the very low price

and remarkably good

value have made so popular.

For 7oo other illustrations

of what we are doing all the time for children,

see our catalogue, free for 4 cents postage.

60–62 West 23d St., N. Y.

CHOICE VALUES

X at rate of $8.00 per yd.

|%. 33.8 xx in.00 “

XXX “ 12.00 “

* Collarettes

% yd. long, $1.75 to $7.00

For the amount of

} cash sent us we guar

y antee a satisfactory

- Boa. All charges

paid. Send for our

Fur and Cloak

Catalogue

WALTER BUHL & CO., Detroit, Mich.

CLEANFONT NIPPLE
Ribbed inside, cannot stick together, cannot collapse.

Sample by mail vi ſº º -

6 cts. ; :

50 cts. doz.: )
or of * ºf -

ALL DRUGGISTS ºn 3 , -º

FOX, FULTZ & CO.

52 Park Place, New York. 18 Blackstone St., Boston

Catalogue of Rubber Goods FREE

CLIMAX BABY WARDS
Protection to theº and

help for the mother. eady.

byº: open, which adjusts

duck floor. 40 in. sq.; 21 in. high.

No. 201, Maple,
Plain Spindles, ... . §so each

No. 202, oniº,

-- *l ornamental Spindles, $3.50 each

-- Delivered to any part of U. S.
º

KENOSHA CRIB Co., Kenosha, Wis.
Cribs, Cradles, Child Beds, Folding Beds, Children's Carts, Etc.

FEATHERBONING
For Waists, Sleeves and Skirts. Instruc- º

tion Free. Call at our Parlors: 833 Broad-º

way, New York; 40 West St., Boston; 189°Kºź

Wabash Ave., Chicago; 102 N. Charles St., Q-ºº:

Baltimore: 1113 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. º

Send 65c. for 12 yard Sample Skirt Bone to º

WArtitiºn reATHEribone Co.

Three oaks, Mich. -

9- Health Wardrobe

3. y S Complete outfit infants' a CITIS
clothes, 26 patterns, 50c.

Short clothes, 26 patterns, 50c. Full directions, kind and amount

of material required. Mrs. F. E. PIIILLIPS, Keene, N. ii.

neck and arms.

pattern and shaped to fit the form, instead

THE BABY'S

By Elisabeth Robinson Scovil

BELONGINGS

ºf.

HERE are fashions in baby

clothes as well as in the

garments of older people.

These fashions change

from time to time, exactly

as they do in the grown-up

world. Of late years the

decrees of the dame who

resides over this matter

ave led in the direction of

comfort and convenience, which cannot

always be said of her mandates for the guid

ance of the elders. Very long skirts and

tight bands have become obsolete. Low

necked, short-sleeved shirts of chilly linen,

trimmed with expensive lace, have given

place to sensible woolen ones, protecting

Napkins are cut after a

of encumbering the child with a quantity of

useless material that did more harm than

good.

Mothers often ask whether it is cheaper

to make the baby’s outfit at home or to

purchase it ready-made. Dresses can be

bought for very little more than the home

made ones cost. The latter have the ad

vantage in fineness of material and, if the

maker is a skillful needlewoman, in per

fection of workmanship. Underclothing,

particularly flannels, can be made more

cheaply at home. Where it is possible in

this article comparative prices will be given,

that each mother may judge for herself.

If a seamstress has to be employed the cost

is materially increased and it will then be

less expensive to invest in ready-made

garments.

DRE is may be purchased from thirty

nine cents for a perfectly plain cam

bric slip, with a narrow embroidered edge

on neck and sleeves, to fourteen dollars for

one made of French mainsook, with a yoke

of Valenciennes lace and lace ruffles and

insertion on the skirt. A plain dress re

quires about two yards of material from

thirty-six to forty inches wide. Domestic

cambrics cost from fourteen to twenty-five

cents a yard according to the quality.

Nainsook can be obtained for from twenty

to seventy-five cents a yard. Less than

three-quarters of a yard of narrow Ham

burg embroidery is sufficient for neck and

sleeves for the simple slip. The more

elaborate one can be ornamented with any

width of embroidery desired, the price

being governed by the purse. Separate

yokes and sleeves can be had at from

thirty-eight to fifty cents and the skirts

added at home. The latter are usually

finished with a four-inch hem, having a

cluster of tucks or a row of hemstitching

above it. This is considered in better

taste than deep embroidery. Pinning

blankets are made of flannel with a cam

bric waist, although in winter that may be

of the same material as the skirt. The

most sensible pattern has shoulder straps

and a waist with points tying behind, one

point slipping through a slit under one arm

for the purpose. This can be made from

two yards of cotton and wool flannel at

forty cents a yard. Three-quarters of a

yard of cambric is required for the waist.

Ready-made the price is one dollar and

sixty-five cents.

Many mothers use only the pinning

blanket until the baby is two or three

months old. If petticoats are desired they

should be made with shoulder straps and

sloped so that there is no fullness to be

gathered in at the neck. A yard of cambric

will make one. This pattern is not for sale

in ready-made skirts. They have the plain

band, which is objectionable, and cost from

forty-two cents to six dollars and a quarter.

IBBED cashmere or merino shirts can be

bought from forty-five to seventy-five

cents each, silk and wool ones from ninety

cents to one dollar and ten cents. They

are more elastic and better than those made

at home can be. If it is desired to try

the domestic they can be made of cotton

and wool or silk and wool flannel. The lat

ter costs from sixty-five cents to one dollar

a yard; five-eighths of a yard of either is

sufficient for one shirt. A strip of flannel

five inches wide and twenty-four inches long

is all that is necessary for a band. Three

quarters of a yard of flannel will make at

least five. They are sold at nineteen cents

each when perfectly plain, twenty-five

cents if feather-stitched or with pinked

edges. Knitted bands are not necessary if

cashmere shirts are worn. They cost about

thirty-five cents without shoulder straps

and forty cents with them. They can be

knitted in garter stitch of white zephyr

wool if desired. In buying shirts it is

most economical to get those that open

down the front. When there is only a slit

pulling them off over the head strains and

wears them.

APKINS are made of cotton or linen

diaper, Canton flannel and stockinet;

the latter is the best material when it can

be obtained, but it must not have a coating

of rubber. Canton flannel is absorbent and

very satisfactory. The fitted napkin re

quires three-quarters of a yard of this

fabric, which costs from seven to ten cents

a yard. Ready-made stockinet napkins

eighteen inches square are two dollars a

dozen.

Dainty little wrappers are made of flannel,

cashmere, outing flannel, cheesecloth and

nun's veiling. The latter two have an

interlining of cotton batting and are tufted

with zephyr. Ready-made they cost one

dollar and eighty cents each. Flannel

wrappers may be had from one dollar and

forty-five cents to three dollars and thirty

five cents, cashmere ones from two dollars

and sixty-five cents to seven dollars and a

half. One can be made from two yards of

material a yard wide, and ornamented with

feather-stitching, lace or ribbon.

Although not worn at first bibs soon be

come a necessity. When purchased ready

made they cost from seventeen cents to

one dollar and a half each. They are

made of nainsook, lined with cambric with

a layer of cotton batting between and

quilted in diamaonds or any pattern desired.

Three-eighths of a yard of nainsook will

make covers for half a dozen. They can

be trimmed with lace or embroidery.

Creeping aprons have supplanted the

old-fashioned creeping skirts. They are

made with high neck and long sleeves ; a

wide elastic is run in the hem at the bot

tom. They are cut long enough to turn

up under the skirts, bringing the elastic

around the waist, and are made of Galatea

or any serviceable cotton material.

ONE of the first requirements of a young

baby is to be kept warm, consequently

a wrap of some kind is a necessity. Blan

kets are usually made of silk and wool

flannel. Very pretty ones can be bought

with scalloped edges and a spray of flowers

embroidered in silk in one corner for from

two dollars and a half to six dollars and a

half. A square of the flannel can be or

namented at home at less expense, if one

is skillful in such handiwork. A knitted

or crocheted blanket of Germantown wool,

a yard long by three-quarters wide, is bet

ter for every-day use. Narrow ribbon can

be run in the ends and taken out when it

is washed. A fleecy shawl of Shetland

wool makes a very good substitute. White

should be chosen, as it bears washing

better than any of the delicate colors.

In washing flannel or worsted garments

care should be taken to have the rinsing

water the same temperature as the one

*they were washed in, to lessen shrinking.

A few drops of bluing in the water prevents

their looking yellow. Drying-frames, the

shape of shirts, drawers and stockings, are

sold for sixty-five cents each. If stretched

on these it is said they will not shrink.

KNTºp socks cost from twenty-five

cents a pair for worsted ones to one

dollar and a quarter for silk ones. They

can be crocheted or knitted at home at

much less expense. They can be made of

eider-down flannel with the rough side

turned out. A quarter of a yard will make

a pair. Kid moccasins for older babies

come in tan, white, black, pink and blue,

and cost from fifty cents to ninety cents a

pair. These, too, can be made at home of

kid or chamois and ornamented with

feather-stitching in silk.

The first long cloak is usually of cream

cashmere decorated with embroidery in

silk or rows of narrow cream ribbon with

feather-stitching between. These cost from

two dollars and a half to nine dollars. If

made of bengaline silk they are six dollars

and a half, if of faille silk trimmed with nar

row ribbon twenty dollars. About three

yards of material forty-four inches wide is

required to make one. Cream silk and

wool flannel can be used instead of cash

mere. Cotton Bedford cord, duck or any

of the pretty new cotton fabrics, the lighter

flannels, cashmere, silk and China silk, are

suitable for summer cloaks for older babies.

Three-eighths of a yard of material

twenty-seven inches wide will make the

little cap in which the baby makes his first

appearance out-of-doors. The muslin ones

are of mainsook or lawn with bands of lace

insertion or clusters of cording, with a full

ruche of Valenciennes lace around the face

and with strings of lace-trimmed muslin.

Those of silk have an embroidered crown

and band of embroidery on the head piece.

The same full ruche surrounds the face and

the strings are of ribbon or silk hemmed

on the edges. In winter they have an inter

lining of wadding, and a Shetland veil is

provided to cover the face.

UST now it is the fashion to fasten babies'

dresses in the back with three tiny gold

or silver safety-pins linked together with a

fine chain. They save making the button

holes, of which a double number is re

quired if studs are used. The prettiest

studs for this purpose are those shaped

like a heart; they are made in both gold

and silver. Handsome shirt studs can be

utilized for the baby by having them fas

tened together by a delicate chain. Bib

pins are also of gold or silver, plain, en

graved with the baby's initial, monogram

or crest, and set with pearls or turquoise.

It is worth while to get especially pretty

ones for little girls as they can wear them

later in their dresses. Some mothers use

a pair of similar pins, rather smaller in

size, to fasten the bib on the shoulders.

Before this protector is worn the bib pin

can be put in the yoke of the slip and the

others used to catch up the sleeves.

A CARRIAGE can be purchased at any

price from two to forty dollars. The

very cheap ones cannot be expected to be

as strong or durable as the more expensive.

In view of the precious freight to be in

trusted to it, and to whom an accident

might mean an irreparable injury, it is safer

to buy one of the better quality. Good

workmanship in the running-gear and

stability of frame should challenge the at

tention more than a fine parasol or hand

some upholstering. A trustworthy carriage

can be obtained at from twelve to fifteen

dollars. The wicker ones are still the

most popular. Those of wood are not

quite as light, but are less easily injured.

When rattan is once broken it is difficult to

mend. A dark cover to the parasol gives

a better shade than the cream and écru

ones in common use. The glare from

these must often be very trying to the

baby's eyes.

ARASOL covers can be obtained of a

kind of coarse lace for about a dollar.

Others of dotted Swiss muslin, or point

d'esprit lace, with ruffles, for about two

dollars and a quarter. It is not difficult

for skillful fingers to make them at less

cost. They are cut in gores, fitting the

parasol around the bottom, and are gath

ered at the top. They conceal the defects

of faded or spotted parasols, and make

them look as well as in their freshest days.

The best bed for a carriage while the

baby is too young to sit up is a soft hair

pillow, with a square down one for the

head. It is well to have the former cov

ered with a rubber slip, and over that one

made of striped flannel in summer and

eider-down flannel as the weather grows

cold. The down cushion may have a case

with a hemstitched ruffle. Embroidery in

the middle should be avoided, as it is too

rough for the little cheek that may rest

upon it.

Summer carriage blankets can be made

of momie cloth, with the baby's monogram

embroidered in the centre, or of opera

flannel, pinked around the edges, or of

pongee silk, lined with thin percale and

trimmed with coarse lace matching it in

color. Something warmer is necessary in

cool weather. Then knitted or crocheted

ones may be used, or eider-down flannel

with a satin bow of the same color in one

corner. Navy blue cloth, lined with flan

nel and trimmed with white Angora fringe;

red cloth with a narrow edging of black

astrakhan, or a pretty white fur robe is

appropriate. One of Iceland sheep with a

lining of quilted satin can be obtained for

four dollars and a half. When a child is

old enough to sit up in a carriage a patent

safety-strap should be provided to prevent

the possibility of his falling or being

jolted out.

FOLDING bathtub is a convenience

where space is of importance, as it is

to the dwellers in flats. They are made

of rubber, cloth stretched on a folding

frame, which can be hung up when not in

use. There is a faucet in the bottom to let

the water run off. On the outside are

pockets for sponge, soap, etc., and a

towel-rack at one end for the towels. A

pin-cushion is attached to render it com

plete. A plain one costs eight dollars and

seventy-five cents ; one with cushion,

towel-rack and pockets, twelve dollars.

A prettily-decorated china powder-box

and soap-box to go with it cost a dollar

and a half for the two.

Baby tenders are a great assistance to

busy mothers. One kind is a strong, light

wooden frame on castors. At the top is a

ring on which the baby's hands rest as he

stands in it. To this ring is attached a

shelf where playthings may be placed. A

seat supported by strong steel springs

permits the child’s feet to touch the floor,

so that he can jump up and down or push

the frame about, while at the same time

his whole weight does not rest upon them.

The price is three dollars. Another kind

that sells for three dollars and seventy-five

cents can be used as a crib, a chair, a

swing, a carriage, in which he can be

pushed about the room, a compound to

inclose him so he cannot stray away and a

support when he first tries to walk by him

self. A large clothes-basket, padded with

pillows, makes a safe nest for a baby who

is learning to sit alone.
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HE first evidence of the com

ing of the autumn days is, in

the world of fashion, the ap

pearance of the jaunty coat.

The time has come when the

general woman feels that she

can no longer go abroad “in

her figure,” as the French say, and that

for these cool days a coat, rather than a

cape, is desirable. The material most

favored is a rather rough-surfaced black

cloth, depending for its style on the smart

ness of its cut and the extra large gutta

THE JACKET MOST FANCIED (Illus. No. 1)

percha buttons that are positive in their

work of fastening it. A simulated button

hole is counted in very bad form, and the

best tailors invariably have a double set of

buttons and a double set of buttonholes,

so that if one side should show any sign

of wearing the other can be lapped over

and utilized. Blue cloth, very heavy, but

smooth-surfaced, is also in vogue, though

few light cloths, except the veritable silver

gray, are seen. Plain, smooth-surfaced

silks are chosen for the linings, a brocade

being only used when a rather more elabo

rate style of design is chosen. Hussar

effects in black braid continue to be liked,

and are arranged in the usual picturesque

fashion across the front of a coat, so

that they give to a slender woman a de

cidedly broad appearance. Velvet for

lapels, collars and cuffs is frequently seen,

although on what is known as the useful

jacket no trimming is used. Coats of

hunter's green made quite long have set

in, after the Louis Quatorze fashion, waist

coats of white cloth elaborately braided in

gold or silver and closing with small gold

or silver bullet buttons; the cuffs and

revers are then faced with white cloth and

lecorated with the braid in harmony with

he waistcoat.

THE USEFUL JACKET

N Illustration No. 1 is shown the jacket

most fancied by the general woman,

and specially to be commended because it

will stand much wear, and, in addition,

look jaunty and smart. The material used

is a rough-surfaced black cloth. The coat

is close-fitting in the back with a decided

spring below the waist-line, so that at the

back the short skirt is quite full and dis

plays the fashionable ripple. The front is

semi-fitting and has the usual shawl collar

and revers, these latter extending far over

on the sleeves. Eight large gutta-percha

buttons, four in each row, are on the

double-breasted front. The sleeves are

full and rather drooping, but shape in to

fit the wrists, having on each inner side

the seam left open for a short distance,

fastening to place with two tiny gutta

percha buttons and buttonholes, and per

mitting a close fit at the wrists.

A MORE ELABORATE COAT

VERY handsome coat intended to form

a part of a trousseau is shown in

Illustration No. 2, and although a very

light cloth is used for the model a darker

cloth would be quite possible, but the

waistcoat and trimmings would always

need to be in positive contrast. Silver

gray smooth-surfaced cloth constitutes the

fabric used for the coat pictured. It is

close-fitting in the back with the usual

spring and fullness in the skirt, which is a

little over half a yard deep. The front is

semi-fitting and flares to display well a

long, close-fitting waistcoat of white cloth

braided in silver and closed with small flat

silver buttons. The revers and shawl

collar are of the white cloth braided with

silver and outlined with a narrow silver

passementerie. The revers, instead of be

ing pointed, as is usual, are cut square,

so that really more of the white cloth is

displayed than would be possible other

wise. Below the revers, on each side, are

set two large fancifully-carved silver but

tons each in a frame of Rhinestones. The

sleeves are very full, of the gray cloth and

are striped down to the wrist with bands of

narrow silver passementerie, and then have

their fullness gathered in to stiff flaring

cuffs made of the white cloth and braided

with silver. The stock, which is the neck

finish above the shawl collar, and which

is, by-the-by, fastened to the waistcoat, is

of white satin with flaring loops of the

same at each side. A gray felt bonnet,

decorated with silver wings and a white

aigrette, is worn with this coat. While, by

preference, the skirt is of some dark color,

yet it must be a material that is rich

looking.

A black satin coat developed after this

model has a waistcoat of the same ma

terial elaborately trimmed with jet passe

menterie, and all the other garniture is

of the richly-cut jet. This, I am sure, would

be a useful coat, as it could be worn dur

ing the entire winter at afternoon affairs.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

T is a certainty that, later in the season,

heavy gros-grain, velvet and satin coats,

richly trimmed, will all be in vogue.

course, the smart cloth coat, being suited

to all times and places when an out-of-door

get-up is good form, is the one to be chosen

if only one coat can be gotten. The cloth

coat should have a smart rather than an

elegant air, elegance being the adjective

that should apply itself to a garment rich

AN ELABORATE COAT (Illus. No. 2)

with jet, lace, or any of the fancy trim

mings. The black satin jacket will have a

special vogue, and as it is usually becom

ing, undoubtedly a number will be seen.

The woman who is inclined to be stout

should choose dull black silk.

º
-

COMBINATION OF USE AND BEAUTY (Illus. No. 3)

USE AND BEAUTY

THE combination of use and beauty is one

always sought for by the artist in

dress. It is shown most effectively in the

coat pictured at Illustration No. 3. This

is a warm coat, and yet, not only because

of the colors, but because of its shape, it

has a picturesque air that will commend it

especially to young women. Dark blue

cloth with a smooth surface forms the coat

proper. It is semi-fitting in the back and

has a loose double-breasted sacque shape

in front, closing with the usual gutta-percha

buttons. The sleeves, while comfortably

large, are not as high as they would be on

account of the cape, which is a full, rippling

one, reaching to the elbows and ending a

little below the waist-line. Coat and cape

alike are lined throughout with the histor

ical blue and green plaid silk. A pointed

monk’s hood, also lined with plaid silk, is

at the back, and the collar is a rolling one

of blue velvet, underneath which the cape

is fastened to the coat very securely with

hooks and eyes. Either coat or cape may

be worn alone, but the combination is so

pretty that unless they are too weighty they

will seldom be separated. For young girls

going to school this design is particularly

commended, and if one did not wish to

have so expensive a lining, then a plaid or

a plain color in a light-weight smooth

flannel could be used. .

SOME OF THE COAT DESIGNS

HE double-breasted reefer coat, a most

comfortable and sensible design, is

again seen and liked, the only change

being that it is a bit longer than it was

three years ago. In a rough blue serge

with facings of black velvet and large

gutta-percha buttons the reefer model is

very jaunty and well suited to the woman

of slender figure. All coat sleeves, while

they are full, stand out rather than up, and

though the coat itself may be lined with

less expensive material, silk is almost in

variably used for the sleeves that they may

be easy of assumption.

Long coats for traveling or bad weather

wear have deep rippling capes attached

and usually pointed hoods in addition,

though these last are a matter of personal

taste.

The Eton jacket in black velvet and with

fancy buttons upon it—that is, either richly

cut steel ones or those glittering with Rhine

stones—is very much liked and really

makes a toilette if worn with a handsome

crépon or silk skirt. Hunter's green,

heliotrope and sapphire blue velvet are

also used for these little jackets, but when

they are made of colored velvet, then, of

course, the skirt worn must be in harmony.

Elegance and richness of garniture must

stamp the velvet or satin coats, but the

cloth one must be jaunty and look useful.

Good style is its hall-mark, and this is

obtained by proper fit, material and design.

Upon it there must be no buttonhole that

does not close over its corresponding but

ton; indeed, nothing without a use must

appear upon it. The cloth jacket is the

expression in a coat of usefulness; smart

ness is a desirable adjunct, but smartness

without usefulness condemns it, according

to the laws of Dame Fashion.

The satin garment, rich with lace and

ribbons, and sparkling with jet, is especially

for the woman of slender figure. On a

plump figure satin acts like a looking-glass

and magnifies every ounce of flesh while

making heavier every curve, consequently

the woman inclined to plumpness should

leave satin to her slender sister.

World’s Fair Highest Award

IMPERIAL

=GRANUM
Is Universally Acknowledged

The STANDARD and the

BEST prepared

FOOD
For INVALIDS and Con=

valescents, for Dyspeptic

Delicate, Infirm, and Aged

persons. PURE, delicious

nourishing FOOD for

nursing = mothers, infants

and C H ILDREN. It is

indorsed by the most skillful

physicians and recommended

earnestly by all who have used

it, often being the only FOOD

the stomach will tolerate, when

LIFE seems depending on

its retention.

Sold byDRUGGISTS everywhere.

**ś, John CARLE & sons, New York

Buy Direct from the Loom
the new order of beautiful black silks, in all weaves,

º in excellence, lower in prices than heretofore

v1.10will .

REMA RKABLE FOR

Magnificence of Finish Softness of Texture

Superb Durability Perfection of Weave

MADE SOLELY FOR AND sold onLY BY

Barnard, Sumner & Putnam CO.

WORCESTER, MASS.

Cashmere I ial Silks are here
Guarantee ºfa #"ºst º ºrſ",%

the prices—not to break or shift; and we will make good

º!. justifiable claims made within sia: months from

date of purchase.

- - to all subscribers of THE LADIES'
Special Prices Hom E JoursAL – 69c., 79C., 89C.,

$1.00, $1.12%, $1.25, $1.37, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 a yard. These

prices are 12%c. to 50c. a yard below value. Send for

samples. Save middlemen’s profits.

Merritt's Skirts

for all-year wear are the best,

they hang just right, fit perfectly

and are the best value for their

cost.

Lustre Wool

Skirt

damp proof, mud and

dust has no effect on

it. With Spanish

Flounce,

as shown,$2 -50

With silk

shell edge, 3.OO

COLORS–Black,

Navy, Brown, Tan,

Cream White and

Mignonette.

º

Tº nºn

Cassimere

Fulled

Flannel

Skirts made with

French

Yoke and silk shell

edge. The latest and

most Fashion able

Flannel Skirts. These

flannels have been

shrunk as cassimere

is fulled. $2.50
As shown, 1k

Without silk

shell edge, 2.OO

COLORS–Black,

Navy Blue,Cardinal,

--- Brown and Gray.

Fit Guaranteed, Colors Perfect. Sent by mail

or express, prepaid, on receipt of price. -

In ordering, name length and color desired, and if

not perfectly satisfied, return it and we will refund

your money.

GEO. MERRITT & CO., Mirs.
INDIANAPOLIS

Mothers of Boys—

and Girls

The Nazareth Waist ºf"º.
and sturdy. It has reinforcements wherever neede

and the buttons fastened just where they belong.

Fits Girl as well as Boy. If you want a waist

that will save work and worry, and keep the

children healthy and strong, get the Nazareth.

Ask your shopkeeper first. If not obtainable send

5o cents and age of children, and we will send

you two waists.

NAZARETH MFG. CO., Nazareth, Pa.
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WELLDRESSED MEN
Wear only Merchant Tailor-Made Clothes

A Tailor-Made Suit

* 0VerCOat

$1099
ure a Frock or Sack Suit or

Overcoat of

ALL=WOOL

GOODS

equal to any tailor's $18.oo

garment, for $10.o.o.

and Trousers

Just as Cheap

We save 50 per cent. by

buying big lots of woolens

direct from the mills —that

accounts for it.

All goods sent C. O. D.

tion before paying express

agent.

WE PAY

EXPRESS

CHARGES

- Send for samples of cloth

º and full particulars, free.

VEHON, Tailor

155-157 W. Jackson St., Chicago

SEND FOR SAMPLES

Combination

Suits Coat, 2 pair Pants $500
and Cap to Match,

BETTER EACH SEASON

This fall's styles way ahead in every way of anything

ever shown before. Compare them with others, you

will agree with us, and buy from us.

DOUBLE-BREASTED

REEFER COM

BINATION SUITS,

like Cut No. 1,

for Boys 3 to 8 Years,

$500

D0UBLE

breastED

COMBINATION

SUITS,

like Cut No. 2,

for Boys 4 to

15 Years,

… No. 2 $500

NEW FALL CATALOGUE FREE

Goods are sent C.O.D. subject to inspection, or send $5

in advance, you pay expressage. On goods or money re

turned we pay expressage. If ordered mailed send $5.50.

Your money back if goods are not satisfactory.

JAMES WILDE, Jr., & CO.

127 State Street, Chicago

Send for Samples of Men's Suits

-
-

That's why the }. Comb is good for Baby.

eThe soft hair and tender scalp should be touched

only by a clean, delicate Baby Comb. We are the

largest Ivory Comb cutters in the world. We make

them with or without handles—in three grades of

Ivory—called 1st, Pratt Read–2d, American-3d,

Saybrook. We will send you, Free a pure Ivory

Comb of small size, together with a full description

of our many varieties upon receipt of 8c. in stamps.

PRATT, READ & CO., Deep River, Conn.

BAILEY'S RUBBER

Glove-Cleaner

Cleans kid gloves by rubbing the dirt off,

not in. Requires no moisture, no soap or

other preparation which tends to injure the

kid. At all dealers or sent by mail, postpaid,

TEN CENTS

Catalogue of Everything in Rubber Goods Free

C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., Boston

We'll make to your meas

Other Suits, overcoats | *

with privilege of examina

º
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THAT “the Rose is queen

of the flowers” all must

admit, but the Lily

stands very near the

throne, and there are

many lovers of the beau

tiful who would give it

first place in the floral

kingdom. Its popu

larity is well-deserved. It is royally beauti

ful in form and stateliness of habit, and its

colors range through many of the pure and

delicate tints to those rich in depth and

tone. Many varieties possess a fragrance

that is most delightful. The Lily's season

of bloom is a long one, where many

varieties are grown some coming into

flower early in the season, while others

wait for the autumn. By a careful selec

tion of varieties it is possible to prolong the

Lily season for many weeks, and this can

not be done with the Rose, except in the

case of the hybrid perpetual class. The

Rose is a better plant for the lawn, but the

Lily is preferable for the border.

THE impression prevails to a wide extent

among amateur gardeners that but

few varieties of the Lily are hardy enough

to be depended on, and that these few are

undesirable. This impression is wrong.

It probably results from the failure of many

to grow this plant well who have not given

it such care as its peculiarities demand.

There is a right and wrong way to do all

things, and the amateur who does the

wrong thing with his Lilies must, of course,

fail. But the amateur who does the right

thing stands a good show of success. It is

true that the Lily cannot be grown well

when given such treatment as some plants

survive. Making a hole in the ground any

where, dropping a bulb in and covering it

carelessly, and afterward leaving the plant

to take care of itself is not the proper way

to plant Lilies, and neglect is not the kind

of treatment calculated to bring success.

The person who is not willing to give the

necessary amount of care ought not to

attempt their culture. He might as well

not try, for he will certainly fail with them.

The first thing to consider is location.

Excessive and long-continued moisture at

the roots will result in death to many vari

eties, and in injury to all except those whose

native habitat is the swamp, and such

kinds we do not attempt to grow in the

ordinary garden. If the place where you

desire to plant them is not naturally well

drained, see that the drainage is made

perfect by excavating the soil to the depth

of at least a foot and a half, and putting in

six or eight inches of some material that

will allow the water from the soil above to

run off easily, and which will prevent the

earth from settling down and forming the

same heavy, compact mass that it was be

fore the excavation was made. If the soil

is heavy, lighten it by adding turfy matter,

sand, leaf-mould—whatever has a tendency

to make it friable. I have seen excellent

Lilies grown in gravelly soil which many

other plants refused to do well in. Make

the soil rich by adding perfectly-rotted

manure from the cow-yard. On no account

use fresh manure. If you do you will be

sure to regret it, for all bulbs are sure to be

injured by such an application. Work the

manure well into the soil before planting.

This part of the work cannot be done too

thoroughly.

THE Lily bulb is composed of fleshy

scales in which the nutriment for the

growing plant is stored. These scales are

loosely arranged, and moisture evaporates

from them very rapidly when exposed to the

air, consequently they soon lose vitality.

Between the time of digging them and the

time of planting them dealers endeavor to

keep the air and light away from them as

much as possible. The Japanese grower

wraps his Auratum bulbs in cloth smeared

with clay; some of the Holland growers

wrap them in moss, and others wrap them

in tissue paper which has been well oiled.

The object is to keep them as fresh and

plump as possible during the time they

are out of the ground. Therefore it will

be readily understood that it is quite im

portant that these bulbs should be planted

early in the season. The bulbs of different

varieties ripen at different times, the Can

didum Lily being usually ready in August,

but most sorts are not obtainable before

October or November. When the bulbs

are received keep them in a moist place

until they can be put into the ground, and

see that they are planted as soon as pos

sible after their arrival. Get your beds for

them ready before they come, so that there

need be no delay on this score. This is

quite important.

VI- -
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CULTIVATING THE LILY

By Eben E. Rexford
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LL Lilies must be deeply planted. Six

inches will do for some of the smaller

varieties, while nine inches is better for the

stronger sorts. The importance of this

will be understood when the fact is con

sidered that roots are sent out above the

bulb from the stalk which it puts up, and

soil must be provided for these roots to

spread in. As growth advances in spring

it is a good plan to heap the earth some

what about the stalks, to give support for

roots which the stalks will send out if en

couraged to do so. These roots not only

help to nourish the plant, but they do much

to strengthen and brace it, thus doing away

with the necessity of stakes as a general

thing. If plants are staked great care

must be taken to see that they are driven

far enough to one side to avoid injury to

the bulb. Most varieties of the Lily prefer

partial shade to intense sunshine, there

fore a location for your Lily bed should be

chosen, if possible, in which they can be

sheltered from the afternoon sun. Not

only do the plants make a stronger growth,

but the flowers last a much longer time.

This is one argument for planting them

among shrubbery and border plants.

There they are not only sheltered from sun

and wind to a considerable extent, but they

show their beauty to better advantage than

when planted in exposed situations.

D'Sº your Lily plants as little as pos

sible. Let them increase in size

from year to year. Manure them well, but

do it without interfering with the bulbs.

Do not dig down about your plants and

remove each new bulb that forms to give

away to your friends or you will prevent

your plant from becoming what it ought to

be—a clump of flower-stalks, each stalk

crowned with five to a dozen large blos

soms. A plant with one stalk is only a

hint of what a good specimen ought to be,

but your plant can never be made a good

specimen as long as you restrict it to a

single bulb and keep disturbing it more or

less by digging about it to remove the

young bulbs to give away. It would be

cheaper and wiser to buy new plants if you

wish to give to your friends. Whenever it

is found necessary to transplant them do

the work as quickly and carefully as pos

sible. Bruised and broken scales often

decay and injure if they do not kill the

bulb to which they are attached. In fall

give the plants a covering of leaves, barn

yard litter or straw, six to eight inches in

depth. If manure is used it can be dug in

about the plants in spring. Do not be in a

hurry to remove this covering, for the

stalks do not appear very early in the sea

son. It is possible, in the space at com

mand, to give a description of but few of

the varieties best adapted to amateur cul

ture, but I will mention such kinds as give

the best satisfaction with ordinary care,

and urge each lover of beautiful flowers to

procure at least a portion of the list, know

ing very well that a fair measure of success

with the first kinds planted will lead to a

desire for not only all that I shall mention

here, but many other kinds. Lily culture

is as fascinating as Rose culture when once

begun.

THE great Gold-Banded Lily (Auratum)

deserves a place at the head of the

list because it is not only regally beautiful,

but is hardy, and responds cheerfully to

ordinary treatment, increasing in size and

quantity of flowers from year to year, until

a large clump becomes a flower-show in it

self. The flowers are of great size, with

wide petals having a somewhat wavy edge,

and well spread, so that the blossom has

more of a saucer than a trumpet shape.

The petals are six in number, ivory white

in color as to ground, and have a waxen

texture. On this ground of white are spots

of maroon, while through the centre of

each petal runs a band of gold, from which

the variety takes its name. The stamens

are long and graceful, tipped with brown

anthers. The fragrance of this Lily is

exceedingly rich, having something of that

heavy, cloying character peculiar to the

Tuberose and some other flowers with a

thick and fleshy texture of petal. If you

can have but one variety of Lily let it be

this. When your plant attains age and

strength, and throws up a dozen or more

flower-stalks crowned with great blossoms,

you will think it one of the most beautiful

things you ever saw. The Auratum

rubrum vittatum is a variety belonging to

the same family but it differs in having

petals banded with crimson. In size, habit

of growth, and profusion of bloom it com:

pares well with the Gold-Banded Lily, and

you will not be making a mistake in put

ting it second on your list.

THE candidum, or Annunciation Lily, is

our best pure white garden Lily. It

resembles very closely the much-grown

Easter Lily, or /. Harisii, from Bermuda,

which is forced so extensively by florists

and in private greenhouses during the

winter. Before the introduction of the

Bermuda variety this sort was relied on

for forcing, but the other seems to be some

what more vigorous, and has largely taken

its place. Not because it is more beautiful,

for it is not. Nothing can be more beauti

ful than a bed of this old Lily in full bloom,

with its great, white trumpets lifted high

above the earth in which its roots are, as if

blowing sweet odors to the four winds of

Heaven, as they literally do. Eacce/sum

is a variety of strong growth, often reach

ing a height of five or six feet, and throw

ing up a great quantity of flower-stalks

bearing from six to a dozen flowers of a

pale yellow. It is very desirable for plant

ing in masses or groups in the border or

among shrubbery. Also excellent for cut

ting. Æºozwnii is a most magnificent speci

men of the Lily family. The flowers are

very large and a perfect trumpet in shape,

the petals not being much relaxed. They

are a peculiar shade of purple on the out

side and a cream-white within, which

makes the combination of colors very

peculiar for a flower of this kind. Its

fragrance is very pleasant. It is of a very

strong habit and grows well in groups.

THE chief characteristic of the Speciosum

branch of the family is that the

petals are well spread and generally much

recurved, thus making the centre of the

flower more prominent than in other sorts.

The ground color is always white. A/bum

has a flush of pink on its waxen petals.

4/bum fraccoa has a row of fringe down

the centre of each petal. Rubrum and

roseum have spots and bands of crimson

and rose, and are very lovely varieties.

Nearly every one is familiar with the Tiger

Lily, without which no old garden used to

be considered complete. While not as

beautiful as most other varieties it is so

rich in color and blooms so freely that it

is still one of our best sorts for locations

where a mass of brilliance is required.

Because of its entire hardiness and its very

robust constitution it ought to be called

“Everybody's Lily,” because any one can

grow it. This variety produces what many

persons call “seeds” at the axil of the

leaf. These drop, and grow wherever they

fall, and in a short time you find a perfect

thicket of young Lilies about the base of

the old plant. They are really not seeds,

as no seeds ever grow where there have

been no flowers, but they are miniature

bulbs. Some other varieties of Lilies prop

agate themselves in the same manner,

but most kinds are grown from the scales

of which the large bulb is made up.

| AM often asked if Lilies can be planted

in spring, to which I answer, yes, but

I would always advise fall planting. My

experience has been that Lilies kept out of

the ground during the winter season, no

matter how much pains has been taken

with them, are sure to be weakly. They

. recover to a certain extent, but seldom

make satisfactory plants until new bulbs

have been formed about the old ones, and

even these, because of lack of vitality in

their parent, are not likely to give complete

satisfaction. To have good specimens it

is imperatively necessary that you plant

strong and vigorous bulbs, and these you

will not find among those that have been

long out of the ground. I would advise

ordering bulbs very early in the fall. Do

not wait a day after receiving your cata

logues. It is not likely that you will

receive them immediately, because cata

logues are made up and sent out before

fall stock is all in, but your order will be

filed, and orders are filled in turn. So an

early order is sure of early attention, and

you will be sure to get your bulbs as soon

as possible after they reach the dealer. If

you take my advice about getting your bed

ready as soon as you send off your order

there need be no delay about getting them

into the ground on their arrival, and an

examination will show you that your bulbs

are plump, juicy, and with a heavy feeling

which indicates a liberal quantity of moist

ure stored up in the thick scales. Another

reason why early planting is desirable is

this: If you get your bulbs into the ground

a month before cold weather sets in they

will have time to form roots and become

established in their new quarters, and in

spring they will be ready to grow. Late

planted bulbs cannot do this. If you make

any delay you must not expect very much

from them in the shape of flowers next

Season.

A fine effect is produced by planting

clumps of Lilies among shrubbery or

where they can have evergreens as a back

ground. This method will be found more

pleasing than that of planting them among

herbaceous plants. The Lily is such an

aristocrat that it does not take kindly to

companionship with many other flowers.

Planted among shrubbery in clumps Lilies

show to great advantage, and are always

more satisfactory than when planted among

a miscellaneous collection of plants whose

habits and colors are not in harmony with

their characteristics.
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Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, to the best of my ability, each month, any

question sent me by my girl readers.

MISTLEroe–Send your present to the bride and

attach to it your visiting-card.

RUBy–The hostess at a musicale would wear her

prettiest evening dress out of respect to her guests.

A. B. G.-The prettiest bag for opera glasses is one

made of a rich brocade and having a silver or silver

gilt fence top.

H. K.—An only daughter should have “Miss

Hamilton' upon her visiting-cards and omit her

Christian name.

Nevada–Send your card with the name and ad

dress of your hostess to those friends who live in the

city where you are visiting.

W.-When there are a number of callers the

hostess simply bids them farewell in the parlor and

does not go to the door with them.

ARTHUR-It is impossible for me to say with which

one of the two women, you describe you will be

happiest. Let your own heart decide.

M. E. P.-In writing a business letter it is wisest

to word it in the third person. (2) It certainly would

be in very bad taste for a girl to whistle on the street.

N. S.–It is not good form to put “R. S. V. P.” on

a wedding invitation as no answer is necessary. (2)

It is not proper for a young girl to drive alone with a

young man.

F. D.—In deep mourning a black skirt and white

bodice would be improper. (2) Adopt a cool manner

with people you do not like and in time the acquaint

ance will cease.

MARIGoLD-As your engagement is broken you

should send back all the presents received as well as

the letters, with the request that your own letters be

returned to you.

DENT-It is customary to ask young girls to serve

at the tea-table, although, if the hostess preferred it

there would be no impropriety in having married

women to attend to it.

M. E. M.–Send your cards by post to the friends

who called at the time of your mother's death, and

send a note of thanks to each one who remembered

her with some flowers.

PATIENCE-Announce your engagement by having

your mother write of it to the different members of

your family and to your intimate friends. In this

way the news will soou be promulgated.

M. M. W.-Ata large afternoon affair, unless it is

erfectly convenient, it is not necessary to say good

y to the hostess, (2) In making a formal call a

gentleman gives his card to the servant at the door.

are given in the August Journal to “H.

Thank you very much for your kind words; they came

to me at a time when I most needed encouragement.

MARIon–Suggestions in regard toYºlº
. R.”

MABEL G.-There is no reason why you should be

embarrassed in ordering your dinner at a hotel;

select what you wish and give your entire order at

once, and the servant will bring it to you in proper

sequence.

M. P.-It is in very bad taste for a man to go out

between the acts of a play, leaving a lady alone, and

no well-bred man ever does it. (2) Doilies are purely

ornamental, being placed between the finger-bowl

and its plate.

A SUBscRIBER—It is very improper to accept the

attentions of a married man when you have no

acquaintance whatever, with his wife. Indeed, pro

nounced attentions from a married man are always

in excessively bad taste.

A Subscriber—Even if you were not at home, as

you received the card of a strange lady you must

return her visit within two weeks. (2) Bathing the

face in hot water and then in cold water will keep

the skin in a healthy condition.

J. H. G.-Thank you, not only for your kindness

in saying a prayer for me, but for the loving words

that you give me. (2) Write to the author of the

article about the lace and I am sure you will receive

the information which you desire.

BLANCHE–As the gentleman has told you he does

not intend to marry it will be best for you to think as

little about him as possible and go out as much as

you can with other people. (2) I cannot advise a

marriage with such a very great difference in age.

Mona—It is not necessary to shake hands with a

gentleman when he is presented to you, but it is

courteous to greet a man friend in this way when

you are his hostess. (2) An only daughter does not

º her Christian name engraved on her visiting

carol.

L. C.–Ingoing down the aisle of a church, or any

public place, the lady precedes the gentleman whether

there is an usher or not. The reason for this is, if

he is ahead of her he cannot protect her, while

behind her he can at once guide her and see that she

is not pushed into by the crowd.

ANxious FRIEND-A woman has no right to listen

to the complaints made by a married man of his wife.

When she does this she is taking the first step on a

very dangerous path. No woman can listen to vows

of love made to her by the husband of another woman

without losing some of her purity.

I. B.-It would be perfectly proper for a sister to

ask her brother's men friends to come often and

often, as, by making his home pleasant, he will not

seek amusements outside of it. (2) A well-bred girl

does not accept from her men friends anything more

valuable than flowers, sweets, books or music.

R. W. B.-The family of the bride pays for every

thing except the carriage in which the bridegroom

and best man come to the church or the house, the

clergyman's fee and the bouquet sent to the bride.

(2) As real orange blossoms are difficult to obtain and

fade very quickly, artificial ones are usually worn.

PAULINE. H.-Write directly to the father of the

young girl who was careless enough to lose your

ring; tell him exactly what happened and say that

you expect him to pay for it. Your situation is one

of the sad results of doing what I have always dis

couraged among my girls, that is, lending or borrow

ing jewelry.

RUTH ASHMORE.

WILD. Rose—It is not necessary to fold your nap

kin before leaving the table. (2) Grape seeds are

removed from the mouth by the fingers and laid on the

side of one's plate and not on the cloth. (3) It is not

necessary to excuse having on your gloves when you

shake hands with some one on the street or where

every one else is gloved.

A NEw READER—Nightdress cases are laid on the

bed after it has been made, just below the pillows.

As they are usually shaped like square envelopes the

nightdress is folded before it is put in. (2) Violet

sachet powder may be gotten at any large drug

Store. º An old gentleman wears the tie that is in

fashion for men of any age.

Sweet MARIE-Simply say, “I shall be very happy

to accept your invitation,” when a gentleman asks

you to go to some entertainment with him. (2) It is

always proper to thank a gentleman for his kindness

when he has acted as your escort. (3) If you have

just met a man it is wise to let him ask to call on

you rather than to extend an invitation to him.

PEGGIE-There would be no impropriety, if, after

º all evening, you asked your escort to come

in and have a cup of chocolate at ten o'clock,

provided this was served in the presence of your

mother and she remained with you during the visit.

(2) One would need to be very intimate with a young

man before asking him to go with one to a concert or

card party.

FRANCEscA—The best advice I can possibly give to

i. is that you be brave enough to tell your sweet

eart that you are sorry you quarreled with him. It

does not make any difference whether you are in the

right or the wrong, you should be sorry for having

behaved in a way that was not quite nice, and you

can be very certain if you act as I suggest that he

will love you more than ever before.

I. M. C.-If you are going out with a man friend,

it would be proper, in writing the note to him

arranging for the evening, for you to set the hour at

which you expect him to appear and when you will

be ready. In writing even the most formal letter,

unless it should be in the third person, begin “Dear

Mr. Brown.” (2) A light gray waist would look well

with a black skirt, but not with a dark brown one.

P. S.–The wedding hymn, the first line of which

is, “The voice that breathed o'er Eden,” may be

found in the hymn-book used in the Episcopal church.

(2) A flower girl walks in ahead of the bridal proces

sion. (3) The bridesmaid in blue could carry a large

bouquet of pink roses. ... (4) The family of the bride

pays for the carriages taking the bridal party to the

church. (5) The ushers stand beside the bridegroom

during the ceremony.

Alison D.—If you have decided only to see those

plays or hear those operas that you think are elevat

ing or in some way helpful to you, then when you are

asked to go to something about which you know

nothing, I should advise your declining rather than

explaining your views to the young man who has

asked you, and who would, it is probable, misunder

stand you. Thank you very much for your kind

words about my health.

A NEwcomeR-Gloves should be worn with a

graduating gown. (2) White satin slippers are much

prettier and more fashionable than white kid ones.

(3) Simply say in writing your note, “Dear Mr.

Brown, Thank you very much for the beautiful

flowers. I appreciate not only their loveliness, but

the kind thought that prompted the sending them to

me. With all good wishes, pray believe me, Yours

sincerely, Alice Smith.”

CHARLIE-I do not think it wise for you to send

flowers to a young lady whom you have not met,

although she does board in the same house with you.

(2) A man of refinement does not care for the photo

graph of any woman except that one whom he hopes

to make his wife. (3) Thank you for your kind

words, but in regard to the photograph, I shall have

to refuse as I advise my girls to, but for a different

reason-Ruth Ashmore has never had one taken.

H. A. T.-After a call open your card-case in the

hall and leave your cards on the table intended to

receive them. If the door is opened by a servant

and you are making an ordinary formal call, give

your card to the servant if he offers to take it; then,

of course, you do not have to leave one. If your

hostess is a stranger to you and she opens the door,

introduce yourself verbally and leave your card as

you are coming out... (2) Doilies are placed between

the finger-bowl, and the small plate under it. (3)

An embroidered centrepiece is placed exactly in the

middle of the table.

L. L. A.-In making an evening call a gentleman

would offer his card to the servant when he entered.

(2) When walking with two ladies the gentleman

should choose the outer side and not walk between

them. , (3) It would be perfectly proper if, having

offered yourself as escort to a lady who already has

one, you extend the same invitation to another friend.

(4) The taking off of one's overcoat before or after

entering a church is entirely a matter of personal

taste.

path, forcing them to walk in file, the lady should

precede the gentleman.

LEE-The only healthful method of reducing flesh

is to be very careful as to one's diet, eating nothing

that contains starch or sugar and taking regular

exercise. Water is said to be fattening and so are

bread, potatoes, rice, all forms of grain and all

sweets. Walking is the best exercise that one can

take. I do not think the kind of bath taken would

affect one's flesh. Do not drink chocolate or milk,

and if you ... ºn, take your tea and coffee without

either milk ºr sugar. Fruit is desirable provided

you do not eat too much of it. Avoid butter, and eat

either dry toast or stale bread.

HoPE—If you have to pass otherº in getting

to your seat at any public place, it is, of course, most

ladylike to ask to be excused for putting them to any

inconvenience. (2) A widow should not use her

husband's Christian name. (3) Three bands con

stitute what is known as the Greek fillet. (4) Fin de

siècle means “the end of the century.” (5) Suede is

pronounced as if spelled “swade,” giving a º:
sound to the a. (6) Godet is pronounced as if spelle

“goday.” (7) Magenta is pronounced exactly as it

is spelled, with the accent on the second syllable. (8)

The words & la mode mean “in the fashion,” or

“after the received fashion.”

(5). If a lady and gentleman are on a narrow

Three Highest Awards, Diplomas and Medals, at the World's Fair for Knit Underwear, Wool Underwear and Silk Underwear

THE ONLY COMFORTABLE UNDERWEAR

for men, women and children to wear in all seasons everywhere is

The Lewis Union Suit
EVERYBODY WANTS COMFORTABLE UNDERWEAR. Common sense and

good taste alike ordain that a Lewis Union Suit is the proper underwear to buy. Each

part is made to fit the corresponding part of the body, insuring a neat and smooth fit

from neck to ankle, adapting itself to

all the curves of the body in every

posture, by which means complete

comfort is absolutely attained, as the

garment does not draw or wrinkle

in the slightest degree.

These are facts concerning

comfortable fit, ap

preciated by every

man and woman.

The Lewis Union

Suits are therefore

full-fashioned in

reality and not sim

ply in name. The fin

ish of these garments

is perfect, they are

beautifully tailored and

trimmed.

Made in all popular shades,

in silk, lisle, balbriggan, light

and heavy wool, and mixtures,

in weights suitable for all sec

tions and seasons, and sold at

prices less than you have to

pay for the old-style two-piece

suit. The treatment of the

yarn makes these garments

the nearest non-shrinkable

possible to obtain, and they

retain their softness and elas

ticity for years, insuring the

greatest comfort to the wearer.

THE

COMFORTS

you get when you buy

the Lewis Union Suits: -

1st. COMFORT IN WEARING is the most important, you are done forever with the annoyance of your

undershirt working up and your drawers working down; this is an unavoidable nuisance unless you buy a

Union Suit, then think of the comfort of not haying a double layer of wool garment around the waist line,

this appeals strongly to the ladies who wish to look their best.

2d. COMFORT IN PRICE, you pay less for this comfort in the Lewis Union Suits, whether you buy them

in silk, lisle, balbriggan or wool, than you have to pay for the old-style two-piece suit.

3d. COMFORT IN HEALTH, owing to their clinging nature they prevent admission of cold currents of

air, sudden chills or other health-impairing influences.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THESE SUITS, should he not have them do not take a sub

stitute, but inclose stamp for 32 samples of fabrics and 20-page catalogue illustrating

our many styles and the uses for which Union Suits demand preference. We will

have your Order filled or refer you to a dealer.

LEWIS KNITTING CO., 200 Main Street, Janesville, Wis.

Famed Everywhere for “Style”

The StevenS ClOakS

There are no others quite so “proper”

—none so carefully tailored. They’re

not like other cloaks—they lend the

wearer a distinctive grace. With a

Stevens Cloak you always feel well

dressed.

Farned—and justly so—for

FAULTLESS FIT

WORTHY FABRICS

CAREFUL FINISH

THE LATEST STYLE

Just as our prices more than please so do these

matchless garments fit.

Their Peerless “Style” has

Made Their Reputation.

We sell 75,000 Cloaks by mail each season.

They invariably please, while their cost is less -

than for even common Cloaks. Find out about it all, cur

Special Cloak Catalogue

ChâS. A. SteWellS & BrOS., - 111

-

º * *

º

is Free

State St., Chicagſ)

have prepared for the
We* Fall and Winter season an

* …)
exceptionally fine line of styles

in Ladies' Tailor-Made Suits,

Capes, Jackets, and Furs of

all kinds. We make every gar

ment to order, thus insuring

that perfection of fit and finish

which is not to be found in

ready-made goods. We pay

all express charges. Our new

Fall and Winter Catalogue il

lustrates with descriptions and

prices over 75 leading styles.

Tailor-Made Suits for Fall and Winter wear in

exclusive designs, $12.5o up.

Stylish Jackets in all the newest shapes, $6 up.

Graceful designs in Cloth Capes, $5 up.

Plush Capes, stylish and dressy, $10 up.

Fur Capes in reliable qualities, $10 up. New

markets and Ulsters, Plush Jackets, Fur Coats,

Separate Skirts, etc.

Write now for our new Fall and Winter Catalogue. We will send it to you, together

with a 48-inch Tape Measure, new Measurement Diagram, which insures a perfect fit,

and more than FIFTY SAMPLES of the materials from which we make our garments to

select from, on receipt of four cents postage. Our samples include a full line of materials

for Tailor-Made Suits, Cloth and Plush Jackets, Cloth and Plush Capes, Ulsters, etc.,

together with an assortment of Fur samples. You may select any style and we will

make it to order for you from any of our materials. Please mention the Journal when

you write.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO.

152 and 154 West 23d Street, New York

WRINGING DRY Gº
Is impossible unless your vºringer has well made rolls. When you buy a

wringer insist on having tº WARRANTED Roi, is of the AMERICAN

WRINGER COMPANY., tº largest manufacturers of Wringers and Rolls in

the world. $2,500,000 capital. See our name and warrant stam

rolls. Books of useful wringer information FREE. Address

AMERICAN WRINGERCO.

warraNTED .

on -

9 Chambers Street, New York.
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The Only First-Class Piano

is the piano that has all the improved

attachments.

-

The “Crown’’ Piano with its Orchestral

Attachment and Practice Clavier gives

$1000 worth of extra value in the attach

ments alone, all at the cost of a first-class

piano, making this par excellence

THE PIANO FOR THE HOME

So that every one can be made happy by

hearing their favorite instrument played

upon it by the use of its pedals. This

piano enables you

At Will to Imitate Perfectly

the Harp, Zither, Guitar, Mandolin, etc.

It does not add to the cost, and can be

had only in the

Manufacturer PIANOS

GE0. P. BEN , and ORGANS

Bent Block, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Free Catalogue tells the whole story.

:THE ARTISTIC

º Standard of the World.

Have Stood
|

iſ For Seventy-two Years

Without a Peer.

Played and endorsed by the World’s

Most Eminent Musicians.

Recipients of one hundred and twenty- \
nine First Medals and Awards from all -

parts of the World.

* Every Piano Guaranteed for Five Years. "
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

l
|

\!
-

ESTABLISHED 1851

PIANOS

Celebrated for their Pure Tone, Elegant Designs,

Superior Workmanship and Great Durability.

Sold on easy terms. Old instruments taken in ex

change. Catalogue and information free.

VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.

174 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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Made from long, soft, silky Fur. Luxurious and ele

§: every home can afford several. Colors: Silver

hite, light and dark Gray. Moth proof, and nothing

makes the appearance at twice the money. We have

sold these rugs four years with satisfied customers con

stantly increasing. Glossy Black Fur Rug, same size,

§º. Sent C.O. D. on approval if desired. Illustra

ted Carpet and Curtain catalogue free.

THE KRAUSS, BUTLER & BENHAM CO.

70 High Street, Columbus, Ohio

“THEORY OF MUSIC IN A NUTSHELL’”

to 500 pounds

the wisdom of vour continuance.

a composition which is wort

find a market.

__*
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NîSICAL

All questions of a Musical nature will be

cheerfully answered in this column by a special

corps of Musical experts. Any books men

tioned in this department may be ordered

through the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at ad

vantageous prices.

E. C. S.–Chopin should be pronounced "Show

pah,” with the accent slightly on the first syllable.

FLQRENCE-The quotation, “ Music is Love in

search of a word,” is from “The Symphony,” by

Sidney Lanier.

RoxBURY, MAss.-The words you quote are from

the male quartette, “Life-Boat Crew,” by Titus. It

is published in sheet music.

ALICE—The first selection sung by Miss Marie

Barnard, at the American Academy of Music, Phila

delphia, on Saturday afternoon, March 16, 1895, was
Mozart’s “Cosi fan Tutti.”

York—The term, “grand opera,” is correctly ap

plied to any opera which is sung throughout, with

the accompaniment of a full orchestra, and having
an entire exclusion of spoken dialogue.

S. AND B.-Antonius Stradivarius died in Decem

ber, 1737. Groves’ “Dictionary” quotes the value of
violins ºf his making which are fit for use at from Ioo

º $500 to $2500), according to

quality, style and condition.

EDNA MAY-The only remedy for weakness in the

fingers in piano playing comes from infinite perse—

verance and patience under competent instruction.

Time and practice will surely strengthen the fingers,

unless there be some physical infirmity.

OPERA Goer—Emma Eames was born in

Shanghai, China, in 1868. She was married to Mr.

Julian Story on August 1, 1891. A majority of critics

consider her “Marguerite” in Gounod’s “Faust”

as her best rôle. (2) Victor Maurel was born at

Marseilles, France, about 1845.

MozART-The tune, “Maidstone,” to which the

hymn, ' Pleasant, are Thy courts above,” is sung, is

by Walter Bond Gilbert, Doctor of Music. Dr.

Gilbert is an Englishman, who came to the United

States in 1869, since which time, we believe, he has

been organist of Trinity Chapel, New York City.

MRs. MARGUERITE-It is impossible to cultivate

the voice for singing without a teacher. Cultivation

means the result of study. We should think that, as

you are conscious of the fact that you sing out of

tune, your ear must be true, and that by much

ſº and hard work you could overcome the

habit of flatting.

PIANistE-Surely your vocal instructor is more

competent to advise you as to your choice of a pro

fession than we are. Your piano ability will be of

the greatest value to you sº you choose your

career as a singer. We would advise you to submit

the matter to a conference of both your piano and

your vocal instructors.

LovER of Music-We would advise you to write

directly to the choirmaster at the church you men

tion, asking for information concerning the boy so

prano of whom you wish knowledge. We cannot

answer questions of a personal nature in this column

unless, of course, the persons inquired about are

so notable as to warrant it

Doubtful. QUER1st-“Sonatina" is the Italian,

“sonatine’’ the French form of the same word. It

means a short sonata, one in which the subjects are

not developed at length. “Sonatinen '' is the

German plural form of the same word. Sonatina

is pronounced “són-ah-tee-na”; sonatine, “són-ah

tee-neh”; sonatinen, “són-ah-teen-men.” The ac

cent in each word is thrown on the first and third

syllables.

IMPRoviser—There isº the probability that

1.

We would advise you to

yourself to a systematic course of study of “har

mony”

composing. It would be well, also, for you to call

upon the composer of greatest importance near your

y of publication will

devote

and “composition ” and to continue your

home and ask his frank opinion of your abilities and

If you will send us

a stamped, self-addressed envelope we will gladly

furnish you with the names of firms who publish
inusic.

PARis-The only, diet, necessary for a singer to

observe is that which will keep him in the best phys

ical condition. An avoidance of extremely hot and

extremely cold foods and drinks is to be recom

mended. The correct methods of breathing are

those taught by the so-called Italian school of vocal

teaching. (2) We have consulted with various author

ities concerning vocal teachers at Milan. They say

that better instruction in style and repertoire can be

secured for much lower rates from some one of the

many ex-professional singers who are to be found

there than at the Conservatory, which is of greater

value to instrumental students.

Foreign Training Necessary to American Singers?”

will shortly appear in the Journal.

L. M. S.—You say that with your male voice you

can easily and readily sing an "|. E, by which we

suppose that you mean the E above the bass staff,

and that your voice is a barytone or a bass. The

range of the usual barytone voice is from the C in

the bass staff to the F above it, and of the basso

rofundo from the E flat below the bass staff to the

above it, so that if your voice is either a barytone

or a bass many higher notes are not your property.

However, many barytones sing the F natural and

sharp, and a few have a good G, so that if you can

sing the E readily it may be that with proper instruc

tion and after sufficient time you may attain higher

notes. The latter two things, time and proper in

struction, are the only means of preparing for the

upper notes, which in themselves are a gift of nature.

They are not good when forced, and will not endur

if artificially produced.

IGNorANCE—The “Organist's Journal,” published

in two volumes; Schnecker's “Organist at Home,”

and Berg's “New Themes and Voluntaries,” pub

lished in five volumes, are all useful and good collec

tions of reed organ voluntaries. (2) Groves’ “Diction

ary of Music and Musicians” is the best collection of

biographical sketches. It is published in four vol

umes with a key. Moscheles’ “Recent Music and Mu

sicians” contains much biographical material, but is

more reminiscence than reference. Moore's Encyclo

paedia is good also as a book on the same lines as

Groves'. Scribners publish a series of biograph

ical sketches of great composers in different vol

umes and by various authors. Any of these books

may be ordered through the Journal: . (3) Brainard's

“Musical World” is published at Chicago, Illinois.

(4) Kuhlou should be pronounced “Koo-low,” the

latter syllable rhyming wit. “how.” Wollehaupt is

pronounced “Vol-howpt. The accent in each word
is placed upon the first syllable. Liszt should be pro

nounced as though written “Leest”; Paderewski,

“Pah-ter-eff-sky,” with the first and third syllables

accented. Geibel should be pronounced “Guy-bell,”

accenting the first syllable.

An article on “Is
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: ) s”s, will readily yield to Copco when :
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: Kºš you are obliged to say: “Just :

: look at yourself! now don’t .

: you come into this house :

: until you're clean,” temper :
-

justice with mercy; hand him

a cake of Copco and he will

soon be out of quarantine;

and notice one thing, please;

if he has used

:

:
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.:i

soap, the dirt has not stuck to him and been wiped off on the towel

—it has been washed off in the water.

Result, Clean boy, clean towel, prompt dinner. -i
; Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

: CHICAGO, NEW YORK, ST. LOUIS
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They Last & 4O Q 5 * Made of a Neutral

Twice as Long Fibre without the

as Others use of Chemicals

DRESS SHIELDS

Contain No Rubber! ~ ;

º Are Light, White -

ODORLESS AND

WATERPR00F
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iſ your dressmaker hasn't them, send

25c. (stamps) for sample pair. Address

OMO MFG. CO.

67 New Street, New York
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The Wonderful Curved Tubular Feeder

is one of the features that goes to make up that perfection of writing implements

THE GEO. S. PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN

One of many styles made by us (cut reduced size). Catalogue. No. 8, Price $3.00. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

In selecting a fountain pen you cannot, after knowing the points of superiority in the

Parker, afford to buy any other. Ask your dealer for them. If he does not keep them

do not be induced to take an inferior make, but write us for handsome illustrated cata

logue and other interesting matter about fountain pens, which we mail free.

PARKER PEN COMPANY, 1o Mill Street, Janesville, Wis.

ROOZEN'S DUTCH BULES for Fall, '95, and Spring, 96, PLANTING

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Lilies, Crocus, Ranunculus, Iris, Amaryllis, Gloximias,

\ Péonies, Delphiniums, Gladioli, Dahlias, Etc., Etc., in thousands of varieties, nºw and old.
- fºr The flowers which, if planted indoors in the Fall, cheer the homes in the gloomy

* Winter months; which, if planted outdoors in the Fall, are among the first to show their

º beauties in the Spring.

The largest catalogue of the above and all new and rare bulbs is published by the famous

rowers. ANT. R.90ZEN & SON, OWERVEEN (near Haarlem). Ho LLANI).

Established 1832.) All intending purchasers are respectfully invited to apply to un

ersigned, American Agent, or to Messrs. Roozen direct, for the above catalogue,

which we take pleasure in sending to such free. tº Prices greatly reduced.

J. TER IV UILE. General American Agent: 3:3 Broadway. New York City.

fºr Our own Book on Cultivation for 30 cents. Mention THE LAdries' Homr. Journ A1.

SAVE $8.00
Suits and Overcoats to measure

$IO.OO

AND UPWARDS

Far superior to any that other

tailors charge $18.00 to $20.00. We

are enabled to save you this amount

by buying the entire production of

several woolen mills and saving

the expenses of traveling men.

Goods sent C. O. D., with privilege

of examination and trying on be

fore you pay for them.

º express charges.

or our new fall and winter cata

for Samples

Mothers Should sen" .

º Boys'

Knee Pants
We take remnants of Fine Woolens

from our Merchant Tailoring Department, and

make them up into Boys’ KNEE PANTS, which

we sell for 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

MILLS & AVERILL, Broadway and Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

"||||PAH" WALWE NPPLES
WILL NOT COLLAPSE.

Make nursing easy, and prevent much

colic, because they admit air into the

bottle as the milk is drawn out, and

prevents a vacuum being formed. Sam

ple free by mail, upon request, with
valuable information for cleansing and

keeping nipples sweet and healthy.

WALTEB F. WABE, 512 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

* TUBULAR DRIVING LAMP

| IT is the only practicable and

perfect driving lamp ever

logue with samples, fashion plate,

and novelty, all sent free.

Dept. 3, KRAMER & MAHLER

111-113-115-117 Monroe Street, Chicago

| Direct from the Factory. $2 - -

º_C. o. D. on approval at wholesale Prices.

--- Q WARRANTED 5 years. No money in advance.

Wh Pa enormous profits to retail

º y y dealers when we save you

X 50 per cent.” Buy first-class goods that are

guaranteed to be as represented. Any style

and º: up to $35.25. Shipped on approval

and if not as represented costs you nothing.

resent with each carriage. Address

Inacle.

IT will not blow nor jar out. Valuable Catalogue Free.

IT gives a clear, white light. NATIONAL MerciiANDise supply Co.

IT !...i º” ocomotive Dept. C35. 248-253 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

| ea ght.

IT throws all the light straight

ahead from 200 to 300 feet. BRUSSELNE. 30 CENT'S A YARD.

says Musical Critic of Wolfram's book: “How to learn

to modulate from any one to any other key quickly.”

Mailed on receipt of 55 cents. Two for $1.00.

THEo. Wol,FItAMI Co., Columbus, 0.

A yard wide, reversible carpet.

Samples for stamp. Liberal pay to persons who can

sell Carpets, Shades, Upholstery. Outfit 25¢. Send

25c. for Carpet Soap. Cleans carpets, etc., like new.

W. J. ELDR11)GE, 1702 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

IT burns kerosene.

tº Send for Book.

- rt. E. dietz Co.

49 Laight Street. - New York

Mention this magazine and the number of this offer (No. 3).
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Hon. T. V. Powderly of Pa., Ex

General Master Workman Knights of

Labor; Henry De H. Waite of Ohio

retired army officer and kinsman of

Chief Justice Waite; Mrs. A. D. Leach

of Indiana, a stenographer; J. H.

Zuver of Michigan, a farmer's son: W.

G. Bessy of Michigan, a school teacher;

J. M. Boyer of Ohio, a druggist, W. I.

Vawter of Oregon, a banker; Robert
McCrory of Ohio, a county officer: j.

H. Murphy, foreman of the U. P. Rºy

Shops, Utah, and hundreds besides

STUDIED LAw, with Us, by MAIL, and

are now practicing successfully.

The story of their success and how

you can accomplish the same results is

told in a handsome catalogue, and a

unique book of four hundred testimo

nials from every State and every

class, sent you free on your request.

ADDRESS

The Sprague Correspondence

School of Law -

Department R, Detroit, Mich.ſ N
- z - º

§ºğ N Re

-> º' --~~)

oºz Gräſs. - Rºsssººsºº"

Domestic Art and

Domestic Science

Normal, Professional, and Special

Training in Sewing, Dressmaking

and Millinery, Hygiene, House

hold Art and Science, Cookery,

Food Economics, and Laundry.

PRATT INSTITUTE

Brooklyn, N. Y.

You do not need to

leave home or give up

- present employment to secure

- Practical Business Education. We

can teach you Book-keeping, Shorthand, Penmanship,
Arithmetic Rº"; Grammar, Law, Letter Writing,

By via'ſſ."This is the kind of knowledge thatetc.,

Fº s and our teachers will prepare you thoroughly:

tilize your spare time and fit yourself for a good

position. Business men with dollarsare seeking young

i. with business sense. Write for FREE cata

ogue giving particulars. A Trial Lesson 10 cents.

BRYANT & STRATTON, No. 2 College Bldg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

"DO NOf Stammer"
JOHNSTON'S PHILADELPHIA, PA., INSTITUTE

Is INDoRSED BY

Hon. John Wanamaker, Philadelphia.

Bishop Cyrus D. Foss, Philadelphia.

Horatio C. Wood, M.D., LL.D., University of Pa.

George A. Lyon, Esq., U. S. N., Boston, Mass.

Send for 54-page pamphlet to

1033 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Estab. 1884. EDWIN S. JOHNSTON, Principal and Founder

STUDY

Journalism

AT HOME

Reporting, Editing,

- ºf branches of newspaper

- and literary work taught

all

BY MAl Practical work from the start.

• Improved Methods. Best results.

The Sprague*}

School of Journalism

Catalogue FREE.

No. 1 Telephone Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

St.Catharine's Hall for Girls

Under the patronage of Bishop Littlejohn. Charm

ingly located in the City of Churches. Competent

teachers, commodious quarters, bountiful table. In

struction in English, Science, Ancient and Modern

Languages, Drawing and Painting, History and

Physical Culture. Girls of all ages received. Board

ers limited to 30, rates from $350 to $500. Day schol

ars limited to 150, rates from $50 to $100. SUMMER

Recreation School ANNEx, Holderness, N. H.

Address SUPERIOR, 292 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

NEW HAMPSHIRE CONFERENCE SEMINARY

Fall term opens September 10, 1895, $200 a year. College Pre

aratory Department. Courses in Science, Art, Music Elocution;

}. German, Greek, Latin, and Literature. Commercial

Department. Good Board. Healthy location. Christian home.

Send for catalogue to the President,

Rev. J. M. DURRELL, Tilton, N. H.

NEw JERSEY, Pennington. C ient to N.

- - onvenient to New

Pennington Seminary Sºñ.
Baltimore and Washington. Both sexes. 56th year.

Healthful. Beautiful. 18.teachers, 12, courses. , Cost

moderate. Forbeautifully illustrated catalogue address

THoMA's HANLoN, D. D., President.

NEw York, Poughkeepsie.

Riverview Academy. Goth year. prepares thor.
oughly for College, the Government Academies, and

Business. U. S. Army officer detailed at Riverview by

Secretary of War. Joseph B. Bisbee, A. M. Principal.

PENNsylvasia, Media.

Media Academy for Boys.

and Commercial courses. Careful preparation for lead

ing Colleges. Excellent table and all home comforts.

Location unsurpassed. Send for circular. c.w.stuart, prin.

The best place is

Jºe ENGINEERING #.

Western University of Pennsylvania in Pittsburg, Pa.

Write for catalogue to the Chancellor, W. J. Holland

21st year. Classical,

Scientific, English

|->--

º
%

FOR ARTWORKERS
§º BY ENMNAA HAYWOOD

** -&-º-º-º-º->~~~~~e Gº

Under this heading questions of general in

terest relating to Art and Art work will be

answered. Any books mentioned in this

department may be ordered through the

JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at advantageous

prices.

-*.

ºv

S. D. H.-It is better to make designs for publica

tion in pen and ink larger than those intended for re

production. This is not necessary for an oil painting,

which is reproduced by quite a different method.

I. D. W.-You can obtain the smallest size in studio

kilns for about twenty dollars; this size will just

about take a dinner-plate in circumference. Write

to firms advertising studio kilns for their circulars. I

cannot designate special makers.

A. T. D.—The salaries of the teachers at the

various art schools you mention vary according to

the ability of the teachers and the standing of the

school. To expect each school to satisfy individual

curiosity on this point would hardly be reasonable.

MRs. H.-Special colors in powder known as lustre

colors are prepared for the kind of painting you de

scribe on textile fabrics; a medium is sold with them

for moistening only just as much as is wanted at a

time. This work is sometimes styled Kensington

painting.

MARIE-There are several good schools in New

York for the training of students at moderate rates,

among them the Cooper Union, the Artist-Artisans

on Twenty-third Street, and the Art League. Write

to each one of these for a prospectus before making

a choice.

G. B. L.-Nothing but a steady and lengthened

course of instruction under competent teachers will

enable you to draw well enough to turn any talent

you may have to account. There is little, if any,

ability shown in the crude outlines you submit for

criticism.

Sweet Louise—To paint deep pink roses shading

into red, such as the American beauty, set your

alette with scarlet vermilion, rose madder, crimson

ake, raw umber, cobalt blue and white. Possibly a

little ivory black may be needed; it is always useful

as a modifier. -

H. M. L.-The colors required for china painting

depend entirely upon the branch to be taken up.

Each teacher has her own particular fancy in this

matter also, for, be it remembered, no special list is

arbitrary, similar results being obtainable from va

rious combinations.

N. S.—Write to firms advertising studio kilns.

They supply the necessary instructions. I cannot

recommend individual firms. There is no way of

preparing the surface of glazed china so that the

paint will not slip up. A little experience in applying

the color is the only sure remedy.

A. H.-The plan you indicate is a good one for

teaching a class of young children. For the boy I

should add simple object lessons. They will interest

him and serve to illustrate the instruction in perspec

tive and mechanical drawing. The younger pupils

can also be gradually led on to object drawing.

J. W. F.—For modeling or erasing in making char

coal studies, the bread should not be stale enough to
crumble, neither should it be quite new, but just in a

state to allow of its being rolled between the fingers

into the form of the end of a stump; it should, on no

account, be moistened as you suggest, by steaming

or otherwise. (2) Your second query is not admissi

ble, but it may help you to say that personal instruc

tion is indispensable to a thorough art training.

F. W. C.—A ready-made black is never used,

either in oil or water-colors, to represent black in

ainting. If the attempt is made a dull leaden color

is the result. Made blacks are useful only for toning

other colors. These remarks do not apply to the use

of lamp black in wash drawings for reproduction.

To obtain a rich glossy black the elements of the

three primary colors must be mixed-represented,

for instance, by indigo blue, crimson lake and burnt
Sienna.

C. K.—Lessons by mail are never really satisfactory.

To design properly for the trade you need to go

through a thorough course of practical instruction,

giving up all your time and thoughts to the work.

every State in the

Pardon me for saying so, but since you have thought

well to consult me, and in so doing have given me

a sketch of your life, it seems plain to me that your

home duties have so strong a claim on you that you

could hardly be right in putting them aside in order

to follow your own inclinations to become an artist.

P. D.—I should recommend you toº to a pic

ture dealer of undoubted reputation with regard to

the unsigned painting you refer to. (2) If you wet it

sufficiently the soft paper will surely be removable

from the varnished surface to which it has stuck,

unless the varnish was so far from dry that it has

absorbed a part of the pulp of the paper, in which

case scraping and revarnishing is the only remedy.

(3) You might finish up the picture; then, when dry,

have the whole of it revarnished. Removing varnish

from oil paintings is a delicate operation requiring

professional experience.

AMATEUR-For illuminating, colors are sold ready

prepared, that is, made opaque by an admixture of

Chinese white. Ordinary water-colors mixed with

Chinese white serve exactly the same purpose, but

reat care is needed to make the color smooth and

ree from grittiness. To insure a flat tint see that

the color is sufficiently thick to cover the surface

thoroughly. Apply it freely with a full brush. Do not

go over it in any part while wet. It should then dry

perfectly flat and even. If not deep enough in tone

repeat the process, but not until the first painting is

undeniably dry. A tint will not dry evenly unless

in applying it every part is made equally wet at the

same time. Always aim at getting the right color in

one wash, remembering that all opaque colors dry

out lighter than they appear when wet.

PATIENCE AND Six OTHERs—First a good knowl

edge of drawing is absolutely necessary, next the

technique for any given branch of the art must be

acquired, if a person is desirous of qualifying as a

practical illustrator. Wash drawings, and pen and
ink drawings are distinct as to method, both in pro

duction and reproduction. ... It is always better to

make the drawing at least a little larger than it is to

appear in print. There is no arbitrary rule as to the

exact size a drawing should be made, but all condi

tions of reproduction are to be taken into considera

tion, such as the quality of the work, the extent to

which it must be reduced, the texture of the paper

on which it is to be printed; hence common news

paper work calls for very different and much bolder

execution than that intended for magazines. The

ink used must always be undeniably black; the paper
or Bristol-board white and smooth. Colored prints

have, necessarily, colored originals, and go through

an entirely different process in reproduction. There

is no fixed standard of payment for such work, and

the only way to obtain it is to submit specimens to

editors apparently suited to their pages. There is so

much competition that even good work may often be

rejected.

g”;
ſº |OWNEy's

ºf Chocolate

* > Bonbons

-

"Name on every piece"

Always Delightful, Pure and Wholesome

Send 10 cents in stamps and

get a sample package

The Walter M. LOWney CO.

89 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

**********************************************

YOU CAN FEEL THE HEAT
Freight

Paid

$1209

all over the room if you buy

Barler's IDEAL

Oil Heater

25,000 in use last year

Guaranteed as Represented or We Will

Refund Your Money

YOU ARE SURE TO NEED IT when the

cold weather comes. It has many times proved

invaluable by preventing sickness.

Every buyer confirms our claim that it

is unapproached by any other oil heater.

Perfect in every particular, free from

smoke or smell and absolutely safe. A

woman can easily move it from room

to room as needed. After a season's

experience with one many have

bought two or three, such universal

satisfaction do they give. More prac

tical than grate fires. Temperature

can be kept uniform day and night at

a cost of one cent an hour.

º

ºſ/T -

Ask your dealer for the Ideal. If he does not keep it we will ship you one on receipt of price, $12.00.

GUARANTEE SAFE DELIVERY AND PREPAY FREIGHT. Don't buy any other at any price till

you see the Ideal. It is the best always. Our booklet, “The Reason Why," with testimonials from

A. C. BARLER MFG. C0., III Lake St., Chicago

beral Offer tº:
and actual saving of carpets and labor that always goes with the use of a

66 BISSELL.” CARPET

SWEEPER

and it is our desire to make known to every such home the superior

merits of a “BISSELL’’ over any broom or other sweeper made.

Therefore, to any lady who will mail to our address, a list of ten of

the home addresses of her friends who do not yet possess a genuine

“BISSELL,” together with the name of a first-class dealer, who is in a

position to sell carpet sweepers, we will on receipt of such a list, send a

present that every lady will be pleased to possess. Your name will not be mentioned or

used by us in any way.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.

Largest Sweeper Makers in the World Grand Rapids, Mich.

Summer Homes in the Catskills

SCHOHARIE MANOR, GREENE CO., N. Y.

Two Miles from Tannersville Station

Elevation, 2,200 feet.—Grand Mountain Scenery.—

Pure Bracing Air and Cool Nights.-Lots, one acre or

more.—A Paradise for Children and Fagged Business

Men.—Send for Circular to H. W. GRIFFITHS, Sec. Scho

harie Manor Ass., Room 56, 280 Broadway, New York.

FRESCOED

CEILING.....

PANELS.....

ON CANVAS....
-

**********-m-m-m-m-m-mºunt

Union, mailed free.

Our Li
We find that in almost every city, town and

SCHOHARIE MANsion

NEW IDEA

IN TRUNKS
The Stallman Dresser Trunk

is a portable dressing case, with

drawers instead of trays; the bot

tom is as accessible as the top. Costs

3 no more than a box trunk. Shipped

C. O. D. with privilege to examine.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

F. A. STALLMAN, 41 W. Spring St., Columbus, 0.

STEAM ENGINEERING

ionary, Marine and Locomotive) |
Electricity," Architectural ama" ºf chrºnical

Drawing, Plumbing, Mining, English

Branches, etc. Engineers can qualify to

obtain licenses. Send for free Circular,

*; subject you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence

Schools, SCRANTON, PA.

Your own paper

hanger or painter ap

plies them easily as

wall paper. Write for

designs, or special de

signs and estimates on

application, with size and shape of room.

COLBY & AMENT, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Invitations and

Wedding ANNOUNCEMENTS

engraved in the latest style

Write for prices and samples

Sample book of monogramed cor

respondence paper and calling

cards sent for 4 cents in stamps.

EE MAR COLLEGE AND MUSIC AND ART

Conservatory for Young Women. Finest climate,

beautiful flºº, elegant buildings on a hill, experi

enced faculty, home comforts, rare advantages, reason

able rates, non-sectarian. Send for catalogue.

C. L. KEEDY, President, Hagerstown, Md.

DRESS CUTTING
§§s by Tailor Method Waist. Sirirt and

Sleeve system. Simplest and most prac

tical in use. LEARN IT IN 1. HOUR.

Half price to introduce it.

B.M. KUHN, Inventor, Bloomington,Ill.

IMPORTANT TO HOME BUILDERS

By sending one Dollar I will

mail you a book containing photo

as 4-3ºfº - rºl wellungs, that have actually been

#º §§';*ś"Nº º

#º
Hº:
------

---

City, within the last two years,

costing from 1,000 to 10,000 dollars.

H. GALLOWAY TEN EYCK, Architect

784 Broad St., Newark, N. J.

Mention this magazine.

ºº

º---

wº
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§ . for $ 20
sººn

º Fº º y
º

º Chimney and shade

sold everywhere, or

- º we can supply you.

We make 70

other styles of

***************
#################

- -

+:

: This Elegant º:

* +:

º: “New Rochester' .

: - Nickel or Gilt :

º: -H - º:

# ‘EE Sewing:
º: w º:

º: º:

+ Lamp;º: º:

*:: ----- without glassware, ºr

: * D will be sent, :

*:: º express paid, ;

** to any address +:

º: º:

º: +:

º: º:

º:

º:

++

**

*::

*::

º:

º:

º:

º:

**

º:

- - - ROCHESTER,”

now greatly

improved.i
* The desideratum fora summer lamp: sufficient

º: light with one-quarter the heat of larger sizes.

- BRIDGEPORT, CONN. :
: Bridgeport Brass Co. 19 Murray Street, N.Y. &

###########################

WE CONDEMAN PAINT

for shingled houses because we

have found something better—

Softer and richer in color, Su

perior wearing and preserving

qualities, and 50 per cent. cheaper.

Cabot’s CreoS0te Shingle Stains

Send 6 cts. postage for Samples of 22

Colors on Wood, and Colored Sketches.

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer

72 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

AGENT's AT ALL CENTRAL POINTs

Your Carpets
CAN BE sel,ECTED BY MAIL

just as well from our samples and perfectly illustrated catalogue,

SENT FREE, as from a store.

º, º
---------- - - º-º-º:

ine Wilton, this pattern, $1.10 per yard, sample 2 cts

Our prices are lower, our stock gives you a larger choice to suit

every taste or purpose than can any dealer outside such a city as

Chicago, and you don't have to buy carpets like your neighbor's.

our business is to sell standard quality carpets to consumers at

wholesale prices, and make them up ready to put down. Freight

is cheap, and we pay it on all orders over $15.00.

RUSSELL CARPET CO., ****HººreetCHICAGO

- - A * * *

W. ſºº- W ºx:

º

-

HorwareR

IS TO USE:

To oetain

INSTANrix}
A

Douglas
O R.

IFF

INSTANIANEOUS

WATER HEATER

Demonstrated To Be A Household Necessºry

- ALwax5 peADY - DAY on tiqrT •

, - No LIMIT TO QuANTITY

*Two cents PER BATH WHEN USING GAs

*|†Niſſiſſiº
new Yoºn NEW OR-E-ANs

FENCING "*...,
Costs LEAST, Lasts LONGEST, Looks BEST

-For Terrº

Farm, Garden, Lawn,

Cemetery& Railroad.

CLEAVELAND FENCE CO.

48 Biddle Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Catalogue

Free,

ūk. º

§§4%.

The Domestic Editor will be glad to answer, on this page, questions of a general domestic

nature. Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through the JOURNAL’s

Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

MATHILDE—Shaddocks are not in season this

month.

GERTRUDE—Pickles, preserves and jellies should

be kept in a cool, dark, dry place.

JANET-Place cards are placed at the right hand of

each guest, menu cards at the left.

AMBoy—For a ceremonious dinner of twenty-four

covers, six waiters would be allowed.

L. G. P.-Miss Parloa's cook book, “The Young

Housekeeper,” may be ordered through the Journal.

MANY GIRLs–Ice cream may be eaten with either

a fork or a spoon; the use of the fork is, perhaps, a
little the most correct.

Sioux City–Clams are in season all the year

round; littleneck clams served on the half shell make
a delicious first course for dinner.

LILA—An article on “Candy-Making at Home”

was published in the Journal of December, 1894,

a copy of which will be sent you for ten cents.

SARAH ANN-Black walnut furniture is the rage at

present and consequently very much in demand. For

the time being other woods are cast into the shade.

JENNEss—The most satisfactory dusters are those

made from the cheapest grade of white cheesecloth;

they should be cut about a yard square and neatly

hemmed.

Old SUBscRIBER—The upright piano is generally

considered more ornamental in a room than either a

square or a grand. It is certainly better adapted to

a small house.

Sister NELL–Asparagus will cook in twenty

minutes. It is usually served hot with a cream dress

ing, though many persons prefer it cold served with a

French dressing.

L. C. D.—Fish should be eaten with a fork. At

some houses fish-knives are placed with the fork in

tended for the fish but they cannot be considered as

being at all necessary.

PENLLYN-Table napkins are no longer folded in

fancy shapes, they are simply folded square and laid

at each place; sometimes the dinner roll is laid be

tween the folds, and often both are laid upon the

bread-and-butter-plate.

C. P. O.-You can purchase at any one of the

women's exchanges pretty cards on which to write

your menus; also pretty name cards. The latter

come in the shape*ºs and in all colors, and are

very inexpensive and dainty. -

YouNo Housekeeper—The best material to use

for a pudding-bag is thin unbleached muslin. The

bag should always be scalded before it is used. The

string used to tie it with should be a piece of strong

and immaculately clean white tape.

GwendoLEN—An “Apergne '' is an ornamental

stand with dish and branches intended to be filled

with fruit and flowers, and stood in the centre of the

dining-table. They are rather out of style, though

the use of them may be revived at any time.

F. L. S.—Bread-and-butter-plates are still used and

are likely to continue being so, as they have been

found most useful and necessary. (2) Any odd piece

of china makes a pretty wedding present and one

much more likely to be appreciated by the average

bride than a piece of plated ware.

WiscAsset—The best way to rid your house of

mice is to get a good cat and to take care of her, not

by petting but by seeing that she is given plenty of

freshwater and fresh milk, and also by giving her the

freedom of the house during the day, and the free

dom of the cellar and the kitchen during the night.

YouNg BRIDE—Unless your furniture is verydainty

in style and construction I should not advise you to

have your living-room papered in any such delicate

color as pale blue. Dark blue is not a good color for

a dining-room unless the room be especially favored

with large windows and much sunshine. A blue

room is always hard to light.

MERAMcH1–Wedding presents are always sent to

the prospective bride whether the acquaintance has

been only with the bridegroom or not. They are

usually packed and sent from the store where they

are bought,º: by the card of the donor.

If the present is of silver it should be marked with
the initials of the bride's maiden name.

AGNEs G.--A good receipt for hard sauce for pud

dings is the following: Stir to a cream one cup of

fresh butter, two cups of pulverized sugar, and add

the juice of a lemon or a couple of teaspoonfuls of

vanilla, and a little grated nutmeg. Smooth into a

mould with a broad-bladed knife, and set away to

keep cool until the pudding is ready to serve.

HARBERT-Sideboard covers may be made of linen
and trimmed with lace or hemstitched. The finer

the linen the daintier and prettier these cloths are.

(2) Pillow-case muslin and linen come in widths to

suit all sizes of pillows. (3) Table linen should, when

the time can be afforded, be hemmed by hand. (4)

Table linen should be ironed on the right side.

LEBANoN-Parchment paper or paper made in

imitation of wood is usually used in sending out

invitations to a wooden ji. If the invitations

are to be delivered by hand they might be written

upon the thin wooden pie-plates which are so

common and easily secured. A tiny sprig of fern

placed in a slit in the corner would be decorative

and suggestive of Nature's larger woods.

ANE-A mustard plaster made according to the

following directions will not blister the most sensi

tive skin: Two teaspoonfuls mustard, two teaspoon

fuls flour, two teaspoonfuls ground ginger. Do not

mix too dry. Place between two pieces of old mus

lin and apply. If it burns too much at first lay an

extra piece of muslin between it and the skin; as the

skin becomes accustomed to the heat take the extra

piece of muslin away.

MYRTLE-Almost all the modern houses are built

with a large entrance hall, which, in many cases, is

utilized as a library or sitting-room. When consult

ing your architect suggest this to him, and he will be

able to tell you whether such an arrangement would

be feasible with theº he has drawn. These halls

have a very pretty effect, and are found very cozy and

comfortable, particularly as most of them have the

charm of an open fireplace.

J. R. E.-Try this receipt for poundcake, I have

known it to succeed when many others have failed :

Beat to a cream six ounces of butter and eight ounces

of sugar, add the beaten yolks of four eggs, then stir

in briskly seven ounces of sifted flour, the grated

rind of half a lemon, a little nutmeg and then the

whites of four eggs beaten to a stiff froth and lastly

the juice of half a lemon. Pour into buttered tins

and bake in a moderate oven.

ALMINA–A good soft sauce for puddings, may be

made by creaming together a teacupful of pulverized

sugar and half a cupful of fresh butter, adding a well

beaten egg and the juice and grated peel of a lemon.

Have j in a double saucepan some boiling water

which hasłº thickened with a scant teaspoonful of

cornstarch; when thoroughly boiled add to this your

other ingredients, and stir slowly until the sauce is

...? hot, being very careful not to allow it to boil;

add a little grated nutmeg and the sauce will be

ready to serve.

CIceLy–There is a training school for domestic

servants in connection with the Boston Young

Women's Christian Association. The course of

training, as laid out in the prospectus of the school,

includes cooking and serving, general housework,

chamber work, parlor work, laundry work, sewin

and mending, reading and spelling, penmanship an

letter-writing, arithmetic and geography, and the

daily Scripture lesson. Applicants for positions in

the school must be over sixteen years of age and have

good references as to character.

LAURA-For your little dinner-party arrange a very

simple menu. The first course might consist of little

neck clams on the half shell served with thin slices of

brown bread and butter; the next might consist of

broiled weakfish, potatoes served with melted butter

and a little chopped parsley; then broiled chicken,
rice, French string beans and currant jelly; then a

salad of asparagus with French dressing, crackers

and cheese, and for dessert a queen of puddings or

any other cold dessert. The after-dinner coffee might

be served in the library, as you suggest.

MRs. BEN-P. P. C. cards should be left on the

occasion of a long absence of over three months, on

leaving town at the close of the season, on leaving a

neighborhood, where you, have resided, for years,
or where you have resided for months and sometimes

only for weeks, but not when changing houses in the

same neighborhood, not even when about to be

married, unless your future home is to be in another

city. The words “four frendre congé" signify “to

take leave,” and when good-by is not intended, and

future meetings are anticipated, there is no ostensible

motive for leaving P. P. C. cards.

ETHEL. W.--To my mind nothing makes a bed

appear as attractive and restful looking as a fine

white Marseilles quilt, and linen cases with deep

hems as coverings for the bolster and large square

pillows, but as you do not seem to be satisfied with this

I would suggest that you makeyour counterpane and

pillow coverings of blue and white or pink and white

dimity, cretonne, silkoline or China silk : you might

also have a valance of the same material. The

covers for the square pillows should, if made of

washable material, be finished with ruffles full enough

to flute and broad enough to be handsome. (2) As a

rule the host sits with his face to the door leading

into the dining-room with the lady guest of highest

rank at his right.

PANsy—Your scheme of color in papering your

communicating parlor, dining-room and sitting-room

in white and gold, pale green and cream "...i be a

satisfactory and a harmonious one when the rooms

were thrown together, unless it were a little cold in

effect. You have no warm tint in the coloring at all.

(2) Where rugs or art squares are used the floors are

of natural wood either polished or stained, or are

covered with the carpet material known as filling,

which fills in the space not covered by the rug.

Matting is often used also, but in that case the entire

floor is covered with the matting and the rugs placed

over it. If you make up your mind to have matting

do not buy the cheap grade; it is most unsatisfactory

and hardly worth the time it takes to put it down.

CLEVELAND–The following menu would serve for

your “little dinner-party”:

Creamed Oysters on the Half Shell

Bouillon

Breaded Veal Cutlets, Tomato Sauce

Rice Croquettes Creamed Potatoes

Lettuce Salad, French Dressing

Crackers heese

Custard Pudding

Coffee

This menu would be easy to prepare, easy to serve,

your husband's bad carving would not be in evidence

and his employer would appreciate a menu so simple
and inexpensive. The pudding you could make

yourself early in the day. It should, of course, be

served cold.

LETTY-Mrs. Margaret Compton gives the follow

ing receipt for English “beefsteak and kidney pud

ding”: Two pounds of lean, juicy beef, free }.
ristle (the under side of the round or chuck is best).

§. it, and two lamb kidneys into pieces no larger

than the end of your thumb; roll each piece of meat

in flour and season with pepper and salt. For the

crust use one pint of sifted flour, three ounces of

suet, and water enough to make the dough soft

enough to roll out. It should be at least half an inch

thick. Grease a quart bowl well, preferably with

dripping or suet, and º, the crust in it, bringing it

well up on the sides and being careful not to cut it off

so close that it may slip. Put in the meat, pour in a

gill of cold water and cover the pudding, exactly as

you would a pie. Some line the bowl and allow the

crust to turn over to form the top, but it is better to

cut it off and put the top on separately, pinching it

down well. Tie the bowl containing the pudding in

a floured cloth and boil four hours, observing the

same precaution as with other boiled puddings—that

is, not removing the lid except to put more water into

the pot, and this added water must always be briskly
boiling.

KATY—The following is Mrs. Johnson's most ex

cellent receipt for cinnamon, bun: Scald two cups of

milk, turn into a bowl and add two tablespoonfuls of

butter and two cups of sugar. Stir until the butter is

melted and sugar dissolved. Add half a yeast cake

that has been dissolved in half a cup of luke-warm

water and one teaspoonful of salt. Beat two eggs

light without separating, add to the batter with one

and a half cups of flour, or only enough to make a

thin batter. Beat well until smooth. Do this about

ten o'clock at night, remembering that during warm

weather, or if the kitchen is quite warm all night,

either less yeast must be used or more flour must be

added. In the morning add sufficient flour to make

a soft dough and mould until light and smooth. Too

much flour must not be added, for the dough should

be much more moist and sticky than bread dough.

Let the dough stand until it is double its bulk. Take

out of the bowl and roll in a large thin sheet.

Spread thickly with butter and sprinkle with one cup

oº sugar, two tablespoonfuls of cinnamon

and one cup of currants. Roll the sheet tightly and

then cut into buns. Grease the baking-pans, put the

buns on end, filling the pans closely. Let stand in a

warm place until very light, andi. in a moderately

quick oven for thirty minutes. When done turn out

of the pans so that the melted sugar or syrup may

run over them.

Walter Baker & CO.,Limited

"ºpe

C0C0aS and Ch9C0lateS

- On this Continent, have received

HIGHEST AWARDS

from the great

Industrial and Food

- EXPOSITIONS in

|Europe and America
| Caution:º,jº.

and wrappers on our goods, consu

mers should make sure that our place of manufacture,

namely, Dorchester, Mass., is printed on each package.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd., Dorchester, Mass.

Every Sp0t Off

without rubbing or

straining your back.

That’s the way

clothing's washed

with the

PBORIA WASHING

MACHINE

It washes as well as by hand with one

third, the labor, and twice as rapidly.

Circular free. Good pay for agents.

CLARK, QUIEN & MORSE, Peoria, Ill.

fºr- <=x<=x<=x<=º

For Washing and Cleaning Everything, No :

Matter What, in Household and Factory,

from the Finest Lace to the Dirtiest Garment, y

S -

Works Quicker, Easier, Cheaper and Better

than Soap or Anything Else. If you are

not acquainted with it, One Trial will Con

vince You. It is Sºft'ſ Wonderful, as the

eMillions Using it wil stify.

| WHALE ON EVERY PACKAGE

Kendall Mfg. Co.
Established 1827. Providence, R. I.

ſº-c-º-º-º-•=w=st-sº-sº

THE PEERLESS

sºe Steam Cooker
º:§º Cooks a Whole Meal

Over One Burner

on gasoline, oil, gas or common

cookstove. The steam whistleblows

when Cooker needs more, water. No

steam in the house ! No offen

sive odors! Burning, scorching

or overcooking impossible. Vege

tables that always lose much of

their flavor and become **.
soggy and indigestible by boiling, are made dry, lig t

and healthful. Meatsand poultry, no matter how tough.
are made tender and palatable. Wifi Pay for Itself

in One Season for Canning Fruit. The House
keeper's Friend: the Agent’s Bonanza. Agents

Wanted, either sex. Exclusive territory. Address

PEERLESS COOKER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

When You Bake

much depends on how the flour's been kept.

THE CREAM CITY

Flour Bin

you're }º sure of success. It's

always fresh there. Convenient and

economical. Booklet free. Bins, 25, 50

and 100 lbs. $2.50, $3.00 and $4.00.

Geuder & Paeschke Mfg. Co., 15th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

If in

w

Agents Make Money Selling the

º, Perfection
Hº Cake Tins

Delicate cake easily removed without breaking. Perfection Tins

require no greasing. All styles, round, square and oblong. Sample

round tin by mail, 20c., prepaid. Circulars FREE, CAUTION.—

Our Trade-Mark “Perfection" stamped on all IMPRoved Perfection

Tins. Beware of imitations made without the Groove, for the

will leak batter. RICHARDSON MFG. Co., D Street, BATH, Nº.

The“CRUSTY” Pa

The most perfect --

a crisp, -

crust over the whole loaf. Mrs. Rorer, of Philadel.

Ahia, says: “Your fºam is an admirable baker of both

bread and cake. . There is no question of the superi

ority of a curved bottom pan over the old flat bottom

style. The yeast germ is killed, and the loaf is crusty.”

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT; insist on having

it; if he does not keep it, we will mail you one

sample for 10c., coin or stamps. Agents wanted.

THE NILES MIFG. Co.. Box 1392. Niles, Ohio

The Morgan Broiler, $1.00
<ºs For Coal, Gas, Oil, Gaso

gºlº

-

ºver All the Juices and

Vº applies them to basting

– at each turn, making the

- meat palatable and tender.

No odor, no smoke. Made

ofwroughtsteel. Won't crack, warp nor break. For 25c.

we deliver to any part of the U. S. You examine and

if satisfied pay balance, 75c., to express agent. Address

MORGAN MFG. C0., 1030 Boyce Bldg., Chicago, III.

Agents and canvassers can make money by selling the Morgan

Broilers. Write for special terms to Agents.

º fine or wood fire, Saves

T



The word “TYRIAN '' on Rubber Goods is a

guarantee of their quality

“Tyrian”

Combination

Fountain

Syringe and

Hot Water

Bottle.

Six Hard Rubber

Pipes.

Holds 2 Quarts.

Sold at Drug and Rubber Stores. If'sº to find

it, we will send one direct for $2.00

Under our trade mark “TYRIAN” we manufacture

a full line of Druggist's Rubber Goods.

Our Pamphlet “WORTH READING,” Free

TYBR RUBBER CO., Andover, Mass.
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AIDS IMPROVES

DIGESTION Appetit

ADAMS'

#Pepsin ºf Gum

º A VERY INTERESTING

º NOVELTY 4.

* For eight cents in stamps, ADAMS &

* SONS CO., BRookLyN, N. Y., will

send a set of sixteen paper dolls, with :

changeable heads and bodies. 4.
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* Something Every Lady Wants : *•:- - y Lady **

** º º 1,500,000 IN USE •:

-º- ºnRushforth Hair Curling Pins :
-º- gºins 3.3. º, are the SIMPLEST and BEST •º

-º- contrivance for **

-º- CRIMPING •º

•:- - CURLING or **

* / FRIZZING -º

** % ever used. Small, compact 3.

** 2-S - * always. ready. Complete set ºr

3. NY-Nºf3w --C- s "all

* everywhere. Send 4c for termsº sample.

-- THE Rush Forth PIN Co., Lawrence, Mass.

-----------------------------------------------------

L. SHAW

The Largest Human Hair

and Toilet Bazaar

Established 33 Years

Elegant Assortment of Ideal

Wigs, Waves, Skeleton Bangs, and

beautiful Natural wavy Marie

Antoinette Switches. Extract

of Turkish Rose Leaves for the

Lips and Face; cannot be de

tected. $1 and $1.50 a bottle.

Monte Christo beautifying

preparations and Hair Dyes.

Book, “How to be Beautiful," mailed Free on request.

54 West Fourteenth Street, near Sixth Avenue, New York

WALL PAPER
SAMIPLEs fºr EE from the factories not controlled

by the Wall Paper Trust, at prices fully 30 per

cent. Iower than others.

White Blanks that retail at 10c., 4c. a roll

New Lustres * * * 15c., .2c. :

Embossed Golds “ ” “ 35c., 15c. “

other grades and borders as low

DEALERSºDISCOUNT

KAYSER & ALLMAN

§§ ###". Yº! sº Concern in the U. S.

93-2-9: Market Street.

41& Arch Street. } PHILADELPHIA

-------------------------------------------------------

** ALL GRADES

#House Plans cheap, Medium:
:: ******** * ****** and Elaborate

Artistic Dwellings 3.

has 100 designs for dwell-->

ings, showing the newest --

ideas in dwelling house

Architecture. "iews,

;3. The last edition of

*

floor plans, costs and de

scriptions with each

º plan.

- - --- - Price, s1.00

-

---
-

--------> -----

º Fºº. Frank P. Allen

- Architect

**ºtº Grand rapids,Mich.

--

ºw----

ºlº-tº-º:
- ---------

*-
-_-_-_-_- ---- -__-_-_-_- -

------------------------------------
- ---

------- ----------, -

-

z - -----,

with the aid of our experi

enced teachers will insure

a thorough knowledge of

Book-keeping, Shorthand,
> D
~

FE

Spelling, Grammar, Law,

Letter writing, Penmanship, Arithmetic, etc. A Money

making business education. We can give the very best

instruction right. At your own H0ME. How do we do it?

send for free catalogue and see. Trial lesson 10c. Write to

BRYANT & STRATTON, 2 college bidg., Buffalo, N. Y.

MOTHER

and BABE

An important book by

Mrs. Jenness Miller

A booklet of pages sent free

ADD-Ess

tºº Jenness Miller Monthly

§§ 11.4% Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

CRABAPPLE BLOSSOM SACHET POWDER

Delicate, Fragrant and Everlasting. 50 cts, a package.

Send 10 cºs. for sample package. The onAvionid

PERFUME Co., Forest Glen Station, Chicago, Ill.

BulbS and Plants ºkPLANTING

Direct from the Growers. Ask for Catalogues.

IIULSEBosch BROTHERS, - Englewood, N. J.

º

20th Edition—Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR

22*,

º

* ...º.º.
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* 1896 Machines

in 1895."

advertising has for months been conspic

uous by its absence. 1895 Columbias at

$100—finest, easiest-running bicycles ever

produced at any price—have been doing

their own advertising.

For the first time this year we can assure

reasonably prompt delivery of , regularly

equipped columbias and Hartfords.

You See Them Everywhere

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

General Offices and Factories, Hartford, Conn.

Boston, New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Providence, Buffalo.Branch Stores:

BABYº Sºfif|BBCyFIIſ
N

s
s= º Elegantly made and lined

S with Eider Down Flannel,

s either blue or white. Edges

~ º pinked all around. This robe an

s tº will please the most fasti

Rºse dious mother in America.

Other Fur Robes at $3.00 ands º

;ROBE. $3.50. Sent by express on re

£3 -

---

- - ceipt of price, or C. O. D. if

- S desired.

Fº 0 * THE KRAUSS,

% º BUTLER & BENBAM co.

Żºłº 70 High St. Columbus,O.

*

BARLOW'S INDIGO BLUE
Its merits as WASH BLUE have been fully tested

and indorsed by thousands of housekeepers. Your

grocer ought to have it on sale. Ask him for it.

>

-

by it.

The Finishing Touch

of beauty—just a kiss of Tetlow’s

GOSSamer POWſler

to lend a velvety softness and a delicate

beauty to the skin. Perfectly

pure, entirely harmless, ab

solutely invisible. Popular

for 20 years. Be sure and

get HENRY TETLOW's.

Price 25c. by mail, or at

Druggists. Sample Free.

HENRY TETLOW, Cor. 10th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

00-000-000-000-000-000<=w=sº

A necessity for the Toll,ET in

warm weather is

MENNEN'S Borated Talcum

Toilet Powder

Be sure to get “Mennen’s.”

Indorsed by Highest Medical

Authorities. A skin Tonic

Positively relieves Chafed skin, Prickly

Heat, Sunburn, etc. Delightful after

shaving. Makes the skin smooth and

healthy, and beautifies the complexion.

For infants and Adults. At drug

gists or by mail, 25 cents. Send

for sample (name this magazine) FREE

GElti-Arid MENNEN Co.

Newark, N. J.

--000-000-occ-co.

ſ

--- ----- ----- -º-º-º

Dr. Lyon'

Used by people of refinement

for over a quarter of a century.

FOLDING BATH CABINET

Portable, and can be used in any

room. Dry Steam,Vapor, Oxygen,

Medicated and Perfumed Baths.

Sure cure for Colds, Rheumatism,

º; etc. Prevents contracting disease.

º: Insures a healthy, clear complex

ion, and prevents Obesity. end

for descriptive circular.

MAYor, LANE & Co.

- - 128 White Street, New York

Manufacturers of DOUCHES, SPRAYSand B.A.Thing APPLIANCES

Make Hens Lay ºf
By feeding green cut bone, the greatest egg

producing food in the world. Better than

medicine and cheaper than grain.

Mann's Bone Cutter tº:
Try it before you pay for it

161 Highest Awarns received. Catalogue

Frter if name this magazine.

F. W. MANN CO., Milford, Mass.

High Can't see how

# MY HUSBAND"...º.
º-eº. sco Kenwood Machine for - 823.00

- =sno Arlington Machine for - s10.50

sº Standard Singers, 88.00, 811.00, $15.00

º and 27 other styles. All attachments

FREE. we pay freight, ship anywhere

on 30 days free trial in any home, without

asking one cent in advance. Buy from

| factory. Save agents' large profits. Over

100,000 in use. Catalogue and testimonials

--~~~~ Free, write at once. Address (in full),

CASH BUYERS’ UNION

8-I64 West Van Buren St., Box 3, Chicago, Ill.

WANTEid

SUBSCRIPTION SOLICITORS WAN"º
for something that appeals to every mother—the best of
all children's magazines. Sells on sight. Liberal terms.

Send for particulars to The Century Co., Union Sq., New York

PRAIRIE DOGS make most desirable. pets.

Expressed anywhere in

United States, $5.00 each, SS.00 a pair, prepaid.

MANNING & MURPHY, Box H, San Angelo, Texas

REFERENCE: San Angelo National Bank.

| º The IMPROVED HOME TURKO-RUSSIAN

-

º
º

:
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PERSONAL LOVELINESS

is greatly enhanced by a fine set of teeth. On the other

hand, nothing so detracts from the effect of pleasing features
as yellow or decayed teeth. Don't lose sight of this fact,

remember to cleanse your teeth every morning with that

supremely delightful and effectual dentifrice

FRAGRANT

SOZODONT

the enamel.

which imparts whiteness to them, without the least injury to

The gums are made healthy by its use, and that

mortifying defect, a repulsive breath, is completely remedied

Sozodon

it lends an added charm to their pretty mouths.

is in high favor with the fair sex, because

D. S. WILTBERGER, Prop., 233 N. Second St., Philadelphia

TOOTH

ARNIC SOAP

Why it Falls off, Turns Gray and the Remedy.

By Prof. HARLEY PARR Er, F. R. A. S.

A. T. LoNg & Co., 1013 Arch Street, Philada., Pa.

“Every one should read this little book.”—Athenaeum.

Sterling Silver Class Rings .

Letters in relief. Any initials or

figures if not more than ten.

Beautifully finished. Sample 5oc.

Dozen $5.o.o. Catalogue free.

McRae & Keeler, Mfg. Jewelers,

Attleboro, Mass.

dentifrice:*º
taste. A trial wil

tutes are not "as good.”

C. H. STIRONG & Co., Chicago

make you its lasting friend.

by FAir Trip, best

No soapy

Substi

All druggists or by mail, 25c.

- FLY situTTLE

=ºs RAG CARPET

- LOOM

Weaves 10 yards an hour.

100 yards a day. New

Catalogue and Price List FREE

Address THE NEWcomin Loomi Co.

445 West 5th Street, Davenport, Iowa
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COMPOUND

THE GREAT INVENTION

FOR SAVING TOIL& EXPENSE

WITHOUT INJURY TO THE

TEXTURE COLOR OR

HANDS. --~~ N
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